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AGENDA 
The mid term briefing was conducted with t h e  agenda shown on the  facing page. Four subcontriictors a r e  working 
with US on this study. Of these only Crumman prepared a report for t h e  midterm. General Electric will present 
their  briefing in August. Arthur D. Litt le is required t o  present only a t  t h e  final briefing and TRW's mission control  
integration task did not hegirl until the  midterm briefing. TRW was present at the  midterm t o  part icipate in splinter 
(nee tings on operations and mission control. 
Agenda 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - 0. WOODCOCK 
MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION - E. NALOS 
AND SOLID mATE 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS - K. MILLER' 
CONSTRtKTION BASE 
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM 
PLANNING 
.- O. WOODCOCK 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TOPICS 
The executive summary covers the subjects indicated. 
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Executive Summary -Topics 
REFERENCE SVIITZM RSVILW 
MYTSIsOLK) STATE 
* OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
* RESEARCH PLANNING AND PROGRAM PLANNlNa 
PLANS FOR BALANCE OF STUDY 
CURRENT SOLAR POWER SATELLI7'E PROGRAM WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
The current SPS work breakdown structure is shown in the facing tabulation. 
Current Solar Power Satellite Program WBS 
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WLAR POWER SATELLITE PROGRAM WORK BREAKOOWN STRUCTURE RECOMMENDED CHAW-,.! 
Certain changes in the WBS are  recommended. Under transporation, two new items a r e  needed: earth surface 
transportation and warehousing and logistics. A number of the  management and integration i tems shown in the 
current work breakdown structure at the program level should be applied at the contract  end item level. Further 
it is recommended that  government regulatory functions (although presently not identified) be added, and tha t  
system engineering and integration and space t raff ic  control be carried at the program level. 
Solar :Power Satellite Program WBS 
Recommended Changes 
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5,000 MEGAWATT REFERENCE PHOTOVOLTNC REFERFACE 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This figure illustrates the system for the NASA baseline reference case of 5,000 megawatts and siiicon solar blanket. 
SO00 Megawatt Reference 
s ps Pho tovol taic System Description 
128 BAYS 
867.6Jt867.6m 
TOTAL SOLAR CELL AREA : 50.1km2 
TOTAL ARRAY AREA 53.7 km* 
TOTAL SATELLlTE AREA J 57.3 km2 
MINIMUM POWER TO SLIPRINGS : 8.29 GW 
INTERMEDIATE SEGMENT 
44- l tm SEGMENTWBAY 
598 STRINGSIBAY 
61 1 PANELSIBAY STRING LENGTH 5 STRINGS/ISm END 
SEGMENT 
1 I 
REEERENCE PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The solar blanket design has been updated t o  include shunting diodes requited t o  provide shadowing prctection. 
The shadowing protection is provided at the blanket panel level. In the event of shadowing or some other fault 
within the  blanket, each panel can bz  bypassed by the shunting diodes to prevent reverse brealcdown failure. 
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Reference Pho tovoltaic System Description 
SPS-11W3 a 14 CELLS 1N PARALLEL WILL TOLERATE 
4 CELL FAILURES IN AN'* ROW f 
p- 1.059 m -7 ' -176 pm 
12.5 pm COPPER IN PARALLEL 
1096 AREA FACTOR SHUNT 
.75 x 4 cm 
INTERCONNECT 
PAT1 ERN 
TAPE 1.6 cm x 40 pm - 
.6 cm 
ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECT /LONGITIJDINALTA~E 1.6 cm x 40pm
L 
(BACKSIDE) #CEL'~S/PANE L :222 
PANE LS/BAY :365,378 
PANELS/.!SATELLITE :9,353,6711 .5 crn 
SOLAR POWFIt SATELLITE STRUCTURAL BAY CONPTGURATIOW 
The SPS solar a r ray  support s t ruc ture  is arranged io a hexahedral t russ bay configuration with s to ta l  " ~ f  128 bays 
making up the ent i re  structure. Each bay is 66f .5 m e t e r s  square. The solar array is tensioned betweer1 the type A 
beams in tramaoline fashion. Thus, these beams a r e  larger than t h e  type B beams in order  to ca r ry  the  adaitional 
loads of soiar a r ray  support tension. The s t ruc ture  includes an upper t o  lower surface c r o s  diagonal for  s t ruc tura l  
stability. Characteris t ics  of t h e  beams making up t h e  s t ruc ture  a r e  shown on the following page. 
Solar Yo wer Satellite 
Structural Bay Configuration 
8 : TYPE "A" BEAMS - 12,7M : TYPE "0" BEAMS - 7.W 12.7M BATTENS 
X X A R  POWER SATELLITE STRUCTURAL UPDAXe BEAM CONPICURATIONS 
This chart surnrnarizes the pertinent characteristics of tlrt two trl-beams used in the solar array support structure. 
'LOADINQ ) O I N T ~ ~  
I CHORO 
BATTEN 
BATTEN EN- 
v 
ITEM 
SECT ION 
REF. SIDE LENGTH 
~ A T ' L  THICKNESS 
k ' ~  
BEAM .WIDTH 
I B A n E N  SPACING 
CRITICAL LOAD 
MASSILENOTH 
i 
TYPE A 
UPPER SURFACE 
LOtiGITUDINAL BEAM 
CLOSED 
38 CM 
0.88 MM 
3-39 ES N / C M ~  
12.7M 
lS.W 
17480N (CRlP. CHORD) 
7.48 KG/M 
- 
TYPE C 
BEAM USED IN ALL 
OTHER LOCATIONS 
-- 
OPEN 
38CM 
0.71 MM 
1.80 €8 N/CM~ 
7.SM 
12.m 
7osd N(BUCK BEAM) 
4.11 KO/M 
SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION 
The expected degradat~on of solar cells for SPS's has :.sen a subject of appreciable disaqrcemmt. The problems 
that have caused this disagreement are summarized on the facing page. The commonly used method is the so-called 
damage coefficient method reflected in the TRW solar cell handbook. This method has been adequate for conven- 
tional array design but recent studies have indicated that irrlproved techniques are needed for thin solar cells and 
covers. 
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Solar Cell Degradation 
DAMAGE COEFFICIENT METHOD IS INADEQUATE* 
FOR THIN CELLS & COVERS 
UNDERESTIMATES LOW ENERGY PROTON DAMAGE 
OVERESTIMATES ELECTRON DAMAOE 
DOES NOT CONSlDER DAMAGE GRADIENTS 
INSUFFICIENT TEST DATA EXIST FOR AN 
ACCURATE ASSESSMENT 
FURTHER, A RANGE OF ENVIRONMENT MODELS EXISI'S 
REFERENCE: CONTRACT NAS8-30378 
RADIATION DEGRADATION OF SILICON SOLAR. CELLS 
The effectiveness of protons in degrading sillcon solar cells is dependent on proton energy below 100 MEV. The 
left-hand part of the chart shows a cornsat-derived correction factor and a power law factor derived by Wilkinson 
and Horne of Boeing employing the PN code. These corrections are used because damage is comnlonly plotted 
versus I-!dEV electronic equivalent fluences as shown in the upper right. 
Recent Boeing test data using protons is shown in  the lower right. T!,e way thcse points plot on the electron eql~iva- 
lent fluenc curve depends on which of the extrapolations are used. It appears that the power law curve is the 
bexter extrapolation but the data scatter for existing data points is sufficiently great that f i rm conclusions can 
not be drawn. 
Radiation Degradation of Si Solar Cells 
ECOl lL I I  
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SILICON SOLAH CELL ANNEALING 
The annealing of radiatior? damage in si!icon solar cells has been known for  over 10 years. R ~ c e n t  experirtlents 
have concentrated on the  thin solar cel ls  currently under technology development, and on methods t h a t  rray be 
adaptable t o  insitu annealing of an SPS solar array in space. Directed energy methods are a t t r ac t ive  f rcm this 
viewpoint. i l lustrated an t h c  facing page a r e  recent  results obtained with thermal  bulk annealing and ovens and 
with directed energy laser annealing. It  may be noted tha t  t he  oven recovery is be t te r  than the  laser  recovery. 
This appears  to be a result of t he  difference in time. The oven tests allowed 20 minutes for  annealing whereas 
the laser tests  allowed a few up t o  iO, seconds. Annealing remperaturcs were approximately 500'~. Attempts 
t o  anneal glass covered 50 micron solar cells were  not successful because t h e  glass coat ing tech,\iques were not  
compatible witir the  annealing temperatures. Improved coat ing techniques are being studied under Boeing IR&D 
with some success, but annealing tests have not ye t  been conducted with these. 
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Silicon Solar Cell Annealing 
OVEN RESULTS LASER RESULTS 
- I
lM1611UL IRMDIATED M N U  IRRADIATED M(WTP 
REPEATED M W l f f i  
NOTE: THESE WERE ALL BARE CELLS. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 1s NEEDED IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE. 
COMPATIBLE GLASS ENCAPSULATION. 
MULTIPLE BUS SPS POWeR DISTRIBUTION 
Failure e f f e c t s  analyses indjcated that the previous three-bus configuration could cause very large fault currents 
in :he event  of  certain types of arcs. Because of this problem, t h e  bus configuration was changed to ref lect  the 
use of 10 buses independent of one another. Major characteristics of the busing system are indicated on the facing 
page* 
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Multiple Bus SPS Power Distribu.t;on 
BPOWER SOURCE +- A POWER SOURCE -- DCIDC PROCESSORS (228/ANTENNAl 
WlTH ISOLATION 
SWITCH GEAR 
MAIN B BlJSES - 
4 SUPPLY 40,800 TO SLIP RlYG -FLEX CABLES 
1 MM AL SHEET 
CONDUCTOR 
PASSIVELY C W L E  
I5 M. MAX. GIA. 
MULT1PI.E Bff USHES 
IOAICM~ MAX 
IPJTiRBAY JUMPL9S 
(6 STRIPS = 3 COMPLETE DC SWITCf {GEAR (2140 AMP) 
STRIFJGS PER BAY EACH STR1P '1'0 
WIDTH) MP,!fJ BUS 
SLIPRINC ASSEMBLY FOR MULTIPLE BUS POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Selection of iO independent buses required a redesigrl of the slipring assernbly to provide a ?otal of 20 rings* The 
major features of the design are shown or1 the facing page. 
Siip Ring Assembly for Mu1 tiple Bus 
Power Distribution System 
CONOUCTOR 
RING (TY P. OF 20) 
FEEDERS (TYP.OF 10 EACH SECTION TOTAL 80 EACH r INTERFACE) {CIAGRAM LOCATIONS ONLY) 
! /-BRUSH SUPKIRT TRUSS, , , I 
RING BEARIFJG It- - -- . . .. .. . .- -- .- - 11,7M ----.- --.-- RING BEARING SUPPORT i / TRUSS (SECTION TYP. OF 81 j/ SATELLITE --i i 
TRANSMITTER ANTENNA 
The referer.r,  traitsmi?ter is a one  kilometer diarrbeter phased ar ray  operat ing at  2,450 megahertz. It  is comprised 
of more than 7,000 subarrays supported by a two t ie r  structure. The s ize  of t h e  subarrays has been selected to  a l h w  
their t ransport  to orbit by t h e  heavy lift  launch vehicle. Illurnination of t he  aper ture  employs a 10 dB truncated 
gaussian taper with relative phasing across t he  aper ture  contro1lt.d by the  retrodirect ive phase control system to 
focus t h e  beam at the  pilot t ransmit ter  located at t h e  cen te r  of t he  receiving antenna. The antenna is supported 
on a yoke tha t  turns in a rotary joint t o  allow t h e  antenna t o  continuously f a c e  t h e  ea r th  ground stat ion while t h e  
solar a r r ay  continuously faces  t h e  sun. In addition, t h e  antenna IS provided with elevation drive of several degrees 
excursion in order to allow aiming at the  appropriate ea r th  surface lat i tude i I s  determined by t h e  location of the 
receiving site. 
Transmitter Antenna 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
TEFi STEP QUANTIZED 
GAUSSIAN POWER TAPER 
ELEVATION 7220 SUBARRAYS IO1BSO KLYSTRON MODULES 
ANTENNA - 
YOKE 
STRUCTURE 
1 1100 METERS 
ELECTRICAL 
LATCH JOINTS AND 
HlNGED JOINTS (3) 
POWPS TAPER INTEGRATION 
The MPTS baseline uses a square subarray. The actual integration of power density rings is illustrated on this view 
of one-fourth of the radiating face  of the antenna. The integration simulates a gaussian power taper of 9.5 dB using 
the quantized power levels available. Note the change in numbers of subarrays and klystrorl over the Part I1 refer- 
ence systern. 
MPTS Reference Power Taper Integration 
AU'8.H - 
I 
NUMBER 
NIJMBER KLYSTRONS/ NUMBER 
STEP SUBARRAYS SU8ARRAV' KLVSTRONB 
-
1 276 36 @$a 
Totals 7,220 
ANTENNA AND FAR FIELIU GROUND DISTRIBUTION IPATI*ERNS 
Part (A) of this figure shows thc reference, I0 step quantized power dens~ty shown previously. The far field ground pattern is 
shown in figurc (0). The first side lobe peak is shown a t  24.5 dB below the cente$bean'l power density. 
Taking the rectenna radius out t o  the first null, 6485 meters with'an antenna radius of  500 meten, the beam fgfficLncy b 94.6%. 
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MPTS Reference Antenna. 
And Ground Distribution Functions 
ANTENNA RADIUS (rn) 
(A) ANTZNNA DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
GROUND DISTANCE, KILOMETERS 
(0)  FAR FIELD GROUND DISTRIBUTION 
FOUR NODE PHASE DISTR10UTION SYSTEM LAYOUT 
Three sections a r e  shown of t he  4 node system selected for  reliability analysis by Lhe General Electric Co. This 
layout uses 20 triply redundant sections a t  t he  first level, 19 doubly redundant paths at t he  second Icvel, and 19 non- 
redundant paths (cable and electronics) at the  third level (i.e,, 7220 subarrays). The fourth level provides power 
dividers down to t h e  klystron module (4:l a t  t h e  cen te r  and 36:l a t  t h e  a r ray  edge), t o  accommodate t h e  quantized 
10 db Gaussian power taper  indicated in the chart .  
LOCATION OF REFERENCED PHASE REPEATER 
ST4TfONS OF SECTORS AND GfiOUPS 
SPS MASS PROPERTIES SUMt4P.P.Y 
The facing page presents a tabulation of the Inass properties for the current silicon reference design according 
to the current NASA SPS work breakdown structure. 
SPS Mass Properties Summary (Values are 
in Metric Tons for 5-GW Silicon Baseline) 
I 'r l IUU - 
SOLAR POWER SATELQarE TOTAL 48473 
SOLAR POWER SATELLITE IDENTIFIED MASS 48866 
ENERGY CONVERSION 
STRUCTURE 
SOLAR BLANKET 
POWER DISTRIBUTION & SWITCHGEAR 
MAINTENANCE 
POWER TBANSMISStBN 
STRUCTURE 
TRANWlTTER SUBARRAYS 
POWER DISTRIBUTION & CONOl~lONlNG 
MAINTENANCE 
ANTENNA MECHANICAL POINTING 
lNFORMATlON MANAGEMENT & CONTROL 
ATTITUDE CONTROL & STATIONKEEPING 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ENERGY CONVERSIONIPOWER TRANSMISSION INTERFACE 
GROWTH & CONTINGENCY ALLOWANCE 6013 
PHOTOVOLTAIC SPS MASS HISTORY 
Shown on the facing page is the history of SPS mass est imates  from Roeing IR&D through the J X  Green book (the 
lattsr  being an i t irely independent study), and :he several mass statements  developed under the Boeins system 
definition studies for NASA/JSC. f kese were all photovoltaic systems, some emplo'yed concentrators and sorne did 
not. 
Photovoltaic SPS Mass History 
JSC CONTRACT I CONTRACT 
GREEN NAS9-1 
BOOK 
1974 1975 1978 1977 1978 1979 1980 
CALENDAR DATE 
G W  COWSiXIJCTION CC NCEPT ELECTRIC ORdIT TRANSFER VEHICLES 
The reference sysienl employs construction of the SPS's at geosynchronous orbit. SPS hardware is prefabricated 
to the degree practicable on earth, shipped to low earth orbit by heavy l i f t  launch vehicle, and transferred to a low 
earth orbit staging base. At this staging base, cargoes are transferred to the cargo orbit transfer vehicle which is 
somewhat arbitrarily sized ta carry 10 HLLV payloads to geosynchronous orbit per trip. This cargo OTV is powered 
by a solar electric propulsion system employing argon as propellant. It returns ?.he empty cargo containers to the 
staging base on its return trip. Construction and maintenance crews are delivered to low earth orbit by a modified 
space shuttle w9ere they transfer to a personnel orblt transfer vehicle powered by oxygen/hydrogen rocket engines. 
This vehicle delivers and returns the crews to and from geosynchronous orbit where their nomina; duty period is 90 
days. 
The cargc OTV's have high specific impulse, about 8,000 seconas, but very low thrust. Accordingly, they require 
relatively l i t t le  propellant to deliver the cargoes but take approximately six months for the uptrip. The personnel 
OTV1s have high thrust requir~ng only a dav for the trip each way but consume much more propellant relative to their 
transpcrted payload. 
The orbit transfer vehicles are based and ,et.vic~:d at the low earth orbit staging base with the exception of solar 
array annealing for the electric OTV which is done at  geosynchronous orbit because of the availability of more nearly 
continuous sun:ight for electr~c power to drive the annealers. 
GEO Construction Concept 
Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicles 
TRAMSF ER 
SATE LLlTE 
COMPONENTS 
BASE WlTH 
EON'S 
I 
DELIVER C R E ~ S  CONSTRUCT MONOLIT HIC 
AND SUPPLIES 
WlTH L02/LH2 OTV 
RETURN EOTV 
TQ LEO BASE 
CONSTRUCT EOTV' ; 
PERFORM STAGING 
DEPOT FUNCTIONS 
m HEFUEL/REFURB 
EOTV'S AND OTV 
DELIVER CFZEW 
81 CARGO TO EQUIPMENT TO 
LEO WITH EARTH 
HLCV 
HEA W IJFT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
The accolnpanying illustration shows the reference heavy l i f t  launch vehicle design. The gross payload is 400 
metric tons to low earth orbit with an effective net payload of about 388 metric tons. Both stages are fully reusable. 
The l i f tof f  weight is approximately 11,000 metric tons. The first stage employs liquid oxygen and liquid methane 
as propellants; the second stage ernploys liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. The payload bay is 17 meters in diameter 
by 23 meters in length. The first stage employs air-breathing engines for fly-back to the launch site. 

PERSONNEL LAUNCH VEHICLE 
Illustrated here is tile assumed modification to the present space shuttle for SPS personnel transport. Modifications 
i~iclude a passenger module for tt-c payload bay dnd a fly back liquid propellant boost= to replace the solid boosters 
in the first stage. 
Personnel Launch Vehicle 
7BPASSENOER TRANSFER MODULE 
FLVBACK BOOSTER 
HIGH PC HLCV 
ENGINES 
IsP IS W A C )  
363/455 see 
The personnel  o rb i t  t r a n s f e r  vehicle  is shown h e r e  in addi t ional  detail .  Payload provisions include a f l ight  con t ro l  
module for OTV pilots,  a passenger n o d u l e  for 160 passengers,  and  a supply module which del ivers  suff ic ient  crcaw 
and  base  main tenance  supplies for  t h e  160 people for  90 days. The propulsion sys tem is a t w o  s t a g e  vehicle  with  
t h e  a i r f r a m e s  cf t h e  t w o  s t a g e s  being identical.  The  f i r s t  s t a g e  is d booster stage t h a t  provides most  cf t h e  t rans fe r  
impulse fo r  t h e  init ial  t r ans fe r  t o  geosynchronous t rans fe r  orbi t .  This tiooster stage is  then  recovered  in low e a r t h  
o rb i t  for  t h e  riext mission. T h e  upper s t a g e  c i rcu la r izes  at geosynchronous orbi t ,  rendezvous a n d  docks with  t h e  
CEO cons t ruc t ion  base,  t r a n s f e r s  c r e w  and supplies and  t h e n  re tu rns  t o  low e a r t h  orbi t .  The  mission d e l t a  V spl i t  
is adjusted so t h a t  t h e  propel lant  capac i ty  o i  e a c h  s t a g e  is fully utilized. 
LOX/LH2 Common Stage POTV 
ma*- - 
SPS2a47 
FI-IQHT 
CONTROL SUPPLY MODULE 
MODULE .0 OEO PASSENGER MO 
4 4m I- I-- + 
PRESS- I UN- 
4Am URlZEO I P R E P '  
I STAGE 2 INTERFACE 
CREW - 2 CREW = 180 CARGO - 480 MAN MO. 
MASS = 4,WO kg MASS a 36,000 kg 98,000 kg 
MODULE = 15,000 kg 
MAIN ENGINE (2) 
APS THRUSTERS 470 K N  (106K LBF) 
\ ,-- ~ C K I N Q  4 SERVICE MAIN ENGINE (4) SECTION '470 KN (105K LBF) r P A Y  LOAD INTERFACE 
1- STAGE 2 ------4- 47 STAGE 1Ia--I I 
L02AH2 TANK - 28rn - 
(4 PLACES) 
56m - 
I 
PROP 230,000 kg 
INERT 30,000 kg 
PAYLOAD 
UP 151,000 kg 
DOWN 66,000 kg 
STAGE 
EOTV CONFIGURATION 
The independent e lec t r ic  OT1 a n f i g u r a t i o n  shown here is updated frorn earl ier  mid-term data. Mass and s ize  increases 
resulted from incorporation 01 bussing losses in t h e  power budget and correct ion of o ther  analysis approximations 
uszd in t h e  earlier effort .  This orbit  t ransfer  vehicle is sized t o  deliver 4,000 me t r i c  tons t o  geosynchronous orbi t  
and return with 200 rnetric tons. The return payload capability provides for  return of packaging equipment and o ther  
i tems from the  geosynchronous orbit  construction site. Hecause t he  e l ec t r i c  orbit  t ransfer  vehicle is smaller than 
t h e  SPY modules d~scussed  or1 t h e  previous paqe, i t  sufiers  comparatively l i t t l e  frorn perforrnancc losses induced 
by gravity gradients. 
Electric OTV Configuration Update 
PAYLOAD 
UP 4000 MT 
OOWN = 200 MT 
TRIP TIME: 
UP = 180 DAYS 
OOWN - 40 DAYS 
PAY LOAD AND 'THRUSTER MODULE (4) 
PROPELLANT 
CONSTRUCTION BASE END Bull-DER DESIGN 
The cur ren t  re ference  construction base is t he  four-bay end builder il lustrated here. This systerr~ builds t h e  8-by- 
16-bay SPS solar array support s t ruc ture  in t w 3  passes, deploying solar a r rays  and other  equipment at t h e  s ame  time. 
Concurrently, t he  antenna and yoke a r e  cons t ruc t rd  i l l  t he  faci l i t ies  shown. When all a r e  completes they a r e  joined 
together  t o  form t h e  SPS. This construction base opera tes  in geosynchronous orbit. 
Construction Base End- Builder Design 
Im#x"m - 
CREW MODIJLE SIZED FOR 100 
The crew complement for the base is approx ate!y 400 construction workers including support personnel. Illustrated 
here are inajor features of one of four crew habitat modules that  make up part of the base shown on the  previous 
figure. 
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Crew Module Sized For 100 
SPS2917 
1.5m (59.0") DIA. 
HATCH OPENING 
, 2.0m (78.7") DIA. 
16.5m (649.6") DIA. 
' l-0.3m (11.8") FLOOR!CEILING THICKNESS (TI'".) 
-2.2m (86.61") FLOOR TO CEILING HGT (TYP.) 
BASE CONSTRUCTION CREW HABITAT / WORK STATION COMPLEX 
The assembly of four crew modules that comprise the crew hibitat  area for :he construclion base is illustrated. 
Base Construction Crew Habitat! 
Work Station Colnplzx 
Ti--- RESUPPLY MODULE (4 PL) 
5-GIGAWATT RECTENNA CONSTRUCTION CONCEPT 
As a part of the current study, General Electric analyzed rectcnna construction w ~ t h  the objective of defining a 
rr~echanizat~on a d structural concept that could redt~ce rectenrla costs from the earlier cstimatcs. A pictorial sum- 
mary (,,I the corlsrr ~ c t i o n  concept i s  illustrated herei The basic support structure is steel reinforcetf concrete. This 
support structure i s  emplaced isy constructior-i equiprrlent employing advarlced technol~gy locat;on systems to allow 
precise location of the footings. Support and rectmna panels are manufactured at the site i t r  portable factory build- 
ings alld moved for installation as illustrated. 
Dl 80-25402 1 
Five GW Rectenna Construction Concept 
RECTENNA COST DISTR.IBUT!ON 
The cost for one rectenna was estimated as slightly in  excess of two billion dollars. The cost distribution is shown. 
The mechanization developed by C,e~.reral Electric succeeded in eliminating most cost excepting for rnaterials and 
for the power processing systerns rhat interfaces the rectenna dc electricity to a power grid. T b  chart also illus- 
trates the breakout of materials, labor and equipment costs according to rectenna elemants. 
RECTENNA COST DISTRIBUTION 
MATERIAL n 
LABQt 
CAP IT& 
M I ~ ~ L -  COMPLETE 
RECTENNA 
MATERIALS 
LABOR 
SPS COST ESTIMATE HISTORY 
Shown on ?he facing page is the cost estimate history anaidgous to the maw estimate history shown earlier. Not 
all of tlw mass reference points Nere accompanied by a cost statement. The most striking change in cost estimates 
has been in the recognition of relatively high costs for the ground receiver and the allocation 04 interest and growth 
allowances in the cost statement, analogous to the growth allowance carried in the mass statement. 
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SPS Reccuring Cost Estimate History 
1978 1977 1978 
CALENDAR YEAR 
SOLID STATE SPS SUMMARY 
The solid state discussion covers the four items tabulated. 
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Solid State SPS Summary 
SPSZ924 
MICROWAVE ALTERNATIVES 
WHY SOLID STATE? 
SANDWICH CONFlGURATlON 
ANTENNA-MOUNTED SOLID-STATE 
CONFIGURATION 
DC RF CONVERTER FEATURES 
Thc three principal DC to R F  converter systems that  have been considered for SPS application are the  klystron, 
crossed-field amplifier and the  solid s t a t e  transistor. Klystrons have received most of the  emphasis in past systems 
definition studies. Current emphasis is  beirrg directed to solid s ta te  systems. 
DC-RE; Converter Features 
! 
I 
! DEVICE 
PROPERTY 
I 
I 
I 
POWER (CW) 
VOLTAGE 
EFFICIENCY 
MTBF (1985) 
t NO. OF OUTPUT DEVICES 
I PER ANTENNA 
TEMPERATURE 
CATHODE 
SATURATION GAIN 
KLYSTRON CROSSED FIELD I SOLID STATE I AMPLIFIER TRANSISTOR 
40 Kv 
>80% 
>10 YEARS 
I 05 
300-500°C 
THERMlONlC 
INJECTION 
AMPLITRON LOCKED 
MAGNETRON 
FET 
<aa KV 
>85% 
>10 YEARS 
106 
COLD OR THERMlONlC 
<10 db 
1-5 WATTS 
10-20 v' 
75% 
>>I00 YEARS 
>I 09 
1m-1 3O0c 
NONE 
10 db 
RF MODULE OPTIONS 
The th ree  types of RF  coilverters lead to  tltree types of module options with two variations ,chown in the solid 
state area. The Klystron lends ~ t s e l f  well to  radiating through a slot ted wave-guide array antenns as does the 
crossed field arnplifer. Since solid-state amplifiers a r e  equal t o  ar less than in power than a single radiating slot, 
i t  is more logical to employ solid state devices driving a dipole billboard or  combiner-circuit rnicrostrip cavity 
radiators. 
RF Module Options 
KLYSTRON CFA 
SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE 
RF R.m'AToR CAVITY RESQNATOR 
SLOTTE'D 
WAVEGUIDE 
ACTIVE COOLING PASSIVE COQLING 
THERMAL. DESIGN HEAT PIPE OR \ .  PYROLITIC 
PUMPED FLUID GRAPHITE 
MAX RF : POWER 1 
DENSITY' I 
DIPOLE MICROSTRIP 
BILLBOARD ( CAVITY I 
SPS RF DESIGN OPTIONS 
Most SPS designs to  the  present t i rne  !lave employed antenna mounted t ransmi t te rs  as for t he  reference design. 
Other  concepts t ha t  have been investigated have a t t empted  t o  solve t h e  power distribution problem for low voltage 
solid s t a t e  systems by either a sandwich approach where the  solid state transmit ter  is integrated with the  solar array 
or by an R F  reflector approach.  Jr which t h e  solid s t a t c  t ransmit ters  a r e  again c.lose to t h e  solar arrp., with power 
being distributed by high power waveguides. 
SPS RF Design Options 
SPS DESIGN 
I t--clf ANTENNA RF CORIVERTER -2 MOUNTED 
POWER OUTPUT 
TO GRiD 
SOLAR CELL MOUYTEO 
(CONCENTRATION RATIO - 3) 
SPACE ANTENNA 
DIAMETER 
ANTENNA 
OPTICAL 
REFLECTOR 
SOLID 
STATE EOLlO STATE SQLlO STATE 
5 GVd 2GW 0.7 OW i 0.2 GW p r  km2 1 
10 km 6.7 km 
10 db TAPER 10 db TAPER 
I 
3.8 km 
UNIFORM 
HIGH POWER 
WAVEGUIDE 
NOT DETERMINED I 
ADVANCED 
HORN FED 
PARABOLOID 
WHY SOLID STATE? 
The principal motivator far tlre solid state ,ystern i s  the rnuch greater projected reliability t l ~ a n  is expected for vacuum 
tube devices. Th, device mearr-tirr~e-bctwcen-fa~lurr: ~ay be as milch as two orders of magnitude better than vacuum 
tube devices. Fl~rther, luwcr rnass $er unit area i s  expected, and res.tarct1 and development activities may be con- 
:!.:, ted with srnall I~ardware rterr~s that car1 be quickly ~nodified, tested, improved and retested. 
However, t~ lerc are certain prol>lems aqsociated with the solid state system. 'Fttey are low-temperature, low. voltage, 
and low-power devices. T k  eificier~cy is somewhat uncer;ain, the cost of high performance devices is today high, 
and the complexity sf the solid 5tate transmitter apoears to be greater. 
Prc5e11tly on-going systern study efforts are attempting to  trade off thcsc advantages versus disachantage5 to arrive 
at practical approaches for er,,?loying solid state transmitters, and more importantly, to  arrive at the rpost relevant 
researztl objectives srrd a p p ~  oaclres. 
Why Solid-State? 
cr RELIABILITY 
LOWER MASSIAREA 
e DEVELOPMENT ON SMALL HARDPIARE ITEMS 
BUT 
o TEMPERATURE LIMITS 
LOW VOLTAGE, COW POVJER 
EFFICIENCY? 
COST?? 
COMPLEXITY?? 
THE SOLAR CELL SOLID STATE SANDWICH SPS COKCEfT 
The sandwich concept has been proposed as a way of solving some of the problems attendant to solid state 
application. Advantages and problen7s are indicated on the facing page. 
The basic concept is t o  use a mechanical joint with a reflector configuration !n order to  the sun so that the solar 
array itself need not face the sun and can be integrated with the  transmitter facing the earth. 'The configuratiort 
shown achieves a geometric concentration ratio of 3 and an actual achieved concer~.tration of roughly 2 suns. 
- 
ROTATING 
REFLECTOR 
I 
aDVAMTAOES 
ELIMINATES POWER DISTRIBUTION 81 PROCESSING 
(AT LEAST MOST OF IT) 
a ELIMINATES HIGH VOLTAGES 
ELIMINATES ELECTRICAL ROTARY JOINT 
MAY UE ADAPTABLE TO LARGE APERTURE, 
LOW POWER SYSTEMS 
S 
PRQBLEMS 
THERMALLYCONSTRAINED DESIGN 
HOW TO IMPLEMENT ILLUMINATION TAPER? 
MECHANICALLY & STRUCTURALLY COMPLICATED, 
HAHO TO CONSTRUCT? 
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The solar Cell Solid-State 
Sandwich SPS Concept 
Ir@IIAlS - 
I ARRAY/TRANWITTER SANDWICH 
PERFORMANCE VERSUS SANDWICld TEMPERATURE 
Integraticil of t h e  solar array and t h e  transrnitter conlbines the  therrrral rejection prohlem of tha solar a r ray  with She 
thermal  rejection problem of the  t ransmit ter .  The design is basically thermally constrained. Parametr ics  %ere 
developed to evaluate the configuration based on t h e  assurncd operat ing tempera ture  for t h e  t ransmit ter  and the 
solar array. I t  is believed tha t  t h e  ntaximum feasible operat ing tempera ture  consistent with long lifa for t he  solid 
s t a t e  devlces is approximately 490'~.  Silicon solar a r rays  do not perform a t  all well in this configuration bwaus@ of 
their somewhat lower efficiency and the i r  rapid outpot  degradation with increasing tcmper.ature. 
Performance vs Sandwich Temperature 
S 
SILICON 
IS OFF 
CHART 
b. 
TEMPERATURE, OK 
PERFORMANCE VERSUS SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY 
If the solar cell efficiency could somehow he improved, tbe thernral constraints would be eased somewhat and the 
matchup of solar array area to transmitter area would be improved. Parametric results are shown here. Two 
approaches to high solar cell eff ~ciency have been discussed. One would employ rnir!tiple hand gap solar cel!s. These 
curves are marked "normal concentrator". A second approach is to use a selective concentrator which reflects to the 
solar cells only the portiorl of the solar spectrum that they can effectively use. This could cause an ordinary gallium 
arsenide solar cell to operate a t  an efficiency approaching 50%. These curves are marked "selective concentrator". 
Because the selective concentrator is very inefficient, a much larger concentrator area is required to achieve an 
effective concentration ratio of 3 to 5. The gearnetry problem attendant to the large area selective concentrator is 
indicated at the right hand part of the figure. 
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Performance vs Solar Cell Efficiency 
L 
SPS2m3 
IOI'Ala - 
(a) 
I (b) 
8,000 - 
E! 
t 
6,000 - P - 30 Q: 
R SELECTIVE 
CONCENTRATOR ROTATION 
0 RING s FIXED 
Y (EARTH- 
3 POINTING) 
- 4,000 - 8 
U (0.8-1 urn) CI 
u 
2,000 - 10 
NORMAL APPROXlMATE 
CONCENTRATOR GEOMETRY 1 8 AT 20:l *---e--&+ 
0. .  I 1 1 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Ga As 
GaAs WITH SELECTIVE 
CONCENTRATOR 
SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY 7 '7 
SPS COST TRENDS 
The sandwich configuration appears to trend very similarly LO t h e  antenna baseline configurations. The sandwich 
appears t o  trend below the  baseline only when advanced technolagies such as very high efficiency solar cel:s or 
s e l e c t i v e  ref lectors  are  employed. These kinds o f  technologies,  however, would a l so  improve the  c o s t  performance ol 
the reference systems. 
SPS Cost Trends 
SOLAR CELL MOUNTED (L 3 ANTENNA MOUNTED 
(NO TAPER) JI (10 dB TAPER) 
SOLID STATE DC- 
RF CONVERTER LIMIT 
1 2 3 4 
DC OUTPUT TO GRID GIGAWATTS 
SANDWICH CONCLUSIONS 
The s a v d w i ~ h  configurat ion may prove  a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  very low power SPS5 provided t h a t  t h e  mechanical  complexi ty  
issues can b e  rc9olved. 'The sandwich requires  a very large mechanical  r o t a t i n g  joint, k i lomete rs  in d iamete r ,  and i t s  
configurat ion is typical of those 3 dimensional config- rations t h a t  have  proven diff icul t  to c o n s t r u c t  in space.  
The  sandwich does not appear  t o  b e  a c o n f i g ~ ~ r a t i o n a l  breakthrough leading to low cost .  I t  a p p e a r s  to fa l l  on a cost- 
versus-power t r e n d  I..:c. 
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Sandwich Conclusions 
SPS-2836 
e MAY BE BETTER LOVJ-BOWER CONFIGURATION 
THAN ANTENNA-MOUNTED IF MECHANICAL 
COMPLEXITY ISSUES CAN BE REtSOLVED 
APPEARS TO FALL ON COST VS POWER TREND LINE; 
NO INHERENT COST ADVANTAGE 
MODULE CONCEPT 
Most of the Boeing investigation of solid state systems haste been aimed at a soii 1 state module with the objectives 
tabulated on the  facicg page. 
Module Concept 
+ ADPPTABLE TO ANTENNA-MOUNTED SYSTEM 
THERMALLVEFFICIENT 
- GOOD HEAT PATHS 
- RADIATE FROM BOTH SIDES 
EFFICIENT COMBINING OF LQt'V-SOWER (*ri-VJATT) D'iVICES 
-- ATTAINS AOEQUAlE POWER DENSITY 
NIGH GAIN, PHA&E=STABIL1ZED 
XI1,If) STATE COMRINER RADIATOR MODlJLE 
7'hc ,. ir fcaturzs of the combiner radiator rrradule arc, illustccrted on this chart. The antznnn c i r cu~ t  itself is capaci- 
tlvely coupled to the ri>diator p.ltch throu~t i  a ceramic dielectric. The radiator patch functions as a '..,~ble slot, 
emitting lineirrly polarized RF  radiati,on, Thc antenna c,ircuit i s  driven by a palr of push-puli power amplifiers employ- 
irtg 5 wat t  gallium arsenide FET transistors in  each of the four final output stages. DC supply connections are routed 
:hrough the center of the anterlna along the zero potential line. Output frorr~ the radiator is compared to the irrput 
RF drive signal by a phase comparat,,oi circuit and the phase of tne RF' drive to the arrlplifie1.3 is adjusted accordingly 
to maintain phase control of cach irldividual radiator. This cornpnsatcs for t h rou~h  phase: vhriatinns in the power 
dmplifiers and antenna circuitry. The arltenna :s cnvczed by a rctsofisnt cavity which provides filterifig at thc amplj- 
f ier 01: rputs. 1 he enrire assembly is mountcd to an aluminurn baseplate and ground plant. 
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SPS Solid State Combiner-Radiator Module 
I POWER AMPLIFIERS .---.cc- ,.__ 
. .- CAVITY - I -  
.- , 
INTECRAnON OF MODULES INTO ANTENNA PAblt:L 
The rnod~~les would be ~ntegrated into an antenrla panel as illustrated here. The dirnensions give an idea of the size of 
these modules. Each module radiates about 30 watts of linearly polarized KF p3wer. Experiments have ir~drcatcd 
th .t th is  rrlodule design provides a very low loss mearrs of combining the output of 4 solid state power amplifiers. Thc 
rr,odule also includes pl .ase correction feedback to phase stabiiize the amplifiers arld a fault detection system to 
substitute a load resistor for any an~plifier that opcn circuits. 
Integration of Modules into 
Antenna Panel 
i l lus t ra ted on t h e  facing page is t h e  layout of 5asic  panel including 64 so l id -s ta te  combiner  nlodulcs. A f ibe r  optic 
phase-feed goes in to  t h e  c e n t e r  of this  panel where  a pre-amplifier c o n v e r t s  t h e  f iber-opt ic  phase signal to a 
n l ;c rowzve  sigrra' which is then  dis t r ibuted by t h e  phasf? distribution 18etwork shown. This ne twork  ,? th is  level is 
present ly  conceived as open-loop. F u r t h e r  analysi. and exper i  ? e n t  will be necessary t o  a s c e r t a i n  t o  w h a t  d e g r e e  
open  loop phase-feed c a n  b e  errlployed with  olid-state systems. 
7 
- 
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64-Module Panel Layout 
1L PP.+'A'LI 
S I S 3 S Q  
SUBARRAY ASSEMBLY 
A mechanical subarray incltldes 324 of the  panels illustrated on the previous charts.  The subarray will include four 
phase cotrtrol receivers,  otle for each  5-by-5 rneter subsectiort of the subarray. 'These phase control receivers  will 
generate  t h e  local phase signal, This sigrtel is  distributed to t h e  panel level by fiber-optic distribution links and 
within t h e  panels by a microstrip phase-feed a s  illucitrated on an earlier chart.  
Suba.rray Assembly 
(324 Panels; 20,736 Modules) 

Primary Solid-Sta te SPS Array 
Structure is Pentahedral 
ANTENNA SPS INTERFACE CONCEPT 
The larger s i z e  of the solid s tate  transmitter antenna has led t o  consideration of  interface concepts that do not employ 
a yoke s m s i o n ,  The concept illustr-ated here employs a truss tilt  mechanism attached t o  the mechanical turntable 
rotary drive. Additional details are  shown on the next chart. 
Antenna - SPS Interface Concept 
CLOSE UP OF 
SUPPORT RING 
. , 
,,A* 
1- SPSARRAY 
TRUSS RING WITH 3 POINT 
BOGEY ATTACHMENT 
POINTS FOR ARRAY 
' 
'\'>:\\ \ STRUC rUHE 
ANTENNA '\k\\, . 
. - -  
ELEMENTS 
SLIP RING STRUCTURE WITHIN PRIMARY ROTARY JOLYT 
The relationships between t h e  electr ical  slip ring s t ruc ture  and the mechanical rotary joint turntable drive a r e  illus- 
t r a t ed  on this chart .  The mechanical rotary joinr employs a la rge  bearing with three  bogey wheel assemblies, a pyram- 
idai truss s' ' u c t v e  ar,d arr end b e a r ~ n g  tha t  is co-located *with t h e  electr ical  rotary joint and slip ring assembly. 
Slip Ring Structure Within Primary Rotary 
Joint 
r ANTENNA OUTER SLIP RlNQ 
-SOLAH ARRAY STRUCTCJRE 
- 
INNER STRUCTURE 
BOGEY WHEEL ASSEMBLY (TYPICAL OF 3) 
97 
ANTENNA ARRAY ANGULAR ADJUSTMENT CONCEPT 
Since large aper ture  antennas a r e  needed lor  t he  solid state option, a n  investigation of al ternat ive ro tary  joint 
assemblies uas conducted. The concept  shown here employs linear r,Jotor drives of t h e  telescoping menlkts, with 
electronic feedback, t o  establish t h e  t i l t  angle for t h e  t ransmit ter  necessary t o  accommodate t h e  range of lat i tudes 
for the  power beam. The electr ical  rotary joint would be similar t o  that shown on an earl ier  char t  in the reference 
system description. 
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Antenna Array Angular Adjustment Concept 
2.5 GW solid-state SPS 
/ / 
ARRAY STRUCTURE 
THE APJTENNA SUBARRAY AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE WTERFACE 
The support structure for the sub~r.r;~ys is comprised of simple linear truss members supported ro t h e  primary struc- 
ture at four support points for each bay. This linear truss structure can be fabricated by beam machines or prefabri- 
cated and nested for shipment. This structural design approach provides a much simpler secondary structure than 
the earlier reference as  well a s  imprcved access for maintenance quipment .  
s Antenna Subarray and Support Structure Interface 
OPERATIONS 
The operations summary includes the subjects indicated. Operations analyses are presented in more detail later in 
the briefing. 
Operations 
@ LAUNCH 
CARGO 
EARTH TO LEO 
LEOTO GEO 
MAINTENANCE 
LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SITE SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS 
The tabulation facing summarizes the accomplishments of the launch and recovery site operations analysis. 
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Launch and Recovery Site 
Systems and Operations 
I1P"UIO - 
USED KSC AS REFERENCE LOCATION 
IDENTIFIED 14 HLLV AND PLV FACILITIES 
REFINED LOCATION OF THESE FACILITIES AT KSC 
REFINED THE CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE HLLV ORBITER AND PAYLOAD PROCESSING 
FACILITY AND THE HLLV BOOSTER PROCESSING FACILITY 
INTEGRATED THE HLLV LAUNCH PAD, HLLV ORBITER PROCESSING, AND HLLV 
BOOSTER PROCESSING TIMECINES 
VERl FlED THAT 3 HLLV LAUNCH PADS ARE ADEQUATE 
IDENTIFIED REQUIREMENT FOR 8 HLLV ORBITER AND 7 HLLV BOOSTERS 
(REDUCED FROM 10 AND 9 RESPECTIVELY) 
DEFINED COMMAND AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND INTERFACES 
UPDATED MANNING AND COST ESTIMATES 
EARTH TO LEO TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
The c h a r t  facing summarizes resul ts  of t h e  earth-to-LEO transportation analysis. 
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Earth-To-Leo Transportation 
S P S l s l 2  
DEFlNEDTHE HLLV INTERFACE AT THE LEO BASE 
- DOCKING SYSTEMS AND OPERATlONS 
- PALLET HANDLING MACHINE 
- HLLV CHEW TRANSFER SYSTEM 
- CARGO TRANSPORTERS 
@ DEFINED THE COMMAND AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS AN0 INTERFACES 
EARTH TO LEO CARGO TRANSPORTATION COMMAND AND CONTROL 
Command and control concepts  were developed for a l l  e l ements  o f  the  operations system. These a r e  described in 
more detail  in the operations analysis sec t ion  of t h e  briefing. 
Earth-to-LEO Cargo Transportation 
Command and Control 
SPS2768 
LOCAL APPROICH 
UNCHEDULEI) Vfn lcLE 
UAINT r L m  
LAUNCH AND 
w n  ~MEDUU GOOW) MISSION CONTROL 
PbYLOA0 YlrNlFEXT 
PROGRAM CONSTRAIUTS 
MASTER scnEouLE 
CREW ASIGNMENTS 
CARGO PACKAGING ANALY SlS 
The facing chart sum,narizes results of the cargo packaging analysis. 
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Cargo Packaging Analysis 
r n r n ! ' . ! !  - 
lOENTlFlED CARGO PALLET FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
0 IDENTIFIED COMPONENT RACK FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
IDENTIFIED SHIPPING UNITS AND CONSUMPTION SHEDULES FOR OVER 60 gYS 
AND E O N  COMPONENTS 
EVALUATED CONSUMPTION RATE SHlPPlNQ SCHEDULE-FOUND TO eE INEFFICIENT 
EVALUATED SMALLER SIZE HLLV-(~,ooO LO, 11~11~lBM) 
REQUIRES 60% MORE FLlOHTS 
MANY OF THE *'PRIMARVN COMPONENTS WQULO HAVE TO BE 8U88TANTlALt.Y 
REDESIGNED (SOLAR ARRAY, SUBARRAY$, CREW MOC JLES, THRUSTERS, ETC.1 
MASSLIMIT ED PAYLOAO SETS IOEIUTlFlEO 
RECTANGULAR CARGO PALLET A MUST 
404 FLIGHTWEAR REQliiREU (THEORETICAL MINIMUM IS 372 FLtGHTSNL:AR) 
RECOMMEND THAT A COlMPUTER GRAPHICS CARGO PACKAOINO ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE 
BE CREATED 
MAIN BUS MAINTENANCE A C C W  SYSTEM 
The 1377 study examined maintenance of the klystrons on the power transmitter and did some conrparlsons of various 
means of flying and operating missions. During that study it was assumtd that repair of colnponents of the 
geosynchronous base would require the same size crew as the remove/replace operations at  the satellites. During the 
present study further analysis was conducted on the maintenance systems in order to establish how ccdintenance 
access for all system components could be accomplished and to estimate actual crew counts both for rernovt/replace 
operations and for equipment repair operations at the geosynchronous base. illustrated on this figure is a 
representative access concept for gzining access to power buses and switch gear. Additional definition of i;nstallation 
specifics was required in  order to accomplish the maintenance analysis. fllus.tratcd is the multiple bus power 
distribution system and a flying cherrypicker which is a part of the maintenance system. 
Main Bus Maintenance Access System 
SPS ATn"llJDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
The SPS attitude control propulsion system i: illustrated on the facing page, showing maintenance provisions including 
the docking platform for a flying cherrypicker. 
SPS Attitude Control System 
PROPELLANT LINES 
AND POWER 
CONDUCTORS 
FIXED CHEMICAL THRUSTERS 
L l ~ ~  THRUSTERS 
1 1 5  
UAINTENANCP, ANAI.YSIS SUMMARY 
The facing page summarizes the results of the maintenance and indicates the estimated cost of maintenance to be 
approximately 0.3 cent per kilowatt hour. This cost is categorized in utility language as operations and maintenance 
c9st.  
Maintenance Analysis Summary 
UPDATED EARLIER MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS 
- UPDATED FAILURE RATES 
- IDENTIFIED MAINTENANCE TASKS, DEF INEO MAlrJTENANCE 
ACCESS SYSTEMS, TIMELINES, SPARES, CREW RQTS, & SUPPORT FlQTS 
A.SSUME0 TWO 5,000.-MEGAWATT SPS'S IN GEO 
- REMOVE/REPLACE CREWS 84 
-. REPAIR CREW (AT GEO BASE): 350 
-- SPARES ROUGHLY 800 MILLION DOLLARSIVEAR 
- ONE MOBILE MAItJTENANCE SYSTEM; OWE MOPJII-E HABITAT; 4 ON'S; 
8 SPARES PALLETS; ONE FLYING CHERRYPICKER & OTHER EQUIPMENT 
- 3 ADDITIONAL HAblTATES & 2 WORK MODULES AT GEO BASE 
0 ROM ANNUAL MAINTENANCE OPS COST 
ITEM OPERATING SPARES AMORTIZATION TOTAL 
COST COST COST COST 
CREWTRAN&OPS $1220M $l22OM 
SPARES $SOOM 3 800M 
MAINT. SYS. $ 200M $'IOOM $250M $ 550M 
COST/KWH = $2570M - 0.32dfKWH 
5 x lo6 K W  x 8766 HRS x 0.9 PLANT FACTOR x 20 STS'S 
CURRENT SYSTEM ISSUES 
The systems issues that are accorded principle importance today are those that will generally require experimental 
work to provide a sufficient database to develop conclusions or resolutions regarding those issues. Some of the 
principle issues are tabulated on the facing page. 
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Current Systems Issues 
SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION, ENCAPSUtAT10N, & ANNEALING 
e SELECTION OF MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGIES 
- EFFICIENCY 
- NOISE 
- POWER SUPPLY 
- COST 
- CONFIGURATION ISSUES 
HIGH VOLTAGE, PLASMA, & CHARGING EFFECTS 
INTEGRATED STRUCTURE & CONTROL DYNAMICS 
a PROTOTYPE/PILOf PLANT SIZE 
a LASER TRBNSMISION 
PLANS FOR BALANCE OF PHASE TWO 
Tasks to be completed for the balance of Phase 2 are indicated on the facing page. Emphasis tasks will probably 
include additional microwave power transmission effort and improvement in traceability of the mass and cost data 
base. 
s Plans For Balance of Phase I1 
COMPLETE DEFlNlTiON OF SOLID STATE REFERENCE sPS 
DCIAC POWER DISTRIBUTION TRADEOFF 
PHASE CONTROL NETWORK 
MASS AND COST ESTIMATES 
DEVELOP lNT EGRATED OPBRAT4ON DESCRIPTION 
UPDATE REFERENCE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
EMPHASIS TASKS TO BE DETERMlNEO 
SPS MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM MID-TERM REVIEW 
Thus sec t ion  of t h e  br ie f ing  presents  t h e  repor t  on  Phase I1 work accomplished on  microwave power t ransmission 
sys tems,  anaylsis  and definition. 
SPS 
MICROWAVE W W E R  TRADI5 WISSION SYSTEM 
MIDTERM 4 ZVIEW 
MTPS STUDIES 
The briefing i s  presented in three principal segments: discussion of the solid-state power combiner radiator 
module, a section on pattern studies and a section on phase control flight test concepts. 
BOEING SOLID STATE SPACETENNA A REVIEW AND UPDATE 
The solid s t a t e  spacetenna design activity was initiated on IRhD in 1978. A concept for a tranr,mitting antenna 
module developed ivitially for another purpose was tnd i f i ed  and adapted t o  combine power from several solid 
state power amplifers into a single double-slot radiator module. During Phase I1 of the  present study, additional 
work has been conducted t o  embody this design concept into a solid s t a te  SPS transmitter design. The review 
and update reported here includes IR&D results on the  basic design principle of the  solid s t a te  power combiner. 
o SOLID STATE MODULE 
o PATTERN STUDIES 
D 180-25402-1 
MPTS STUDIES 
o PHASE CONTROL FLIGHT TESTS CONCEPTS 
GEORGE FITZSIMMONS 
SCOTT RATliJEN 
RAY SPERBER 
WALT LUND 
RICH REINERT 
RAY SPERBER 
WE:NC SOLID-STATE SPACETENNA 
A REVIEW 6; UPDATE 
BOEING SOLID ST.4TE SPACETENNA SGMMARY OF EFFORT 
Basically four aspects  of solid state spacetcnna have been addressed. These a r e  (1)low-loss power-combining 
antenna module, (2)the electronics in t ha t  module incJuding tlosed-loop RF amplifers, (3)integration of t he  module 
into a panel useful for further  integration in to  subarrays t o  make up a solid state spacetenna, and (4)rtliabllity 
analysis of t he  modules both by themselves and when in the  presently-conceived solid state spacetenna configuration. 
On low-loss power combining, a four-way combining antenna has been constructed and demonstrated. An improved 
version of this tns been proposed featuring reduced cross-polarization loss, wider band width and a physically 
smaller antenna to d l o w  higher RF power per unit a r e a  across the  spacetenna f ac t .  
Solid s t a t e  module electronics design has resulted in a configuration of four five-watt RF amplifiers per module 
which would provide a 20-watt RF output from t h e  module, .4 x .7 wavelengths in area. The amplifiers would 
have 43 dB norninal gain ana  would be phase-error-corrected for  phase shifts in t he  amplifier chain. This i s  to 
be  done by sampling the  module output ,  and  feeding it back to phase shif ters  which would co r rec t  it to be appropriately 
in-phase with the  iaput,  An electronics design study verified tha t  t h e  module s ize of .4 x .7 wavelengths was 
close t o  t h e  minimum achievable with our configuration. 
64 modules may be integrated in an 8x8 configuration into a panel t ha t  is also the  smallest line replacable mechanical 
unit. A single R F  feed per panel is cnvisioned. The s a m e  thing is t rue  for  t h e  DC feed,  however, t h e  modules 
arc. hooked in a series parallel configuration. 
Reliability analysis of the  modules concentrated on str ing reliobilility which was found t o  be the  key fac tor  in 
t h e  reliability of this  configuration. In addition, electronics to protect  against t he  e f fec ts  of open-circuited modules 
was designed. 
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BOElNC SOLID- STATE SPACETENNA 
Summary of Effort 
LOW-LOSS POWER COMBINING-ANTENNA 
o Demonstrated 4 way conrbining antcma 
o Improved 4 way combining antenn.1 prcsposed 
* Reduced cross polarization loss 
* Width bandwidth 
* Smaller antenna for improved power clensl ty 
o MODULE ELECTRONICS WITH CLOSED LOOP RF AMP1,lFIERS 
2 o 20 watts out, 43 db g a i ~  with closed loop phase error carrection. ( 80 watta/X 
o Electronics design study t o  verify module s ize (.4A x .fl(minimum) 
o INTEGRATION OF MODULE INTO USABLE PANEL 
o RF feed (64 element panel) 
o DC feed (series parallel) 
o RELIABILITY 
o String reliability analysis 
o Moduleopencircuitprotection 
129 
SOLD STATE ANTENNA EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
The basic configuration of the  solid s t a t e  modules in the  antenna is shown. The core of the  module is a sheet 
of ceramic substrate on which microstrip circuitry is metalized. An aluminum carrier underneath the  substrate 
and an aluminum back cover fully enclose the  electronically active circuitry on the  substrate. Power amplifier 
integrated circuits would be mounted in holes in the substrate directly on the  aluminum carrier t o  provi& a good 
thermal path for heat rejection. 
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Microstrip Slotline Radiator Concept 
(active modules, DC dt RF feed Uneu not rhown) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT SUBSTRATE 
ANTENNA CAVITY & CbRCUIT LIP 
r CERAMIC SUBSTRATE 
ANTENNA EXCITER 
N 
RADIATOR MET ALlZATlON -/ 
ALUMINUM CARRIER -/ 
SUBSTRATE PRINTED PATTERN 
(OPPOSITE SIDE) 
ALl WINUM CARRIER 
=LID STATE MODULE ANTENNA PA'TTERN 
The antenna pattern along an E-plane cut of a solid state module excited with a single feed has been measured. 
The on-axis gain was found t o  be 5dB over isotropic. 
REMARKS - 1 - VARIABLE ANGLE 4 ( 1.8 ( 1 
CONSTANT ANGLE O ' 8s 
- POLARIZA710N EO ( I ,  €0 ( 1, 
PC$ 1; <..I 3rt r:o. 1 2 ; ~  
SCti t. ilF1J.ATUl;iA. INC. E?:GINEER CURVE PLOlTEO IN OECIBLES 
f i t ~ a k r ~ .  c ~ o R ~ : ~ ~  RANGE., - RLV V7$ >I-24 \ 
POWER COMBINING ANTENNA BANDWIDTH VERSUS NUMBER OF PSRTS 
The bandwidth of the solid state antema module depends on the number of exciters inside the module cavity. 
This has been experimentally measured. The bandwidth has been found to go roughly as the inverse square root 
of the number of ports with 3% bbnndwidth a t  one port. 
3 1 D181)25402-1 f"TZZzzy.  . - - -  - -7 ,-- CICROWAVE + ',./.', #> # a * *  a , CIRCUITS -. . . .. -. -- - - -.. . -. -.&I_, POWER COMBINING ANTENNA BANDW IBTH VS NUMBER OF PCRTS 
3% 
PERCENT 
BANDWIDTH 
(h Rtn Loss = 
15 dB 
2% 
Rtn. I-oss = 15dB 
VSWR = 1.43 
Mismatch 
loss = .14dR 
NUMBER OF 50 OM PORTS COUPLED TO THE ANTENNA 
SO!-ID STATE ZOWER MODULE BLOCK DIAGRAM (20 
A block diagram of the currently-preferred four-exciter s d i d  s tate  module i s  shown. The input signal to the 
module i s  used as a phase reference for comparison with the probe-coupled module output to provide phase error 
correction for module amplifier through-pbase variations. This should greztly enhmce the module phase stability 
with respect to aging and temperature variations. 
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SOLID-STATE POWUi MIDULE BLOCK D I M  (20 wns) 
GaAs XT POWE!? MOUI',E ( G  = 30 dB) ANTEN* EXCITING ELEMENTS 
RADIATING ELEM~NT 
8da 9dB lOdB 3dB 
i- - - 1 r - - - - - - -  -7 I 
-- 
I 0 
. - - - - - -  I - - - -  
PROSE COU?LINS (10 mw) INPUT 
- 2450 MHz 
@ 1 mw 
CIRCUIT PREAPPLIFIER 
2- 
JNTEGRATED CIRCUIT,  G = 1348 
lLOI COST - LOW MASS WLm STATE SPACETWNA CONCEPY 
A GQ-module panel design was developed. The modul,es consist of 5 basic components. These ate the power amplifier 
subasscmblb, of which each module has two, a drive and phase error correction subassembly (one per rnodtrlc), 
a ccramic substrate (one per module), and a two-piece aluminum frame and back cover assembly. 
This concept has a number of special attractive features. First is t h e  ability t o  cornblne microwave power from 
a number of amplifiers with low loss. Secondly, it corrects for phase errors in t h e  module amplifier chain. Also, 
all the electronics arc packaged into two subassemlies. 'l'b'.~ simplifies radiation shielding, (which may be integral), 
pretesting, burr-in and should provide a sufficiently high volume of demand for common parts so  that  getting 
multiple suppliers for them is no problem. The high thermal conductivities o' the ceranric substrates and aluminum 
s tomping  in the waste heat rejectfon path allow radiation of tha t  heat at tte maximum possible temperature. 
Series-paralleling the modules allows a single-voltage antenna panel with in tae rd  DC conduits. AU external 
module surfaces are at locai module ground and circuitry protects against open-circuited modules. The moddes  
have visual indication of failure which cases the workload of fault isolation. 
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LOW COST, LOW MASS SOLID-STATE 
SPACETENNA Cr.)NCEPT 
o S l h  PLE j COMPONENT SOLID-STATE PANEL (64 MODU FS) 
o Power amplifier subassembly QZ eacn/module) 
o Drive and phase error  correction subassembly (1 eilchlmoiule) 
o Ceramic antenna substrate  (1 each/module) 
o Two piece aluminum f rame  
a SPECIAL ATTRACTIVE FEATURES 
o Low loss power combining antenna 
o Closed loop RF module for phase stability 
o All electronics packaged into two subassemblies 
o integral radiation shicldirlg 
o enables pretest ing and burned-in 
o multiple suppliers 
o High thermal conductivity system t o  radiate  waste heat  
o aluminum stampings 
o ceramic  substrates  
o Single voltage system suitable for  series  parallel 
o antenna doubles a s  a dc conduit 
o all  external  surfaces a t  ground potential 
o open circui t  module protection circuitry 
o faul t  isolation 
An exploded view and field patterns for the currently preferred s@id state module are mhown. Note the relatively 
small area of the exclter pads in tho cavity, 

=LID STATE POWER MODULE CONCEPT (20 WATTS) 
Top view cd the layout of the circuitrr* In solid state module is shown. Power supply lines may be fed through 
the zero field node at the center of the module from one hybrid CaAs PET power module la  the other to simplify 
power supply line routing. 
RADIATING ELEMENT POWER COMBINING 
Ac tenna exc i t e r  s (4)  
e flow loss combining 
o Ceramic subatrate 
Metal lzed both sldes ( thick f l l m )  
_.._ _._ ...-_ -I-... 
FAIL SAFE FEATURES 
- 
Open c l r c u l  t protect ion 
Heat radiated t o  space 
GaAs FET POWER MODULE 3 
e 30 dB g a i n  
10 watts o u t p ~ t  
Hybrid technology 
Sapphire, microstr i  p 
PHASE ERROR CORRECTION 
Printed cav l ty  coupling probes 
, iDlgOZsSOacii 
SOL1 D-STATE POWER MODULE CONCEPT (20 WATTS) 
J INPUT (2450 MHz @ 1 mw) Single GaAs chip Integrated c l r c u i t  
Phase detector 
Low pass f 11 ter 
phase sht f  t e r  
2450 MHz amp1 If i e r  
S L I D  STATE POWER MODULE CROSSSECTION 
A cross sect ional  view of t he  solid state power module illustrates t he  relat ive locations a5 t h e  components in 
t h e  module. Note the  nichrome fau l t  load resistor mounted above the  hybrid power modules which will dissipate 
the  module power in case the  power amplifier circuitry opens. Upon fai lure of t h e  hybrid power module circuitry, 
t h e  fau l t  load resistor will be switched in t o  dissipate t h e  power and will glow rejecting hea t  at high tempera ture  
and providing a visual indicatian of failure. 
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!-cmli. s 
-- -.---.....-- ... d SOLID-STATE POWER MODULE CROSS SECTION 
P R I N T E D  C I R C U I T  P H A S E  ERROR C O R R E C T I C N  IC: . 
A N T E N N A  SU B S l ' R A  
POWER MODULE 
\--ALUMINUM BASE P L A T E  A L U M I N U M  C A V I T Y  
C O V E R  S H E E T  
VE SURFACE 
AD 
2.45 GHz .?OWER AMPLIFIER MODULE 
o 30 DB GAIN, 2-5W OUTPUTS, 180' PHASE DIFFERENCE1 DC OPEN CIRCUIT PROTECTED 
o SINGLE VOLTAGE SUPPLY 
o MODULE CASE IS INSULATED FROM ALUMINUM FRAME 
o HYBRID INTECRATED CIRCUIT 
o .OIO1' SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATE WITH PRINTED INDUCTORS, RESISTORS, AND 
CAPACITORS. 
0 GAAS PREAMP-INVERTER MONOLITHIC INTECRATED CIRCUIT CHIP 
o DISCRETE GAAS FET POWER AMPLIFIER CHIPS 
o MODULE BIAS DERIVED BY RECTIFICATION OF OUTPUT Rf: OR BY SELF 
BIAS. 
o FAIL-SAFE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIP 
DI$O=~W~-1 F - Z Y ~  c - , ;/. . r s*  l 0 P *  I ~ . Y G ~ ~ o ~ R ~ ~ , ~ , ~ R ~ O D U U  
. . * *--..----- 
CIRCUITS 
A. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
B. TYPICAL SCHEMATIC 
30 dB gain 
L pre-amp, inverter 
S T RFC 5 Watts 
PRELIMWARY 254 CHz POVeR MODULE LAYOUT 
Hybrid technology circuitry for the power amplifier modules has been laid out and i s  shown. The physical s i z e  
is somewhat larger than desired. It may be possible to reduce this. 
FAULT LOAD 
-.. --- - -- 
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2.45 GHr POWER MODULE IAYOUT 
PRELIMINARY -m 
MODULE PHASE! ERROR CORRECTION 
F2atures of the module phase error correction circuitry are the low parts count, automatic constant phase error 
difference between input and output, lack of intervening signal coriditionings circuitry and two separate outputs 
for driving separate power modules. 
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M0DULE;PHASE ERROR CORRECTION 
o SINGLE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, TWO CIiIP CAPACITORS, ONE PRINTED 
CAPACITOR, AND ONE PRINTED INDUCTCIR. 
o AUTOMAT!CALL\" HOLDS A CONSTANT PHASE DlFFERENCE BETWEEN THE RF INPUT AND 
THE XADIATED RF POWm. 
o THE RF INPUT AND TliE SAMPLED 2JTPUT FOYER ARE PHASE COMPARED WITH NO IYTERVENING 
SIGNAL CONDITDNINC WHICH WOULD CON'fRIBUTE ERRORS. 
o PROVIDES TWO OUTPUTS FOR DRIVING SEPARATE POWER MODULES. 
The ba ,: phase shifter circuit is shown along with phase shifter lnwrtion low and phase atdfc as o function ef 
the log of the varactor capacitance. 
01(18.2SJOZl 
PHASE SHIFTER 
CM 
rnELIM?tJAR)' 
J 
INSERT ION 
A LOSS 
I 
C - t c  
U)O VARACTOR CAPACITANCE 
23e /\-. LOSS iM f0
Id6 \ 
PHASE \ . 
5@ 
OdO . 
'. $ 
. * w  
PHA* DETECTOR 
Two probes in the cav~ty pick up the modole output slgnal this is then hslfwave rectified by two hot-carrier diodes 
to become the phase error DC voltage which is superpwcd on the one milliwrrtt R F  input to the module. 
CAVITY COUPLED ' 
HOT CARRIER 
or ODES (MATCHED) 
FROM RF SOURCE 1 Ly PHASE ERROR 
__ICI r 
1 m ~  . DC VOLTAGE 
The phase shifterr, phase detectors and amplifiers are combined to become the complete module phase error 
correction circuitry, shown here. 
- I - - - -  
PHASE SHIFTER 1 
TO POWER MODULES 
' I I 
-J - 
' I I 
C A V I T Y  COUPLED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
- 
-1 
t 
I 
I 
I I 
SINGLE GaAs 1' 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIr 
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POWER MODULE FAIL SAFE CIRCUITRY 
o ItOPENN FAILURE TRIGGERS THE SCR WHICH SUBSTITUTES A METALLIC FAULT RESISTOR 
AS A LOAD AND MAINTAINS THE MODULE VOLTAGE* 
o ANY NUMBER OF MODULES MAY FAIL "OPEN" WITHOUT DIS'WRBING THE OTHERS. 
o THE FAULT RESISTOR'S HEAT IS RADlATED INTO SPACE. 
o "OPENm FAILURES ARE EASILY RECOGNIZABLE. 
o A SHORTED POWER MODULE SHOULD BURN "OPEN" (2 AMPS) - ONE SUCH SHORT W A 
CHAIN OF TWELVE MODULES WILL BE ACCOMMODATED* 
1 
POWER MODULE -2 1 
--,,,J 
, .a, /, ,<~;7;/;r 
- -.- --.--- --*. 
.I 
' POWER MODULE -1 I 
L, ,,---- - - - .  - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - r  
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POWER MODULE FAIL SAFE CIRCUITRY 
PRELIMINARY 
PANEL BUILMJP 
This char t  shows a small segment of 64 modulc power amplifier panel and illustrates the construction sequence. 
Starting with the radiating face  base-plate made of aluminum, the  ceramic substrate containing the antenna 
circuitry on t h e  backside and t h e  radiator patch on the  front is installed. Next, the  backing cavities ate added 
and the amplifier packages a re  installed. 7he phase feed and power supply circuitry is hooked up and the  panel 
is ready for test. 
Alternatively, the amplifier packages ana phase feed circuitry could be i.~stalled and a single panel back cover 
could be added in one step. 
Panel Buildup 
( BASE PLATE I 
PHASE 
FEED 
C'RCUlT FIY 
RADIATOR ANTENNA CAVITY AMPLIFIER 
PATCH CIRCUITRY INSTALLED PACKAGE 
INSTALLED 
GZ MODULE PANEL LAYOUT 
The complete layout of a panel is showr~ sans DC power supply feed and the primary phase feed tree. Those two 
networks are illustrated on the following t w o  pages. 
DC POWER 
SUPPLY FEED 
PRIMARY 
TREE PHASt 
FEED 
-SECONDARY 
'TREE PHASE 
FEED 
SIRING RELIABILITY ANALYSIS CONFICURATON 
The string configuration used in the  reliability analysis ~ons i s ted  of 96 amplifiers in 12 rows of four modules each 
where each module had two output amplifiers. While this isn't exactly a current configuration i: provides a good 
vehicle for quanitive analysis of the  basic soiid state transmitting antenna reliability problem. Simply stated 
the problem is how t o  allow some of the  amplifiers in a series parallel configuration t o  fail without bringing down 
t b e  res t  as well. 
The biggest problem is open circuits since for the  solid s t a te  amplifiers short circuits will quickly burn out t o  
become opens. In a series parallel configuratinn the  effect of an open circuit is t o  provide more current t o  t h e  
elements in parallel with the  opened dement .  In generai, this means that  those elements will have t o  take a 
somewhat higher voltage; i.e., their design must be uprated. The goal of the  analysis is t o  determine how much 
voltage and current uprating of the amplifier modules is necessary t o  ensure a &en reliability of the  final configuration. 
String Reliability Analysis Configuration 
SERIES STRINGS OF 12 ROWS 
4 MODULES PER FIOW 
2 AMPLIFIERS PER MOOULE 
SINGLE AMPLIFIER FAILURE PR0BABIL:TY = Fp 
IF > N AMPLIFIERS PER ROW FA!% STRING GOES DOWN 
N-12 
DESIRED RESULT IS STRIF'f3 FAILURE PROBABIL .TY, Fs 
AS A FUNCTION OF Fp AND N 
REWORK DESIGN UNTIL FS << Fp 
WLAR CELL RELIAlBILllY MODEI, 
Ihe problem discuswd on thz last page, while unusual in everyday electronics, is not unlike the solar cell rdiability 
problem taced on the solar panels of the SPS. In far ', the solar cell reliability problem is somewhat more difficult 
lkcause the strings arc much longer. 
WLAR CELL RELlABILlTY MODEL 
o NUMBER CELLS 21 0ILI.ION 
19,072 STRINGS, ESCM 80,000 CELLS O F  UNITS OF I4 IN PARALLEL 
o EACH STRING CAP; LOOSE 4 OUT OF 14 UNITS BEFORE IT :S CONSIDERED 
FAILED (REVERSE BIAS ACROSS CELL) 
o FOR A CELL MTBF OF 10' HRS. 1'HERE ARE 
0.36 STRING FAILURES IN 30 YEARS 
o ARRAY IS INITIALLY OVERSIZED TO COMPENSATE FOR THESE FAILURES 
SOLln STATE SPS CHAIN RetlABSUTY 
I t  was found that with eight amplifier rows and 12-row strings i t  was necessary to design the amplifiers to be 
able to  withstand the additional voltage and current cause!, by having two of the amplif lers in the row fail, I,e,, 
they must able to operate successfully carrying one third morc current than in a normal no-failure situation. 
SOLID STATE SPS CHAIN RELIABI LlTY 
S 
-: 8 AlClPl.1 F1 ERS PER ROW, ONE OR TWO MAY FAIL (N=1,2) 
12 ROWS PER STRING 432 STRINGS PER SUBARRAY 
COG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
~ , 8  . STRING FA1 LURES ONLY 
, 4  - 
t2 - 
RANDOM FA I LURES OF 2% 
0. 
YEARS 
Q, PROBABILITY OF AMPLIFIER' FAILURE 
PATTERN SIUDlES 
Antenna pattern studies have been done by numerical integration of patterns of individual wbarrays (as in the 
case of modmain and tiltmain) and at the less detailed but more analytically tractable level of radial aperture 
illumination functions. A recently developed axis-symmetric anntena pattern analysis program has proved useful 
in studying the  effects of various apterature illumination functions. The sidtlobe suppression ring studies Illustrated 
here a r e  an example. 
With these two possible levels of antenna pattern simulation, system dmulatlon support studies may be done with 
a minimum of difficulty. 
PATTERN SrUClES 
o B M O D U L E  LI~VEL SIMULATION 
o MODMAIN PROGRAM STATUS 
o INITIAL COMPARISON WITH TILTMAW 
o ILLUMINATION FUNCTION TRADE! STUDY 
o SPS ANTENNA PROGRAM 
o SUPPRESSOR RING smotes 
o SYSTEM SIMIJI.AT1ON SUPPORT STUDlES 
COMPUTER PROGRAM F L O W  COMPARmN 
The basic diffevcnces between the tiltmai? and modmain calculation procedures are shown. &cam modmain 
does not store all the subirrray excitations, it requires much less computer memory storase space to run. 
This means that modmain can model the transmitting array in much more detail than tiltmcrin. AP example of 
this is shown on the following chart which illustrates how modmain was able to calculate the gating lobes from 
the power modules within the subarra ys as well as the grating lobes due to the subarrays themselves. Tiltmain 
does not have this capability. 
s 
Computer Program Flow Comparison 
MODMAIN IMPLEMENTATION 
- 
MODMAIN hds a number of features that make it more tlewible and easier to use than previous SPS large transrrrittlng 
array analysis programs. 
MODMAIN I M P L E M E N T A T '  
o INCORPORATED PROGRAMMING LOOP WHICH DECIDES 
THE SlZE AND NUMBER O F  KLYSTRON MODULES FOR 
EACH SURARRAY. 
o !NCORPORATED GRA-I'ING LOBE SEARCH ROUTINE WITH 
THE OPTION TO SPECIFY THE LENGTH OF A MODULE ON 
WHICH TO BASE THE POSITION O F  THE CRATING 
LOBES. 
o ADDED PROGRAMMING TO COUNT THE NUMBER OF SUBARRAY S 
IN EACH OF THE 10 QUANTIZED LEVELS SO AS TO HAVE A 
CHECK BETWEf!N THE SlMULATION PROGRAM AND THE REFERENCE 
DESIGN. 
o DELETED OUTDATED PROGRAMMING OPTIONS 1N ORDER TO 
INCREASE PROGRAM FLOW CLARZTY AND R.EDUCE RUN TIME. 
o ASSEMBLED INITIAL DRAFT OF' MODMAIN PROGRAM USERS' MANUAL 
EFFECT OF MODULE SIZE ON CRATING LQBL LEVEL 
o MODMAIN COMPARISON WITH TILTMAIN: AMPLITUDE @RRORS 1 db 
lorn x 10m. PHASE ERRORS 1 o0 
FAILURES 2% 
SUBARRAY TILT (RANDOM) 2 arcmlin 
SPACETENNA TILT 
(SY STEMAIIC) 
o PREDICTED CRATING LOBE POSITIONS WERE VERIFIED BY MODMAIN. 
EFFECT OF IIODULE SIZE O?l GRATING LOBE LEVEL 
(SYSTEMATIC TILT = 2 ARC MINO 
. . 
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AXISYMME'TRK: ARRAY PATTERN SIZIDiES 
The effect of adding rings around a transmitting antenna in order to square up the beam andlor suppress side 
lobes was investigated. Although the rings studied today arc not economic from an SPS cost of electricity viewpoint, 
they have produced interesting patterns which are illustrated in this section. 
AXiSYMMETRIC ARRAY PATTERN S?UDIES 
An apcctue \with the Indkatcd ~llurnlna'rioi~ was modeled, It pro\,aed the efficiency and power paztcrn strown on 
tt fdlowing chert. 
UN !FORMLY EXCITED ARRAY W lTH IN-PHASE 
S \  DElOBE SUPPRESSOR RING 
PHASE CONTROL 
,'STEM S!MULAT 
+l - 
UNIFORM ILLUMINATION 
n r-  n 
Wher. the side lobe suppressor ring was adjusted to give side lobes as low as those of the 10db taper Gaussian 
the beam efficiency was 80%. 
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S IDELOBE LEVEL & EFFlC IENCY 01 UNIFORM ARRAY WITH 
IN-PHASE S l DELOBE SUPPRESSOR RING 
R* " 9 4  
mmIY#P - 
21. 
1 OOX 7 
- 
- - - - - - - - - - . I  Y .  . . . I - - - -  
A 
-26 -  
w 
Y 
W 
-40 - n 
EFFICIENCY VS SPDE LOBE LEVEL OF UNIFORMLY EXCrTED ARRAY WITH &PHASE SUlE LOMi SUPPR- MUG 
There e e fairly direct trade-offs of bean efficiency and maximum side lobe level with uniform tin@ of various 
widths and facing. Nate that the efficiencies are all worse than that of the unifcrmly excited array with no ring, 
which has an 83% efficiency at the -14 dB point. 
EF$ICIEhrCY VS S IDELOBE LEVEL OF UNIFORMLY EXCITE0 
tRRAY WIT1 ' IN-PHASE S IDELOBE SUPPRESSOR RING 
RING WIilTk 
0 - 0  
A - 10m 
x - 2 0 m  
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185 
IMPaOVED IN-PHASE SUPPRESSOR RING: ILLUMINATION FUNCllON 
I t  was found that taperlng tile central transmitting aperature distribution in three oteps and reducing the amplitude 
levc.1 of the ring ~mproved efficiency greatly. However, it does .lot outperform the base line 10 db Gaussian. 
IMPROVED IN-PHASE SUPPRESSOR RING: ILLUMINATION FUNCTION 
###I#' - 
a 2  m 4  m e  , 0  
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA RADIUS ( METERS I 
xia 3 
1he r 3ceive power per unit area pattern of the transmitted pattern shown on the prr dious page was able to produce 
zide lobes 24.7dB down from the peak power point. 
I M P R O V E D  I N - P H A S E  S U P P R E S S O R  R I N G :  
S i D E L O B E  S U P P R E S S I O N  
IM OROVeD IN-PHASE SUPPRESSOR ring8 eFmC1ENCY 
The efficiency of the improved in-phase suppressor ring pattern was over 90%. 
I M P R O V E D  I N - P H A S E  S U P P R E S S O R  RING: E F F I C I E N C Y  
s?SmlZ 
I m I ' m  - 
4 6 8 10 
RECEIVING SITE RADIUS C METERS ! 
This pattern was investigated as an alternate to  the standard solid state transmitting antenna pattern which has 
a 5.5 kilowatt per square meter peak power. 
R E V E R S E  P Y A S E  R I N G  ILLUMINATION A M P L I T U D E  
0 . 1  . 2 3 4 . S  .6 7 .8 . Q f 
TRANSMITTER RADIUS 
REVERSE PHASE RING: BEAM S W E  
Adding the ring in the appropiate fa9hion allowed tha received power pattern to bt squared up consfderably. However, 
the first side lobe also rose. 
R E V E R S E  P H A S E  RING: BEAM S H A P E  
4. S 8 7.5 9 
RECTENNA RADIUS 
REVERSE PHASE EFFICIENCY 
The efficiency of the reverse phase ring is substantially that of the base line 9.5426 Gaussian. 
R E V E R S E  P H A S E  R I N G :  E F F I C I E N C Y  
4.5 6 7.5  9 
RECTENNA RADIUS 
D U N  RINGr ILLUMDJATK. J AMPLITUDE 
In order t o  bring the  side lobe down, a second ring was added in a radius of between 1.6 and 2 kilometers from the 
transmitting antenna center. This ring only contained 1.9% of the  total power while the  reverse phase ring contained 
3.4% cd the  total  power. Although the  ring power itself is small, the  rings allow an increase of about 40% in the 
power transfer of an intensity-limited link by suppressing the  central leak of t h e  received power pattern. These 
rings sepresent a simple reverse-phase method of increasing link power. If continuous (or nearly continuous) phase 
tapers can be employed, equivalent results may be obtained with smaller aperture areas and diameters. 
D U A L  R I N G :  ILLUMINATION AMPLITUDE 
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TRANSMITTER RADIUS 
DUAL RING8 POVER PAITERN 
The received power pattern of the dual ring meets side lobe criteria and has a nice square central peak. 
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RECTENNA RADIUS 
DUAL RINGS EFFICIENCY 
The efficiency of the dual ring pattern is over 98%. 
D U A L  RING: E F F I C I E N C Y  
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RECTENNA RADIUS 
UNK POWER VERSUS EFFICIENCY 
The achievable SPS link power versus beam efficiency t o  t h e  -14dB point was plotted for a number or patterns and 
compared with the  base line 9.5rrdB Gaussian. All the common patterns seen in the SPS li terature appear t o  have 
link powers within a factor of 2 of that  of the 9.54dB Gaussian. 
Very high power (greater than 20 Cw) links, employing large apertures with amplitude and phase taper, and for which 
t h e  rectenna is in the near field of the  transmitter, a re  possible but have received relatively l i t t le  investigation. 
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w 
ROCKWELL 
"Bessel J" 
- 1s t Sl delobe a -25 do 
k = 4.35 Inflected 
Bessel 
1st S i d e l d e  = -22.13 db 
0 Uniform Ill mi nation 
1 s t  Sldelcbe = -17.6 db 
A 
- J 
- 9.54 db Gaussian @ 
ZERO NET POWER 1st Sidelobe = -24.6 db ( 1-r2) 
1st Sldelobe 
= -24.66 db 
I NET POWER DECREASED 
1 I I I 
FMSBILlTY OF BFAM SPREADING BY PHASE DEHX=USDNC 
By adding a quadratic phase ~apec to the 10dB Gaussian base Line pattern, one can reduce the on-ads power density 
and spread the pattern somewhat. However, this degrades the efficiency by several percent. 
FE4S I B ILITY OF BEAM SPREAD1 NG BY PHASE DFEOCUSlNG 
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SPS ARRAY SIMULATION 
A number of different reference system and axisymmetric array simulation problems and t r r k  i-tinain to be worked. 
These are listed. 
SPS ARRAY SIMULATION 
o REFEhENCE SYSTEM SlMULATiON 
o PHASE CONTROL SIMULATION 
MODEL DlSTRIBUTION TREE 
LEVEL AT WHICH PHASE CONTROL IS EXERCISED 
MODEL DlFFERENT PHASE DISTRIBUTIONS 
IMPACT 0F AiiTZNNA DEFORMATION 
INCORPORATE SUBARRAY OFFSET CAPABILiTY 
o DETAILED SPS DESIGN UTILIZING MODMAIN AND TILTMAIN 
EFFECT OF SUBARRAY QUANTIZATION ON SIDELOBE ROLL-OFF 
STUDY EDGE EFFECTS USING CIRCULAR QUANTIZATION 
COMPARE SOLID STATE AND KLYSTRON SPS DESIGNS 
o STUDY EFFECTS OF CONTROLLED BEAM DEFOCUSlNG 
IMPACT ON PCIWER SIZING AND EFFICIEIqCY 
o AXlSY MMETRIC ARRAY SIMULATION 
o EVALUATE ALTERNATE ILLUMINAT!ON FUNCTIONS 
AMPLITUDE ONLY 
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 
PHASE CONTROL F;ZK;HT TEST CONCEPTS 
Three key elements in the  verification of the  phase cotltrol system a r e  one-way path expcrlments for ionospheric 
model verification, verification of the phase control, flight system, and ac.tual SPS demonstration. One-way path 
experiments may be done with existing satellites. However, detailed ionispheric model verif ication probably r q u i r e a  
a large aperture low power satellite and an inverted transmit array. It is possible that linear ii .ayr may suffice, 
both in space and on the ground for signal pattern verification. Finally, for t h e  SPS demonstrator, the augmented 
aperture concept, which allows a lower transmitted power t o  verify SPS power level beams, should be investigated 
because of i t s  possible cost savings. 
PHASE CONTROL FLIGHT TESTS CONCEPTS 
o ONE WAY PATH EXXRIMENT 
o EXiST1NG SATELLITE TESTS 
o IONOSPHERIC MODEL YERIF'ICATION 
o LARGE APERTURE L O W  POWER SATELLITE 
o RECEIVE DNLY LINE ARRAY 
o INVERTED TRANSMIT ARRAY 
o SPS DEMONSTRATOR 
o AUGMENTED APeRTURE CONCEPT 
ONE WAY PILOT BEAM PATH TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL ASPEC'fSt 
o POWER LEVEL < 100 WATTS 
o MULTIPLE FREQUENCIES 
2430 - + 100 MHz BAND 
o DIPOLE TRANSMITTING ANTENNA 
c DUAL POLARIZED RECEIVE ANTENNA 
APPLICABILITY OF DATA: 
o SPATIAL & TEMPORAL PHASE FLUCTUATIONS 
OVER SINGLE RAY PATH ONLY 
o ESTIMATE OF IONOSPHERIC COHERENCE 
BLOCK SITE 
One Way Pilot Beam Path Test 
IUI 'W" - 
I 
9-0- EXISTINO SATELLITE 
1 
EXPERIMENT 
POWER LEVEL <I00 WATTS 
MULTIPLE FREQUENCIES 
2460 t 100 MHz BAN0 
DIPOLE TRANSMlWlNO ANTENNA 
DUAL POLARlZEO RECEIVE ANTENNA 
DATA 
0 SPATIAL C f EMPORAC PHASE FLUCTUATIONS 
IONOSPHERE OVER SINGLE RAY PATH ONLY 
ESTIMATE OF ~ONOSPHERIC~CO~~~.RENCE 
BLOCK SITE 
RECE'V'NQ TELEMETRY SITE t INK 0 &CORDING CENTER 
I- 
2 13 TIME 
PHASE 
- 1  
2 
-3 
LARGE APERTURE TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 
EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS: 
o POWER LEVEL < 100 WATTS PER TRANSMITTER 
o ANTENNA 
LOW GAIN HORN 
o FREQUENCY 
DOWNLINK 2.45 GHz 
UPLINKa SPREAD SPECTRUM PILOT 
o SATELLITE 
MULTIARM BEAM 600 M E r e R  DIA 
SIZED FOR SINGLE SHUTTLE! FI.ICHT 
APPLICABILITY O F  DATA: 
o SPATIAL & TEMPARAL FLUCTUATIONS OVeR 
SPS lONOSPHERIC BLOCK SIZE 
o MODEL MULTILEVEL FULL X A L  E PHASE CONTROL 
FOR 3 TO 5 TRANSMITTERS 
o DETERMINE RANDOM & SYSTEMATIC PHASE P,RROR,S 
DUE TO 5-6 METER ION, SECTIONS 
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Large Aperture Technology Satellite 
IOP0MP '- 
& PHASE CONTROL 
- PHASE REFERENCE EXPERIMENT 
OlSTRlSUTlON POWER LEVEL < 100 WATTS PER TRANSMITTER a ANTENNA 
LOW GAIN HORN 
FREQUENCV 
DOWNL!NK 8.46 OH# 
UPLINK: SPREAD SPECTRUM PILOT 
SATELLlTE 
MULTlARlA BEAM -800 PAETER DIA 
SIZED FOR SINGLE SHUTTLE FbGlHT 
DATA 
SPATIAL 81 TEMPARAL FLUCTUATIONS OVER 
SPS IONOSPHERIC BLOCK SIZE 
SPREAD SPECTRUM MODEL hlUtT1LEVEL FULL SCALE PHASE CONTROL 
UPLINK FOR 3 TO 6 TRANSMITTERS 
DETERMINE RANDOM 81 SYSTEMATIC PHASE LRRORS 
DUE TO b b  METER ION, SECTIONS 
MOBILE 
RECEIVING 
SITES 
u 
RECOADlNQ 
CENTER 
2- 
3- 
INVER'CED RECEIVE ONLY ARRAY 
PILOT WAVEFh3NT 
CORRECTED 
INCIDENT PHASE 
CONJUGATED 
PERTURBED PHASE 
FEATURES 
o CAN USE EXISTING SATELLITE 
o PASSIVE-NO SIGNIFICANT POWER 
o CON'r'!NUOUS PHASE FRONT MAPPING 
FINER GRAIN SPATIAL DETAIL 
INFINITE NUlJlBER O F  RAYS 
o POVIDES CWCK O F  NEAR FIELI) 
SIMULAT!L)N O F  DISTORTED WH?'EFORM 
Q PLP.;rlAR RECEIVE ONLY 2 DIM. Ai7RAY 
WOULD PROVIDE 2D PHASE CONTOUR 
PPI DISPLAY 
OBSERVE LARGE SCALE STRIATION 
IN 2D CORRELATE WITH SCALED 
HEATING 
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Inverted Receive Only Line Array 
1 
- Q -- 5ATELLITE FEATURES 
CAN USE EXlSTlNQ SATELLITE 
PILOT WAVEFRONT PASSIVE - NO SlONlFICAhT POWER 
CONTINUOUS PHASE FRONT MAPPING 
FINER GRAIN SPATIAL DETAIL 
a 4 CORRECTED INFINITE NUMBER OF RAYS 
INCIDENT PROVIOES CHECK OF tJEAR FIELO BlhlULAT!ON OF DISTORTED YIAVEfORtA 
CONJUGATE0 PLANAR RECEIVE ONLY 2 DItff. ARRAY 
PERTURBED WOULD PROYIOE 20 PHASE CONTOUR PPI OtSPLAY 
PHASE CONTROL OBSERVE LAROE SCALE STRIATION IN 20 
RECEIVE CORRELATE WITH SCALED HEATlNG 
ELECTRONICS 
POSITlOtJ 
PHASEREFERENCE 
OIST918UTION 
+ TIME VARIANT 
PHASE PROFILES IN 
PHASE 
INVERTED TRANSMIT ARRAY 
UNIFORM ILLUMINATIION 
o PROVIDES 23 M W / C M ~  OVER 1 K M  
1E FULL SCALE HEATING AT S-PAND 
o DISPLAYS 2 0  PLOT OF 
HEATED DISTURBED iNOSPHERE 
o SPACEBORNE RECEIVER CAN CHECK 
FINE FOINTING CAPABILIN 
o CHECK UPLINK-DOWNLINK PATH 
DIFFERENCE 
o FULL SCALE GROUND THERMAL TEST 
D18025402-1 
Inverted Transmit Array 
-- 0 - SATELLITE 
v - 
REGION OF 
HEATED 
IONCSPHERE 
'- 
' I ! I ' t  I I 
TOTAL POWER OF-200 MW 
UNIFORM ILLUMINATION 
PROVIDES 23 MW~CMZ OVER 1 UM 
I€ FULL SCALE HEATING AT S-BAND 
DISPLAYS 2 0  PLOT OF 
HEAT€D OlSTUABED INOSPHERE . 
SPACEBORNE RECEIVER CAN CHECK. 
FINE POlhlYlNG CAPABlClTV 
CHECK UPLINK-DOWNLINK PATH 
DIFFERENCE 
FULL SCALE GROUND THERMAL TEST 
TRANSMllTER 
20  PHASE CONTOUR 
DISPLAY 
PHASE CONTROL 
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEM 
Time division multip1exi;rg may allow the ionospheric phase shift from a space-borne transmitter t o  be determined 
with less ambiguity and gieater ease of implementation than would be the case wirh an FM CW system. Thus i t  
should be considered for all thc phase control system test  eltments previously descriied. 
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Time Division Multiplex System 
- a I m Y a  - 
PHASE CONJUGATOR 
SPACEBORNE ELEMENT REFERENCE 
PHASE 
DETECTOR 6 [:I PHASE CONTROL RECEIVER 
TELEMETRY 
RECEIVER&, 
GROUND BASED 
RE 
CHANNEL 
$ d ! ~  
DEMODULATOR 
MOBILE RECEIVER 
PHASE 
METERS 
CENTER 
SPS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATOR OPTIONS 
It is not yet clear what the SPS demonstrator should be like. Three possible options are shown. Recently, a small 
trade study of the augmented aperture concept applied to a 16.7 megawatt RP transmitting array was performed. 
This is the topic of the following section. 
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SPS Program Demostrator Options 
SPACETENNA : 
RECTENNA: 
PREVIOUS APPROACH AUGMENTED APERTURE 
lOOm DIAMETER 1 KM DIAMETER 
16.7 KW RF 16.7 MW RF 
ONE TENTH =ALE SP8 
In addition to the rather arbitrary 16.7 megawatt power level, the following assumptions were made for the configuration 
and design of augmented aperture SPS demonrtrators. 
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Augmented Aperture Study Assumptions 
100 M OIAMETER ACTIVE ARRAY 
1 KM OlAMETER APERTURE 
O LEO CONSTRUCTION 
ELECTRIC THRUSTERS SELF-POWER TO (3FO 
APERTURE A W ; M W A T I O N  APPROACHES 
Aperture augmentation approaches may be divided into two basic classes of concepts, using either reflectors or 
lenses t o  increase the  aperture of the given transmitter array. With the reflectors, a further sub-classification 
may be made into single and multiple reflector concepts. 
Although lenses may be made much more floppy than reflectors and lend themselves t o  active control, they also 
have significant power loss as the  beam passes through them. Although this may not be crucial for an SPS demonstrator, 
it was f e l t  t o  be sufficient t o  exclude thr? lenses from our present consideration. T k y  should perhaps be reintroduced 
later. 
S Aperture Augmentation Approaches 
# 
REFLECTOR 
B 
(( b 
. 
I 
r 
t3( LENS I - ___T - :m,- 
a SURFACE MUST STAY REQUIRE EITHER LOW 
YIlTHlN 10-5 OF MAJOR COEFF OF EXPANSION 
DIMENSION MATLS OR ACTIVE CONTROL 
(ARRAYS OF PHASE SHIFTERS) 
ALLOW 10-I#MORE FIGURE 
DEFORMATION THAN REFLECTORS 
NO BLOCKAGE AT APERTURE 
CENTER 
LEND THEMSELVES TO 'ACTIVE 
CONTROL 
EFFICIENCY? 
b 
/'- 
H 
I )  SINGLE REFLECTOR 
• LENDS ITSELF TO 
HIGH F-NUMBER 
GRAVITY GRADIENT 
ASSISTED CONFIGURAT!ON 
1 , 
b) DUAL REFLECTORS 
LOWEST MOMENTS 
BEST FOR ARBITRARY 
POINTING 
SOMEWHAT MORE 
COMPLEX OPTICS 
ACTIVE REFLECTOR CONCr PTS FOR APERTURE AUGMENTATJON 
Preliminary study showed tha t  passive reflector-s that  would hold their figure were unattractive when compared 
with simple actively controlled reflectors. Of the  types of actively controlled reflectors that  might be envisioned 
and tha t  were feasible with the  current shuttle, the  two most attractive ones were the  maypole and hoop multiple 
flight deployed flexible reflectors and the  faceted and modular constructed flexible reflectors. While the maypole 
and hoop concept may be t h e  least massive per unit area,  the  faceted modular concept appears to be t h e  most constructable. 
Active Reflector Concepts For Aperture 
Augmentation 
* DEPLOYED RIGID SURFACE REFLECTORS > 1 KO M-2, TOO MASSIVE AND COSTLY 
SINGLE-FLIGHT DEPLOYED FLEXIBLE 
REFLECTORS 
MULTI-FLIGHT DEPLOYED FLEXIBLE 
REFLECTORS A 
MAY BE FEASIBLE WITH 128 KLB WUlTLE 
FEASIBLE WITH CURRENT SHUTTLE 
MAYPOLE AND HOOP < .I KG M-2 
EASILY SCALED UP 
RlBS m RIB TOLERANCES AND MASSES ARE A PROBLEM SCALING UP A PROBLEM 
FAeETED/MOOULAR 49 MORE MASSIVE THAN MAYPOLE AND HOOP 
EASILY SCALED UP 
CONSTRUCTED RIGID SURFACE REFLECTORS > 1 KO ~ - 2  
e CONSTRUCTED FLEXIBLE REFLECTORS A DlFFlCULT TO BUILD ALIGNMENT SLOW 
MAYPOLE AND HOOP LINE TANGLING PROBLEM POTENTIAL 
Y LEAST CONSTRUCTABLE 
RIBS RIBS VERY CONSl'RUCTABLE, MESH PROBLEMATIC 
FACETEDBlODULAR & MOST CONSTRUCTABLE 
RELATIVELY MASSIVE 
CASSECRAIN REFLECTOR AUGMENTED APE?FX.?P.E 
A design for cassegrain reflector augmerlted aperture SPS demonstrator us\?;! two maypole hoop reflectors was 
configured and is as shown. The shape of the  entire structure is controlled by adjusting tensions of selected lines 
from active actuating rings. These rings a r e  centers for the  ac t  of control of t h e  satellite. b i c  stiffness of 
the masts that  position the  elements of the satellite and the reflector surfaces Is provided by stays under tension. 
The reflectors a r e  somewhat analogous to bicycle wheels, while t h e  mast technology was drawn frorn masts on 
high performance sailboats which use diamonds and spreaders. 
Cassegrain Reflector Augmented Aperture SPS 
. LENTICULAR 
" M Y  I 
100 M DIAMETER 
SUBREFLECTOR 
MAIN MAST 
3 I d  GR-EPOXY BEAM 
ACTIVE 
ACTUATING 
HlNGS KEVLAR OR QUARTZ 
FIBER STAYS 
ACTIVE ACTUATING RING UNIT 
I t  was found that ar! active actuating ring unit design may be quite compact; enough so that all twelve rings with 
the spreaders that are deployed from ttwm and the mesh from the ¶,rain reflector could conceivably f i t  into the 
shuttle for single flight. 
Active Actuating Ring Unit 
LASER SHAPE CONTROL 
SCANNER (OP TIBNAL) 
BEAM END FITTINGS 
12 RINGS, WITH SPREADERS, 
NET, AND MESH SURROUNDING 
STAY CABLE SPOOLS 
(MAY OR MAY NOT BE 
ACTIVELY CONTROLLED) 
t LECTRlCAUFlBER OPTIC 
CONTROL AND POWER 
LINE CONNECTORS 
SPREADER 
ATTACH 
POINTS 
PRELIMINARY CASSEGRAIN MAS STATEMENT 
Using mass properties scaled from existing Lochheed and Harrir maypole hoop reflector designs, i t  was found 
that the addition& mass to  aup,ment the ,perture of the 16.7 megawatt SPS demonstrator was a less t ian  50% 
increase. 
Preliminary Cassegrain Mass Staternen t 
I1DE##P - 
SOLARARRAY 
100 M DIAMETER TRANSMIT ARRAY 
BASIC DEMONSTRATOR SUBTOTAL 
3 M BERM FOR MASTS 
ACTIVE RINGS 
M TELESCOPING SQREADERS 
STAYS 
MAIN REFLECTOR HOOP 
MAIN REFLECTOR MESH 
SHAPlNG NET 
SUBREFLECTOR 
Cc!lsc 
AUGMENTATION SUBTOTAL 
COMMENTS 
4 KO/M 
309 KQ EACH 
? KojM 
SUM 
'TOTAL 
A rather conservative scenario was developed for the construction of the cassegrain type aperture augmented 
satellite for SPS demonstration. 
Aperture Augmentation Construction Scenario 
OPERATION TIME 
ASSEMBLE TRANSMllT'lNO ARRAY 200 DAYS 
DEPLOY MASV FROM TRANSMITTINQ ARRAY (ADDING RINGS PERlOOlCAClYl 7 DAYS 
DEPLOY SOLAn ARRAYS 50 DAYS 
DEPLOY HOOP AND 
FLY MAST THROUGH 2 DAYS 
CONNECT 9 STAYS TO SECURE HOOP POSITION ABOUT MAST 
ADD REMAINING MAIN REFLECTOR STAYS 20 DAY8 
UNFOLD REFLECTING MESH 6 DAYS 
ATTACH SHAPING NET 30 DAVS 
ALlOM AND PERFORM FINAL CHECKOUT 60 DAYS 
FLY TO GEO, THRUSTING ALONQ MAST AXIS 120-180 OAYS 
ALTERNA'J'IVE DEPLOYABLE TRUSS PACETW RePLeCTOR 
An alternative aperture augmented satellite design with a somewhat more conservative structural design was; 
developed. I t  consists of a rigid reflector structure supporting steerable facets  much like those on a thermal SPS 
with the  exception of the  inclusion of a linear actuator t o  provide in-out positioning of the reflector facet. The 
size of the deployable facets wlas determined by the  length of the shuttle bay. The =rating lobes that  would be 
induced by the  discontinuities !-,tween t h e  facets were calculated and found not to be excemiveo 
AI terna tive Deployable Truss 
Faceted Reflector 
- AUI4rniCI - 
ARGON ION THRUSTER 
4.27 M 
8TEERABt.E FACET 
(BACK SIDE VIEW) 
SOLAR ARRAY 
TRU!S/P.ACET C0NPK;URATJON OFFSET OPTICS 
The optics for the alternative deployable truss faceted reflector SPS augmented aperture demonstrator configuration 
are shown. The fact that  the transmitting subarray Is out of the  main h a m  Is attractive both from an crr~tenna 
pattern and maintenance during operation viewpoint. There is a necessary satellite center of gravity and moment 
of inertia asymmetry but i t  should not result in excessive att i tude control system requirements. 
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~ r u s s / ~ a c e t  Configuratio~~ Offset Optics 
TO RECTENNA c 
TRANSMITTING 
SUBARFIAY 
TRUSS/PACET CONPKiURAIION MASS STATEMENT 
A mass statement for the truss facet aperture augmentation SPS demonstrator configuration shows that this 
altt :native is much more massive, mostly due to the high mass of the structure In It. 
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S 
Truss/Facet Configuration Mass Statement 
ITEM MA88 
(METRIC TONS) 
TRANsMlTTlNO ARRAY 130 
SOLAR ARRAY 76 
REFLECTOR 434 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
SECONDARY STRUCTURE 
STEERABLE FACETS 
BACKBONE STRUCTURE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SUM 
2096 GROWTH 
TOTAL 
TRU.FS/FACET ALTERNATIVE CONSTRUCTION XENARIO 
Due to the greater mass and complexity of the elements to be assembled construction of the truss/facet alternative 
satellite takes longer than that of the cassegrain configuration. Again, this construction scenario is probably 
somewhat conservative. 
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TrussIFacet Alternative Construction Scenario 
ASSEMBLE TRANSMITTING ARRAY 200 DAYS 
ASSEMBLE BACKBONE 60 DAYS 
DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAY 50 DAYS 
ASSEMBLE REFLECTOR TRUSS STRUCTURE 200 DAYS 
DEPLOY FACETS 20 DAYS 
FINAL CHECKOUT 60 DAYS 
PREtEMARY APERTURE AUGMENTATION IMPACT SUMMARY 
Facts about the 16 megawatt SPS demonstrato~ without aperture augmentation and two aperture augmented 
aitcrnatiies are !isted. The bottom line of total costs shows that for between 1.4 and 2 times as much money, 
one may increase transmitting aperture by a factor of 100 and received power on a demonstration rectenna by 
over 500 t o  the pewer level of a small utilit*' 
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Preliminary Aperture Augmentation 
Impact Summary 
SPS-ZQm 16 MW DEMO 16 MW DEMO m " ! H N r n  - 
WITH A WITH A 
PARAMETER 16 MW DEMO CASSEGRAIN CASSEGRAIN DEPLOYABLE TRUSS 
MAYPOLE-HOOP TRUSS FACETED FACETED 
REFLECTOR REFLECTOR 
'TRANSMITTING APERTURE 7864 m2 777640 m2 x 99 786400 m2 x 100 
RECEIVED H)WER 
(1 KM x 1 KM RECTENNA) 
CONSTRUCTION TIME 
MASS 
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
HARDWARE 
CONS BASE 
DDT&E COST 
HARDWARE COST 
CQNSTRWTION BASE COST 
SELF POWER ThANSFER COST 
310 DAYS 
250 MT 
26 
14 
6 
$?.67 B 
374 DAYS 
300 MT 
n 
18 
9 
$287 B 
600 DAYS 
847 MT 
66 
44 
' 12 
$2.17 B 
W.as e 
$3.40 B 
$1,00 B 
GSO SIJPPORT STATION COST NO 
CHANGE 
NO 
CHANGE 
EARTH-LEO ?RANSORT COSTS 
F LlGHT 
FLEET 
XIS 
x1.35 
NO 
CHANGE 
x1.2 
NO 
CHAF 3E 
x2.8 
x2,8 
NO 
CHANOE 
a x20 
NO 
CHANGE 
CHEMICAL OTV COST 
CREW ROTATION COSTS 
RECTENNA COST 
13.5% FOR OPERATIONS 
TOTAL COSTS 
Due t o  its  unique design the cassegrain configuration has only partial similarity with a baseline SPS in several 
respects. This is  not true for the truss/facet configuration which incorporates technology throughout that has 
basically fuli similarity with SPS baseline designs as we know them today. 
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uct ion Similarities 
Full Scale SPS 
1.llLll- ICI:OSrW' - 
w*= 
ASPECT 
AUmNATFE BEAM ASEMBrLY 
- MATERIALS 
REPNSRWTATIVE SIZES 
REPR-ATlVE TOLERANCES 
CASSEGRAIN CONFlQURATlON TROWFACET CONFIGURATION 
PARTIAL 
SIMILARITY 
PARTl AL 
SlM~LARlTY 
fULL 
SIMILARITY 
--- 
FULL 
SIMILARITY 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 
X 
COMMENTS ON APERTURE AUCMPNTrA1X)Y 
The big advantage of aperture aetgmentation is that it allows the power beam parameters to be s~a;er- clo?er to 
full scale and the test rectenna output to be closer to utility scale without the investment in mass and cost that 
would be required for a full  scale SPS. The cost would essentijdly be doubled and the additionid techno! ,gy effort 
would be partially applicable to a full scale 51's. 
Further trade studies to be done on aperture augmented SPS demonstrators are listed. Particularly important 
is the increase in satellite power which may be done with only marginal cost growth i : ~  the demonstrator. 
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Comments on Aperture Augmentation 
SlVS DEMONSTRATOR AWLICABICITV 
* ALL- POWER BEAM PARAMETERS TO BE CLOSE TO FULL SCALE WITHOUT 
BUlbDlNO FULL SCALE SATELLITE 
ADOlTlONAL TECHNOLOGY EFFORT PARTIALLY APPLICABLE TO FULL SCALE $P$ 
1.6 - ZM PRECURSOR COST ALLOWS FULL SCALE SPS BEAM EFF lClENClES 
UTILITY SCALE POWER OUTPUT 
8 FUR'THER TRADE STUDIES TO DO ON APERTURE AU'QMENTATION 
INCFlEASE SATELLITE POWER (MARC3tNAL COST ORWTH) 
REFLECTORSVSLENSES 
MULTIPLE ELEMENT OPTICS FOR HIGH POWER (> 20 QW) 898 
IWECHANICAL VS ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATORS FOR REFLECTORS 
MORE DETAILED COSTS AND MASSES 
MPTS 'KST PLAN 0PCK)NS 
Aspects of various program option3 in  the microwave power transmisslon system test plan for SPS are h w n  
in a matrix. 
The one way path c.xperiment:i could be done immediately with existing satellites. They provide limited but perhapa 
adequate information about the ionosphere for further SPS development. The LAPATS satellite would provide 
more extensive ionospheric in:[ormation as well as phase control system concept feasibility information. The 
inverted arrays supplement th is  and, i f  they are planar and transmit power, provide crucid high power beam phase 
control system information. With proper design inverted arrays and LAPATS could be wad together. 
Of the SPS demonstrators, it appears that around 500 megawatts is necessary to adequately demon8trate full 
scale SPS technology. To a a r t d n  txtcnt this may be reduced by the we of aperture augmentation. Further 
study is needed to quantify this reduction. 
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OVERLAY OF SPS FACILITIES ON KSC MAP 
The Kennedy Space Center is the reference location of the SPS Launch and Recovery Site. Other locations have 
not been ruled out. This map shows the reference location of the SPS facilities at KSC. 
Overlay of HLLV Pads on KSC Map 
SPS GROUND SUPPORT FACIUTIES 
This map shows a c!ose-up view of some of the HL1.V facilities. Two of these facilities will be described in subsequent 
charts. 
SPS Ground Support Facilities 
-LHt STORAGE AREA 
lP AND BARGE 
SFS GROUND SUPPORT FACILITIES 
SHARED 'VITH M E  SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
This map shows a close-up view of some of the PLV facilities. The PLV is considered to be a Shuttle-Growth vehicle, 
so its processing facilities will be those developed for the Shuttle-Growth vehicle, The PLV vehicle processing will 
be irttegrated with the processing of other Shuttle-Growth vehicles assigned to other missions. 
SF 3 di6Giid Support Facilities 
Shared with -the Space 
Transportation Syktem 
OFF LOADING 
PAClL lM 
HLLV LAUNCH PAD 0PERATK)NS 
This figure illustrates the  Integrated operational timelines for the  three  HLLV launch pads. This timeline is bas4 
on launch~ng 400 HLLV's per year. A 7-day/week 2-shiftslday schedule is t h e  preferred schedule. Other schedules, 
such as 5-daystweek 2 shifts and 5-days/week 3 shifts were also considered. The selected schedule provides for 
the most efficient use of the  launch pads (minimal slack time) while allowing sufficient t ime available (the 8-hourlday 
shutdown) t o  make up lost time. This available t ime could also be utilized t o  support a higher launch r a t e  or t o  keep 
t h e  space construction on schedule if one of the three launch pads become h p e r a t i v e  (for exampk,  because of a 
vehicle explosion on the  pad). 
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HLLV Launch Pad Operations 
HLLV LAUNCH PAD NO. 1 
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TIMELINE PARAMETERS 
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LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY tlnw 
KLLV ORBITER PROCESSJNC OPERAYlONS 
This figure hows the insegrated processin8 operations for seven HLLV Orbiters. 
12 was found that a 7-daylwcek, 3-shiftslday schedule was the most efficient schtdule a5 well an leading to a requirement 
for fewer orbiters than would be required by other schedules. The selected schedrde was based on 400 launches per 
year, As this timeline shows, w l y  four of the five bays would be occupied at any time. The additional bay would 
be to  perform major overhauls that would require the vehicle to be removed from the operational cycle, 
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IILLV Orbiter Processing Operations 
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HLLV ORBII'ER AND PAY LOAD PROCESSWC FACILITY 
This figure ~l lus t ra tcs  the configuration of the  HLLV Orbiter and Payload Processing Facility. 
The HiLV Orbiters a r e  tacked into one of the  bays. Access platforms a r e  moved into place m d  the vehicle is connected 
to facility power and other services. The cargo bay is opened and the  empty cal go pallet removed. T k  vehicle 
is then processed t o  prepare i t  for i t s  next .launch. 
The empty pallet is taken to a processing lccation where i t  is then rcconfigured for i t s  next payload. 
The components a r e  delivered t o  the  facility by truck and/or rail. These components a re  distrlbuoed to the appropriate 
bays. The comboneats are  moved to the pallet loading area  where the  piiillet is filled with the  goods called for by 
a shippirrg manifest. 
Ope of the  bays will always be available fora vehicles undergoing major maintenance. 
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HLLV BOOSTER PROCESSING OPERATIONS 
This figure illustrates the integrated oporationa~ timeline for the processing of six HLLV Bcosters. Three of the 
vehicles will be on launch pads and three will be in the processing facility at any one time. 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 1 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 2 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 3 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 4 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 5 
HLLV BOOSTER NO. 6 
s 
TIMELINE PARAMEYEPS KEY 
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HLLV '~ooster Processing Operations 
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HLLV BOOSTER PROCESSING FACILITY 
This figure illustrates the configurntior; of the HLLV Booster Processing Facility. Three of the  bays will have operational 
vehicles in the  turnaround cycle.  The othel hay will be  available for extended-duration major maintenance. 
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NLLV Booster Processing Facility 
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I CARGO PACKAGING I 
CARGO HANDLING OPERATIONAL F L O W  CYCLE 
(ON-EARTH) 
The on-Earth cargo handling operational flow cyc!e is illustrated in thc figure. Ttre components a r e  initially loaded 
into component magazines and racks at the various factories. These magazines and racks a r e  transported to t h e  
Launch and Recovery Site where they are temporarily stored. A shippin8 manifest is prepared and the various component 
magazines and racks a r e  then taken from storage. The components a r e  integrated into cargo pallets. The cargo 
pallets a r e  then loaded into an  HLLV orbiter. 
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Cargo Handling Operational Flow Cycle 
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C A R W  HANDLING OPERATIONAL F L O W  CYCLE 
CAT LEO BASE) 
At the  LEO Base, the cargo pallet is removed from the  HLLV and is transported t o  a cargo handling and storage 
area. The EOTV components destined for use at t h e  LEO Base a r e  rernoved from the  pallets. The SPS pallets a r e  
transported to the  ZOTV using cargo tugs. Ten t o  twenty of the  pallets a r e  at tached to  the EOTV cargo platform. 
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Cargo Handling Operational Flow Cycle 
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CARGO HANDIJNG OPERATIONAL PILOW CY C U  
CAT ceo sAse) 
A t  the r,O, the cargo pallets are flown by cargo tugs from the EOTV to the 20 Basc. Thew pallet- are then transported 
to a cargo h~r~dling and storage area where the pallets arc offloaded. The conlponenls are *listributed to the sutassembly 
Lactot ies, the canstruction equipment, Sbc mainterlance modules, or* the mobile SPS maintenance equipment, 
So..,e of the e,npty racks and magazirles are repacked into tne now-empty cargo pallets. The pallets are recycled 
back to FF:arth and the empty racks and lnagazines are recycled bdck to the factories, 
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Cargo Handling Operational Elo w Cycle 
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CARGO PALLET REQIJIREMENTS 
Tracing the flow of events through the entire cycle, the pallet arld rack handling operations become visible. This 
figure illustrates some of the requirements imposed or, t h ~  H-LV csrgc pallet and thc colnponent racks by the handling 
operations. 
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Cargo Pallet Re q riiremen ts 
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COMPONENT PACKAGING CONCEPTS 
A large sar,,pling of SPS and EOTV construct~on components were examined in detail in order to establish representative 
packaging concepts. Th.s table is a sampje of data derived for about 60 different components, This data is based 
upon the baseline oper8itional scenario where it is required to construct one 5 gw SPC within 180 days, construct 
a fleet of EOTV1s at t'ie rare of one per 23 days, and to supply the propellants required by the EOTVts and POTVs 
during the 180 day period. 
The configuration ai each of the compont #?s or the material from which the componcnts would be fabricated were 
derived from the descriptions given the Preferred Concept Description book (D180-25037-3). 111 most cases, the 
shipping unit (i.e., the number of components packaged together in a single package) was established either by (1) 
the total daily consumption of the cornponcnt, or (2) by the ma~axine size that would be comp~tible with the construction 
equipment. 
Al l  of the "primary" components were detailed. These primary components are those that arc either the most numerous, 
the most massive, and/or the largest. A careful look at the datd show i that some of the most numerous components, 
e.g., batten end caps, do not require much payload ~olume and so they are classed as "secondary" components. Other 
secondary comporlents are those that are small and/or few in number. 
SPS Co mponents Consumption Rate, 
Packing, and Shipping Data 
SPS PAYLOAD PALLET SETS 
The theoretical mass-lim'ted payload delivery parameters a r e  the  following: ( I )  a total of 74319 MT a r e  to be delivered 
to LEO within a six-month t ime period; (2)  this will require 186 mass-limited flights; and (3) the  launch ra te  wouid 
be 1 45 flights/day. 
The packaging objective is t o  combine componet~ts into integrated payloads that  come as close as possible t o  achieving 
400 MT per pallet. This figure shows SPS payload sets tha t  come within 10% of meeting this objective. A total  of 
202 flights per 6 months will be requited to deliver these and a similar set of EOTV payloads. 
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CARGO PACKAGING ANALYSIS RECOMMENDATIONS 
The r.ec:olnmendations tha t  have resulted from this analysis a r e  given in the  table. 
Tne cargo packaging analysis task will have to be updated periodically as the  SPS program matures. It is recommended 
that  in the  next contractual study that  a task be provided for creating a software package that  can perform the  packaging 
analysis This software would allow many alternatives to  be explored that  a re  beyond the  capability of the manual 
anal,sis. As cargo 1. a7sportation is the  largest cost contributor t o  the  SPS program and this transportation sy. .em 
is sized by the  cargo packaging, i t  is imperative that  this software be developed soon. 
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Task 45305 Cargo Packaging 
Analypis Recommendations 
a CONFIGURE THE HLLV TO ACCEPT A 17.6X17.6X21 M, 400 MT PAYLOAD PALLET. 
a SHIP SOME COMPONENTS IN UNITS (RACKS) THAT CAN BE UTILIZED AS DISPENSING 
MAGAZINES ON CONSTRUCXION EOUIPMENT. 
COMBINE COMPONENTS INTO PAYLOAD SETS THAT CAN COME CLOSE TO 
ACHIEVING A $00 MT MASSLIMIT. 
CONFIGURE THE PALLETS TO BE EASILY RE-CONFIGURED TO ACCEPT 
MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PAYLOADS. 
ASSEMBLE CARRIAGES ON-ORBIT RATHER THAN OELlVERlNQ THEM PAEA$S€MBLED. 
a REASSESS ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY OF SUBARRAYS AND ANTENW SECONDARY STRUCtURE. 
a USE 202 HLCV FLIGHTS PER 0 MOt4THS AS THE MAXIMUM FLIGHT QCHEWLE 
TO SlZE THE HLLV FLEET SlZE AND LAUNCHIPECOVERY SITE. 
CREATE A CARGO PACKAGING ANALYSIS COMPUTER MODEL. 
EARTH-TO. LEO 
CARGO 
TRANSPORTATION 
OPERATIONS 
HLLV DCXKING SYSTEM ON THE LEO BASE 
The cargo packaging analysis defined the  requirement for an average of eight HLLV flights per week. The Launch 
and Recovery Site operations analysis shows a launch schedule of 2/1/2/1/2 HLLJ launches per day each week. Therefore, 
it  is necessary to prdvide docking facilities for two HLLV1s at the  LEO Base at one time. .4n additional docking facility 
is required as a spare bringing the total t o  three HLLV docking facilities. 
The figure illustrates the  HLLV Docking Facility concept. This facility is composed of a llwindow frame" structure 
on which is attached a primary docking boom and two secondary docking booms. The figure illustrates how these 
flocking booms a r e  employed t o  a t tach t o  t h e  HLLV orbiter and t o  pull the  vehicle into a docked position. These 
docking bocms are  operated from a control cab located at the  lower center  of each of the  docking facilities. 
It  will be assumed that  i t  will take one hour t o  pcrtorm the  HLLY docking operations depicted. 
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HLLV Docking Operations 
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HLLV CARS& PALLET OFFLOADING 
This illustrption shows a close-up view of the HLLV cargo pallet offloading operation. 

CARGO PALLET HANDLING MACHINE 
A cargo pallet handling machine, such a s  shown in the  f igure, will be located a t  each  of t h e  two HLLV docking facilities. 
This machine reaches into the  HLLV cargo  bay and ex t r ac t s  t he  cargo  pallet. The nlachine backs up, a cargo  transporter 
is driven into a loading position, and the  machine lowers t he  pallet onto the  transporter.  The transporter is driven 
to a cargo  handling and s torage  a rea  where t h e  cargo  will be processed. 
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L W  BASE HLLV SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
AND CREW SIZE SUMMARY 
This table summarizes the systems and crew required at ?he LEO Base to accommodate the HLLV docking and cargo 
of dloadinglloading operations. 
LEO Base HLLV Support Systems 
and Crew Size Summary 
HLLV SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
HLLV OOCKINO FACILITIES (WBS 1.2.2.1.6.1) 
o FRAME 
o PRIMARY DOCKING BOOM 
o SECONDARY DOCKING BOOMS (2 REQ'D) 
o CON?ROLCAB(l?,lAN) 
o C A R 0  PALLET HANDL.INQ h1ACHINE (WBS 12.2.1.3.1) 
o CAROO TRANSPORTERS NUB8 123 .192 )  
o CREW f RAMPER TUNNEL SVSTEM 
o HLLV DOGKING FACILITY OPERATOR 
(2 FACILITIES) X (1 PER SHIFT) X (2 SMIFTS) - 
o CARGO PALLET MACHINE OPERATOR 
(2 MACHINES) X (1 PER 8HIFT) X (2 SHIFTS) = 
o HLLV FACILITY SUPERVISOR 
(1 PER SHIFT) X (2 SHIFTS) - 
TOTAL 
DOES NOT INCLUDE COMMAND AND CONTROL PERSONNEL 
INCLUDES 1 SPARE 
I 
LEO-TO-G €0 
CARGO 
TRANSPORTATION 
. OPERATIONS 
+ b 
LEO-TO-CEO CARGO TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATWNS 
This figure illustrates t h e  overall LEO-to-CEO cargo  trznsportation systems and operations. 
A t  the LEO Base, an Electric Orbital Transfer Vehicle (EOTV) t h a t  has  just returned from CEO is placed into a stat ion 
keeping position approximately 1 km away from t h e  base. A cargo  tug  flies over t o  t h e  EOTV and picks IJP a n  empty  
cargo  pallet and returns i t  to t h e  LEO Base. (These empty pallets will eventually be  returned t o  Earth on an  HLLV.) 
A loadeci cargo  pallet is picked up a t  the  base and transported t o  t he  EOTV by t h e  cargo  tug. This shuttling back 
and forth with empty and loaded cargo  pallets continues until 10-20 cargo  pallers a r e  loaded onto  the  EOTV. 
After t he  cargo  pallets a r e  loaded, t he  cargo  tug  picks up ernpty EOTV propellant pallets and returns them t o  t h e  
base. Two loaded propellant pal lets  will have been delivered t o  t h e  LEO Base within HLLV cargo  pallets. These 
two  loaded propeigant pallets are installed on t h e  EOTV. 
While t he  cargo  and propellant resupply operations a r e  underway, a flying cherrypicker transports four thruster  refurbishment 
machines t o  t he  EOTV. These machines a r e  installed onto t h e  EOTV a t t i t ude  control  system e lec t r ic  thruster  yokes. 
The machines a r e  used to changeout ;he thruster  accel lerator  grids. The  flying cherrypicker is also used t o  a t t end  
t o  miscellaneous maintenance tasks while t h e  thruster  r e f ~ r b  machines automatical ly perform their operations. 
After  four days, t h e  thruster  refurb machines a r e  retrieved and returned to  the  LEO Base. The defec t ive  components 
a r e  processed a t  t h e  maintenance module t o  recondition them for  reuse. 
A t  the  CEO iAase, and EOTV t h a t  has just arr ived from LEO is placed into a s tat ion keeping position approximately 
1 km from +_?e base. A cargo  tug  transfers  the  loaded cargo pallets t o  t he  base and empty cargo pallets to t h e  EOTV 
in the  same fashion as was done at the  LEO Base. While the  ca rgo  pallet t ransfer  operations a r e  conducted, t he  
annealing machines ( tha t  a r e  permanently installed on the  EOTV) a r e  remotely act ivated.  Over a four day period, 
t he  EOTV solar array is annealed. 

E O N  FLIGHT SCHEDULE 
This figure shows the  integrated EOTV flight schedule, A total of 28 EOTV fiights are required during a one-year 
period in order to de!iver the  satellite components necessary to construct two 5gw satellites per year. This requires 
that  an  EOTV be launched t o  CEO every I?  days. A total of 22 vehicles a r e  required t o  maintain an average of 28 
deliveries per year when taking into account EOTV performance due to solar array degradation. One addit imal vehicle 
is added to the fleet as a spare giving a total  of 23 vehicles. 
EOTV Flight Schedule 
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TAKE LONGER, DOE TO SOLAR 
ARRAY OEORAOAT ION 
EOTV OPERATIONS AT LEO 
This timeline shows the sequence of EOTV operations at  the LEO Base during the six-day turnaround time. The thruster 
refurbishment operations are the pacing factor. 
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PERFORM MISC. 1 ACTIVATE, CHECKOUT, 
EOTV MAINT. 
I 
. LAUNCH TO QEO * 
I 1  -- - 
EOTV CARGO PLATFORM 
The reference EOTV is shown in this figure. Refer to WBS 1.3.2 for a detaiied description of this vehicle. 
The cargo platfotm that is located on ttre t9p of the EOTV is also showrr. This platform has holtddown provisions 
for up to 20 cargo pallets and two propellant pallets. 
Twenty-three ET0VVs are required (22 oper?.tional vehicles plus one spare). 
EOTV Cargo Platfarm 
20 CAROO PALLET 
HOLOOOW POSIT W 8  
MAX CAPACITY 
4 , ~ p o o  KO 
CARGO TUG FWNCTIONN REQUIREMENTS 
The conceptual configuration of the  cargo tug is shown in this figure. The vehicle is usel to (1) traVtrryort cargo pallets, 
and (2) t o  transport EOTV propellant pallets. The functional requirements for this vehicle are Ilstcd below. Two 
cargo tugs a r e  required at each base (one operational plus one spare). 
1. Two-man flight control cabiri 
2. Oocking fixture on the  nose of the crew cabin (mates with the  pallet handling fixture, the propelhnt pallet, 
and t o  a docking port at the  bases) 
3. Electrical connector incorporated into the docking fixture that  provides an interface with the crew cabin controls 
and displays used for these systems: 
a. Carg:, pallet handling fixture gimbal 
b. Cargo palle, handling fixture attachment mechanisms 
c. Laser guidance system 
d. EOTV pallet holddown mechanisms 
e. Propellant tank fluid coupling mating mechanism 
4. Must be able to  back up - TBD meters carrying a full load 
5. Vehiclc sizing criteria: 
a. 400,000 Kg payload (maximl~m) 
b, I Km trips 
c. Refuel a f t e r  12 round trips 
d. Transit t ime 5 to 30 minutes 
6. Refueled from a propellant transfer systern colocated w ~ t h  the docking port on the  LEO and GEO bases 
a. Propellants delivered on a pallet carried within a cargo pallet 
305 
Cargo Tug 
NOTE: 
THIS IS A PRELIMINARY 
CONCEPT THAT itAS NOT 
BEEN OfllMlZED 
LH2 TANK7 
loo0 LB 
THRUST 
ENGINE 
2 MAN 
FLIGHT 
CONTROL 
M W C E  
OOCKINQ 
RETROROCKET 
REFERETJCE: BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY 
OTV PROPOSAL, APRIL 1979 
LEO BASE eOTV OPERATSOIS SUPlPORT SYSTEM 
AND CREW 3UE 
This table summarizes the vehicles, systems, quip men^, and crew required at the LEO Base to support the EOTv 
-rat ions. 
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LEO Base EOTV Operations 
pport Systems and Crew Size 
l I ' N Y 0  - 
SPS1891 
VEHICLES (EXCLUDES MAINTENANCE VEHICLES SEE TABLE 11 
2 CAROO TUGS (1 OPERATIONAL & 1 WARE) 
20 CAROO PALLET TRANSPORTERS 
3 PROSELLANT PALLET TRANSPORTERS 
VEHICLE DOCKING PROVISIONS 
2 CARGO TUG DOCKING PORTS WITH PROPELLANT TRANSFER W+WW 
2 FLYING CHERRYPICKER DOCKING PORTS 
SUPPORT EaUIPMENT 
2 CARQO PALLET HANDLlNCl FIXTURES 
LEO-10.060 CARGO TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT CRbbWS AT WE LEO 8ASE 
CARGO 1 UO OPERATOR 2 PER SHIFT - 4 
E O N  CONTROLLER 1 PER SHIFT 2 
TRAFFIC CON I'ROLLER 1 PER 8Hlm 2 (SHARED WITH WE HLLV, 
PLV, AND PON FUNCTIONS) 
E;o?V OPERATJONS AT CEO 
This figure shows the timeline for the EOTV operations conducted at  the CEO Base. Me table an the following page 
summarizes the support systems and crew. 
D18&251021 
S EOTV Operations at GEO 
8 I 
RENDEZVOUS AND PLACE 
ON STANDBY ~sTATION-KEEPINal I I I i  
OFFLOAD' 1020 LOAOEO CAR= PALLETS 11:; LOAD ID20EYPTYC R D O I A L L m  I r I I I I BAY l/6AY 3 1 BAY  BAY 4 I I I ANNEAL SOLAR ARRAY I I 1 1- C I ~ V A  E. CHECKOUT, 
LAUNCHTO LEO 
i I I '. 1 
CEO BASE EOn OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSIEMS 
AND CREW Size 
This table summarizes the vehicles, equipment, systems, and crew required at the CEO Base to support the EOTV 
optrat ions. 
VEHICLES 
-- 
a 2 CARGO TUM t i  OPERATIONAL a I ~ ~ A R E )  
20 CARGO PALLET TRANSPORTERS 
s 
VEHICLE DOCKING PROVlSlOP& 
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GEO Base EOTV Operations 
Support Systems and Crew. Size 
a 2 CARGO TUG DOCKING PORTS WITH PROPELLANT TRANSFER WSTEM 
IOI". - 
sPs2B00 
2 CAROO.PALLET HANDLING F lXTURES 
LEQTO-OEO CARGO TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT CREW AT THE 
CARGO TUG OPERATOR 2PER8HIF f -4  
a ANNEALING MACHINE OPERATOR 1 PER SHIFT = 2 
m E O N  CONTROLLER 1 PERSHIFT-2 
I 
PERSONNEL 
TRANSPORTATl ON 
OPE R A n  ONS 
.' 
PERSONNEL TRMSPORTATION SYSTEM 
INTEGRATED PERSONNEL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATDNS 
The figure depicts the overall personnel transportation systems and operations. 
At the  Lzunch and Recovery Site, the orbital crew members a r e  transported t o  the  Personnel Launch Vehicle (PLV) 
launching pad. Seventy-five crew members a r e  placed within a passenger module in the  payload bay of the  shuttle 
orbiter. This shitttle orbiter is mounted on a flyback booster and expendable external tank. The PLV is launcl~ed, 
t h e  booster flies back to the launch site, and the  shuttle and external tank continue toward LEO. Tho external tank 
is jettisoned and the  orbiter boosts t o  LEO. 
At the  LEO Base, the  orbiter is docked t o  the  base and t h e  passengers a r e  offloaded into c w w  buses. Some of the  
passengers a r e  moved t o  a transient crew quarters module where they a r e  temporarily housed while awaiting their 
turn t o  be taken t o  the  CEO Base. The crews destined for the  LEO Base are taken to  crew quarters modules. 
The POTV is refueled from two POTV propellant pallets which were transferred t o  the  LEO Base by the HLLV. fhe 
pallets were incorporated into the  HLLV cargo pallets. These propellant pallets a r e  removed from the  cargo pallets 
and taken t o  the  POTV operations a rea  and installed on a docking and fuel transfer system. 
The passenger module within the  orbiter is reloaded with passengers returning t o  Earth. 
The GEO crews a r e  transported by crew buses t o  the  OTV operations a rea  where up t o  160 passengers a r e  loaded 
into a passenger module on a POTV. This POTV also includes a crew supply module and a flight control module. 
The latter is where t h e  POTV flight crew operates the vehicle. The POTV is launched, the  first stage returns t o  
the  LEO Base, and the second s tage and attached modules continue on t o  CEO. 
(Continued) 
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At the  CEO Base, the  POTV is docked and the  passengers offloaded into crew buses. The crew buses transport the  
crew t o  their assigned crew quarters module. 
Passengers awaiting return t o  LEO and then to Earth a r e  temporarily housed in a CEO Base transient crew quarters. 
After the  POTV has been reconfigured for t h e  return trip, t h e  passengers a r e  loaded. The POTV then returns t o  
t h e  LEO Base. 
Some of t h e  crew transported t o  CEO will be  members of a traveling SPS maintenance team. These people move 
into a crew quarters module at tached t o  an  OTV which will transport then from satellite t o  satellite. They will return 
t o  the  CEO Base af te r  90 days. 
All of the  vehicles and personnel a r e  managed by a cooperative network of groundbased Space Traffic Control, Transport 
Vehicle, Launch and Recovery, LEO Base, and GEO Base command and control centers. 
! 
SPSlsBs 2-STAGE O N  WITH 
PASSENGER MODULE, 
CREW SUPPLY MODULE 
CAPACITY-10 PASSENGERS 
TlMWUlEm 
aRTOreu 
SHUTTLE PLV AFTER I DAY 
W I T H  FLYBACK AT LEO W E  
BOOFTER AND 
EXPENDABLE 
EXTERNAL TANK 
CAPACITY-75 / 
LAUNCH AND CONTROL 
RECOVERY SITE CENTER 
s 
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Personnel  rans sport at ion System 
PERSONNU TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM SCHEDULE 
The figure shows the inregr.ated personnel transportation schedule. This schedule requires that there be three PLVts 
(two operational plus one spare) and two POTV's (om operational and one spate). These vehicles mjve 826 crew 
members each way over a 60-day period of time. I t  takes six PO'TV flights and 11 PLV flights to accomplish this 
GEO crew rotation. The 220 LEO-basm crew members are rotated over a 30-day period and requires four PLY flights. 
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personnel Transportation System Schedule 
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71i ?A#WOIIIUCLT R&t4 WAV 
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u 
3 oar 
,-- 1-2 CTCLL 
ILvARI 1 
MLCV 
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mw 
4 1 
m o H L U U 7  
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OUARTE RS 
OCCWMICV 
1 W P A d Q ~ W I L t  a m  WAY 
t %Ctn FkT 6 WlL34 CARRIE8 80 
PLUltMUtRl LAC34 WAV 
0 FLlOHTYjO OAV CYCLR 
BEO CREW ROTATW CVCLI LEO CRW ROTATIOU '~~#~  
I= PEOPLE EACH WAVI (m ~~t tkar W&Vl 
b 8 
SPACE 
VEHICLES 
I INISPACE 
MAlNTENANCF 
OPERATIONS 
SPACE VEHICLES AND N-SPACE MAINTENANCE WCARONS 
This figure summarizes the space vehlcles that will require in-space maintenance, the number of vehicles in the 
fleet, where the vehicles are maintained, and the ltrequancy of maintenance, 
s 
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Space Vehicles and In-Space 
Maintenance Locations 
~ r n  
H I W I  - 
r v 
€OW POW CAROO TUG 8Ps MAlNT 8UWRV'  
V E ~ W  LLSS 
VEHICLE 
TTs 
, 
I 
NO. GF 
VEHICLES 23 2(1+lSPARE) 2AT LIEOBAiSB 2 AT OlEO 6AW If1+18PA#t%] ICY FLEET 
I BOLifR ARRAY ANNEALED -1) 
WHERE AT EOBASE LEO BASE LEO BASE 
MAINT ' ,D  EVERYTHING EL= rr GEO BAS€ OrnBASlE 
MWTAlNEO AT I .EO BASE 
i 
MAlNT AT LEO BASE EVERY TRIP AFTEIl EVERY • .4PTER 16-2U FLTS e A R e R  90 OAY8 
FREQUENCY AT GEO U S E  EVERY TRIP RdUMOTRlP I TOUROF DUlY 
',THE HLIVeAND PLV ORBITERS ARE MAINTAINED ON EARTH-NO INMACE MAIN'TTNANCE 48 SlAfUNEI) 
32 1 
5PACE VEM;CLE! IN-SPACE MAWTENANCE CR&W 
This table lists the vchtcle maintenance crclvs statloneo at each of the barer, If the mrrfn~.anaw:c toha require mwt 
Inanpower, maintenance teshniclws aqd mechanics can be borrowed from o t h r  maintenance crvcwr at the !we (e4., 
from the base system marntenance crew). If the prob!em is vcry complex, specialists w i l l  kt mt to the bwe from 
Earth. With tore exception of the EOTV, the vehicle stabas could be slipped back to Earth tor mejor r s f ~ d ' h h m w l t  
if it becomes urrfea~iola tu rcpair it in space. 
Space Vehicles In-Space Maintenance 
Functional Flow 
SPS MAINTENANCE ANALYSlS 
There were four main subtasks to this satellite maintenance analysis task: (1) definition of the lnainteltance accesr 
systems that would be used for getting maintenance equipment to all locations on the satellite where maintenance 
will be performed; (2) definition of thr. mainrendnce plans for some selected components; (3) definition of the maintenance 
support facilities, equipment, crew, and operations that would be located at the CEO base; and (4) creation of an 
integrated maintenance operations plan. 
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 
I 
a ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 2 1 
IU 180.25402~1 
Space vehicle In-Space Maintenance Crew 
8 P:IECHANICAL/sTRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
a VACUUM/QAWFLUID/CRVO SYSTEM 
I W i I I W 4  - 
s~s-2m2. NUMBER REQ'D 
JOB TITLE k- Qw.wE 
VEHICLE P,lAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 1 1 
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER + 1  1 
VEHICLE FAAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS 
8 PROPULSION AN0 CRYOGENICS 1 1 
• ELECTRICAL/ELECTRDNIC SYSTEMS 1 9 
a MECHANICAL/STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 1 1 
a ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 1 1 
INSf6CTORS 
. SAFETY' 
8 OUALITY CONTROL 
CHERR'.'PICKER OPERATOR 
THRUSTEH REFURBISHMENT MACHINE OPERATOR 
COMPONENT REFURBISHMENT r.1ECHANICS AND TECHNICIANS 
ANNEALING MACHINE OPERATOR 
OTHER 
TOTAL 
Number l i d  Is the numbr of people required to staff tha position m r  2 shifb 
Includes flying cher y picker o p n t o n  
- 
Technicians and mechanics perform the mkrbishment tasks k w n  tho tlrnoa 
when t h y  work at  tho vehicles 
These craw members will k EVA qualified 
325 
t 7 
SPS 
I MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS AIU D 
/ I w o w  I 
INTECRATU) MAINTENANCE MISSION CQNC%?toS 
Launch and Recovery Si te  Maintenance Stepport Operations 
There  are 260 maintenance crewmembers t h a t  must be  ro ta ted  every 90 days. These crewmembers will be delivered 
t o  LEO via personnel launch vehicles (PLV's), along with t h e  o ther  SPS spaceworkers. 
Thc  replacement components will be  delivered t o  the  Launch and Recovery Site where these goods will be integrated 
into t h e  HLLV payloads along with construction components. These components will be  relatively small. (motors, 
bearings, switches, pumps, e lec t r ica l  parts,  etc.). It  should, therefore,  be  possible to irrclude pallets o i  these  components 
in construction component payloads. Dedicated HLLV flights for  transporting replacement components is not warranted. 
LEO Base Maintenance Support Operat ions 
T h e  maintenance crew will be t ransferred from the  PLV's onto  Personnel Orbi t  Transfer Vehicles (POTV's). The 
crew is t ransferred to GEO on t h e  POTV in a ma t t e r  of hours. 
The pallets of replacement par t s  will remain integrated with the  construction component HLLV payload pallets. 
These pallets will be t ransferred from t h e  HLLV directly onto  t h e  e lec t r ic  orbi t  transfer vehicle (EOTV). After  10 
HI.LV's have been offloaded onto t h e  EOTV, this vehicle s t a r t s  a 180 day t r i p  t o  CEO. 
Geo Base Maintenance Support Operations 
There a r e  three  major maintenance support operational a r eas  at t h e  CEO base: I) OTV operations area,  2) pallet 
loading/~ff loading and storage operations a rea ,  and 3) refurbishment operations area ,  
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Integrated Maintenance Mission Concept 
# lOI8NrP - 
~ ~ ~ 2 7 3 1  TRANSFER CREW AND 
20th MOBILE MAlNT EQUIP 
SPS * 3% DAYS 
MAINTENANCE TRANSFER CREW 
VISIT EACH SF8 AND MOBILE 
MAlNT EQUIPMENT 
COMPONENT8 
RETURN CREW 
AND MOBILE COMPONENTS 
MAlNT EQUIPMENT TO SPS AND 
TO GEO BASE RETURN 
DEFECTIVE 
GOMPONENTS REFURBlSH DEFECTIVE 
STAOIIYG W E  FOR 
NOTE: THE EARTH-TDLEO TRANSFER MOW LE MAINT 
AND LEQTO-OEO REPLACEMENT CREW AND EOUIP 
OPERATIONS WILL COMPONENTS STAGING OEPOT FOR 
BE INTEGRATED TO GEO BASE CREW AND SUPPLIES O W  TRANSFERRING 
WITH CONSTRUCTION WITH EOTV'S coM9acuENn TOPROM 
OPERATIONS ALONG WITH 
CONSTRUCTlON 
COMPONENTS RETURN E O N  
DELIVER 
MAltST ENANCE 
TRANSFER REPLACEMENT \ RETURN CREW & ANDREUWLE 
TRANSFER CREW TO EQUIPMENT TO 
DELIVER REPLACEMENT p o w  EARTH 
COMPONENTS TO LEO 
WlTH HLLV 
SPS MAINTENANCE TIMELINE 
The toplevel timeline, shown in the figure, shows that there are two types of operations: I )  maintenance operatiorus 
at the satellite, and 2) refurbishment of defective cornporlcnts at the CEO base. 
The at-satellite maintenance occurs over a 90 day period when each satellite i s  visited by a mobile maintepanct 
crew and equipment ;or a 3.5 day staytime. Twenty operational 5 GW SPS's arc assumed in  the mission model. At  
the end of the 90 day period, the traveling maintenance crews are returned to Earth. They return to orbit after 
90 days on Earth and then repeat the maintenance visit routine. Hence, each satellite is visited twice a year for 
maintenance. The refurbishment operzttons are conducted continuously with a crew changeout every 90 days, 
SPS Maintenance Timeline 
DAYS I I I I 1 
TRAVELING VISIT 20 SPS'S 
MAlNT 
CREW 
G 
RETURN 
EARTH 
VISIT 20 SPS'S 
F====7 
REFURB 
CREW 
v v 
CREW CHANGE 
"9: 1 2 3 4 5 DAYS I I 1 1 
CREW ARRIVES V 4.5 DAY CYCLE 
A t  SPS 3.5 DAYS MAINTENANCE O M  
1 DAY 
2 0 l v ' S  -4 
TRAVEL 
O W  ARRIVES 
FROM GEO BASE SPS 
WITH REPLACEMENT O N  
COMPONENTS RETURNS TO 
GEO BASE WlTH 
DEFECTIVE 
COMPONENTS 
SPS MAlNTENPNCE TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE FLEET 
This figure show; the vehicles t3at are used by the Mobile Maintenance Crew during their 90 day tour of the SPS's. 
The crew habitat and the Flying Cherrypicker OTV's make the entire 9r) day tour before returning to the CEO Base. 
The KTM Palkt Vehicles shuttle back and forth between the satellites and the CEO Base delivering defective and 
refurbished Klystroi~ Tube Modules (KTM's). 
SPS Maintenance Transportation 
Vehicle Fleet 
CREW HARlTAT 
1 REQ'D 
-
KTM 
PALLETS 
/ 4 PALLETS PER 
VEHICLE 
~ 
FREE FLYER 
SPS FAilURE SUMMARY - 5 GW SPS 
Eighteen SPS components were selected for detailed maintenance analysis. The components were selected for one 
of thretc reasons: I )  they were a high failure-rate component, 2) falldre of the component results in signlflcant power 
loss, cr 3) the component was representative of a class of componentr. 
This Table shows thr: number of failures thiit are predicted for each SPS, the total for a 20 satellite f leet ,  and the 
monthly refurbishmtnt rate required a t  the GEO Base. 
D 1 
s SPS Fai 
I I .~ .~U]BL.ANKET MECHANICAL ATTACHMENT~ 160,WO I 
I I .I 2.2.1 1DCl.F CONVERTER MODULE IRTM) 1 D? ,662 I 
1 .I ,233 DC/DC CONVERTER (POWER I PROCESSORS1 
1.12.12 DC/DC CONVERTER THERMAL I I CONTROL 
1 1.12.65 IPHASE TRANSMITTERS I 1fOlO4 
FAILURES COULD BE TOLERATED-NO MAINTENAN4 
REDESlGN PART TO ELIMINATE FAIC:JRE8 
BASED ON DATA FROM PHASE I ANALYSIS 
A COMPONENT THAT WOULD BE AM INTEGRAL PAR7 P 
IU-25402-1 
ure Summary- 5 GW SP 
NO. O f  NO* OF 
FAICURII FAILURU 
0 MO* a M o m  #Pa 
I :,61 
12.6 
-- 
E PLANNEO 
OF THE KLYSTRON TUBE MODULE 
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WBS 1.1.1.1.5 - c a t  STRING BLOCKING Drones M ~ T E N A N C E  ANALYS~S DATA 
This chart shows a sample ol tile l e v 1  of maintenance detail that was developed for tach of the selected cnmpments. 
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-2743 W]BS 1.1.1.4.5 -Cell String Blocking Diodes 
- 
Maintenance Analysis D ~ G  
FAILURE dATE: 3.6 PER YEAR, 1,76 PER 6 MONTHS 
FAILURE MODES FAILURE EFFIFJ ljsamam 
DIODE OPEN CIRCUIT NO CURRENT FP&M 8TRINO FAULT ANNUNCIATOR 
AT 8l'RINO CURRENT 
MONITOR 
OIOOE SHORT CIRCUIT SAME w e  
REMARKS 
ATTACH SHORTING CABLE TO FCR END OF WRlNQ 
 ORT TI NO cmLe 
bEPtOY SHORTING CABLE 70 NEAR THE DEFECTIVE BLOCKINO DIODE 
IF THE DIODE IS OPEN ClRCUltEO ATTACH SHORTIN4 CksLE TO PlOTA!L 
DISCONNECT P14TAIL 
IF THE DIODE IS SHORT C'IRCUITEO, ATTACH SIOHTING CABLE TO PIdTAtL 
DISCONNECT DIODE CWNISTEfi FROM P U T  
INSTALL REPLACEMENT 01006 CIJJJNISTER 
ATTlCH PIGTAIL COI3NECTOR 
DETACH SHOR'B'INQ CASLE 
ELECTRICAL 
CQNNECtOR 
THE DEXTROUS MANIPULATORS WILL BE OPERATING AROUND A "HOT" BLPNKE','. 
INSULATED END EPFECTORS IS THE LEAST AMOUNT OF PROTECTION THAT WOULD BE 
PROVIDED. 
SOLAR COLLECTOR TOP SURFACE MAINTENANCE ACCESS SYSTEM 
The fu~idamental premise ill the maintenance access systems atr..'ysis was that every SPS component (except structural 
members) must have a maintendnce equipment access provision (oven those components which have a negligible failure 
rate). I t  was deemed prudent to force this rquircment so that unexpected failures could be attended to. 
I t  was found that there were 10 general maintenance access requirements. It tams out that these 10 access requirements 
can be satisfied by combinations of built-in tracks, a ,?lying cherry picker, a rotary boom, and some gantries. 
Solar Array Top Surface Access Systems 
The baseline satellite has a requirement, for some solar array annealing machines (WBS 1.1.1.6) which would be qounted 
on gantries which can traverse over the top surface of the solar collector. There are fcur of these gantries that 
operate on a built-in track netwcrk on the satellite. These gantries and tracks provide a ready-made maintenance 
access system for getting to the entire upper surface of the solar collector. It wil l  be necessary to  get a maintenance 
cherrypicker onto the gantries to perform maintenance on the solar array ccmpcrtlents (tcnsioqing devices, catenary 
cables, and cell string blocking diodes). 
This Figure illustrates the concept. A flying cherrypickcr would rendezvous w i t h  a gantry to which is attacked a 
flying cherrypicker carriage. This carriage has I: docking interface to  which the chcrryp;cker would mate. T h ~ s  
carriage would then traverse across the gantry as required. A flying cherrypickc* was employed as there are not 
enough maintena~ice tasks to warrant the expense of a permanent cherrypicker instcrll~d :n each gantry. 
Dl 80.25402-1 
Solar Collector Top Surface 
Maintenance Access Systenl 
THE FLYING CHERRYPICKER 
The maintenance access concepts al l  use a machine that has been dubbed "the flying cherrypicker." The figure illustrates 
the concept. The primary reason that this machine concept was created was that the predicted failure rates of the 
components to be serviced was much too low to  warrant dedicated maintenance cherrypickers. Also, due to the 
complexities of the various locations in which cherrypickers would be required, it was not feasible to create an integrated 
track network that would allow a track-mounted cherrypicker to get tc all of the locations. Hence, a flying cherrypicker 
and a set of track-mounted carriages were created. 
The flying cherrypicker carries along a power supply which would be connected to the carriage after docking. The 
platform on the flying cherrypicker is used to transport the rc?placemcnt components, the components that were 
removed from the satellite, and the maintenance tools. A docking port for a free-flyer is also provided on the platform. 
This provides a location for transporting the free-flyer on the inter-satellite flights. 
Examination of the failure rate data shows that there would be about 12 components to be serviced by the flying 
cherrypicker during a bi-annual maintenance visit (2 cell string blocking diodes, 2 to  3 antenna switchgear, a DC- 
DC converter, a disconnect switch, and a DC-DC converter thermal control system.) During the 52.5 hours of available 
work time there would be sufficient time available for one flying cherrypicker to perform the changeout of these 
devices. 
I 
7Om 
CARRIAGES LOCATED A FIXED DOCKING 
ON ANNEALING PLATFORM LOCATED 
MACHINE GANTRIES ON EACH ATTITUDE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
SUPPORT ARM 
340 
s 
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Flying Cherrypicker 
aw!! IW'i  - 
SPS-2778 A 
MOBILE MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
A crew of 83 people, see figure, a r e  loaded in to  a mobile c rcw habitat  at t h e  GEO base and a r e  transported t o  t h e  
operational SPS's using an OTV. 
The crew habi ta t  docks t o  a docking port  on t h e  satellite 's antenna. The satel l i te  will have been deact ivated from 
the  ground just prior t o  t he  arrival of t he  crew. The mission control  cen te r  on t h e  ground will have accumulated 
a detailed listing of most of t he  faulty satel l i te  components. A detailed operating plan will have been concocted 
t o  plot t h e  maintenance crew's act ivi t ies  while a t  t h e  sa te l l i te  .co tha t  a minimum of wasted motion is incurred. 
Upon arrival,  a two-man free-flyer vehicle will b e  dispatched to  make a flyover of the  satel l i te  t o  de t ec t  non-annunciated 
failures, e.g., solar a r ray  tensioning device failures. 
The replacement component cargo  OTV docks t o  a transporter  located on t h e  antenna and drops off a pallet of KTM's. 
It will then fly t o  another antenna-attached transporter  t o  drop off. another  load of KTM's. There a r e  four places 
t o  do this. 
The maintenance crews a r e  taken from their c r cw habitat  t o  maintenance gantr ies  located on t h e  antenna using 
a crew bus tha t  is stationed on the  antenna. There a r e  22 maintenance gantr ies  on the  antenna. The KTM pallet 
t ransporter  is moved about to locations where racks of KTM's can be offloaded onto the  maintenance gantries. 
The maintenance gantries move t o  predesignated locations where the  cherrypicker then removes defect ive KTM's 
and rep!aces them with good ones. 
(Continued) 
Meanwhile, the  flying cherrypicker is manned, the  replacement components loaded onto it, and then i t  flies to  docking 
carriages located in various locations in the satellite. The cherrypicker removes defective components and replaces 
them with good ones. 
These operations continue for two shifts a day for 3 1/2 days. The crew habitat and flying cherrypicker then moves 
on t o  the  next satellite where they will be met with a n  OTV loaded with replacement parts. The defective components 
a r e  returned t o  the  CEO base where they will be refurbished. 
NUMBER IN ( ) INDICATES NO. OF PEOPLE REQ'D TO STAFF THIS JOB OVER 2 SHIFTS 
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Mobile Maintenance Crew 
SPS2718 
MAINTENANCE 
SUPERINTENDENT 61 TOTAL - 83 
STAFF 
(4) A 
54 1 7 24 
NO. OF TOTAL NO. OF PEOPLE 
PER SHIFT JOB OVER 2 SHIFTS 
MAINTENANCE 
OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT 
OPERATIONS 
s MGR (2) h I I 
MPTS 
I 
FLYlNG INSPECTORS HABtTAT 
CHERRYPICKER CHERRYPICKER 2 x  1 x 2 1 4  UTILITIES 
OPERATORS OPERATOR op (2) 
2 x 2 2 x 2 - 1  -44 2 x 1 ~ 2 1 4  
I 
VOICE COMM OP (2) 
DATA COMM OP (2) 
VEHICLE TRAFFIC 
COURT (2) 
b FOOD SERV (4) MED/DENTAL (2) 
HOTEL SYSTEMS (21 
KLYSTROK TUBE MODULE REFURBISHMENT OPERATIONS 
The refurbishment operations requirements for  each of the  selected components were  examined. The Klystron Tube 
Module was by f a r  t h e  driving requirement due  t o  t h e  large quantity of units to be refurbished each  month and t he  
complexity of t he  units. 
'This Figure shows rhe production line required to  process t h e  KTM's. This production line is shown incorporated 
in to  a Maintenance Module at t h e  GEO Base. 
D 1 80.25402- 1 
Klystron Tube Module 
S 
- 
Sps.2782 
SATELLITE MAINTENANCE CREW AT THE CEO BASE 
This Table sl~mmarizes the maintenance crew size located at  the CEO Base. 
Satellite Maintenance Crew at the GEO Base 
KLVSTRONTUBEREFURB 
SUPERVISION 
REFURB OPERAT!ONS 
FAULT ISOLATION TEST 
THERMAL CON1 
BRACKET HANDLING 
KLYST30N REFURB 
M!SC eOMFO&ENT REFUR0 
SCRAPPING 
KLYSTRON ACTIVA C KI(Y 
OPERATIONAL T m  
5rORES 
SUPE RVISlON 
REFURB OPEAATIONS 
D ISAS'YIASW 
MECH DEVICES 
ELECTRICAL DEVICES 
ELECTRONIC OEViCES 
=STEM T E S  
PALLET !-OADINO/OF FLOAOINQ 
AND STORACL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL. 
PER W1F7 FOR 2 GHlFTS 
-
( U) b DOES NOT INCLUDE* , 
SUPPORT PERSUNNEL 
(HOTEL, FOOD SERVICE, 
ETC.). TMESf WILL BE 
ACCOUMEO fOR AT 
THE QEO BASE LEVEL 
D189?549;! f 
SATELLITE MAlNTENANCE SUPPORT PROVISIONS AT THE CEO BASE 
The nlaintenarrce arlalysis established the  requiremetits for two maintenance modules and their associated support 
equipment and crew. To integrate these systems into the  GEO base, it is necessary t o  add the  maintenance vehicle 
docking anc  handling provisions, and the  payload handling provisions, arid the  t rack system rhat inter twices thebe 
a reas  into t h e  GEO base track network. In addition, i t  k i l l  b e  necessary t o  add three  crew habitat modules for housing 
the  maintenance crew. The figure shows the  various elements  t ha t  have to be integrated into the  GEO base. 
Maintenance O'TV Docking Systems and Operations 
---- --a- 
Requirements  for four maintenance OTV's has been established. At t he  CEO base, provisions must be made for  dockine 
of each  vehicle plus pro-/isions for parking the  payload. 
A t o t a l  of elght  docking ports a r e  required. Every 4 112 days, an  OTV with KTM pallets will be launched from the 
CEO base and another  OTV will he incoming from a satellite.  Stacking/unstacking the  pallets on!uf'i t h e  O7VVs will 
require a 90 m cherrypicker ivorking one shift  per day. This cherrypicker would also >e used for a few days once  
every 96 days when t he  travelirlk maintenance crew returns to the  base. This maintenance OTV a r e a  would be integrated 
into the POTV and cargo tug docking a r e a  reqdired t o  support t h e  satel l i te  c o ~ ~ s t r u c t i o n  perations. 
Pal let  Loading,'Unloading and Storage Area -
h dedicated pallet loading/unloading and s torage  a rea  with some support equipmerjt will have to be  provided. 
The carga  pallets will be offloaded from t h e  OTV and transported t o  the handling a r e a  on cargo  transporters. A 
pair of 20 m cherrypickers will unload the  KTM racks frorn the  pallet and wili move them t o  a defect ive KTM storage 
area.  
When a load cf defect ive KTM's a re  required a t  t he  KTM refurbishment sreli, the  c,herrypickrrs will load up a trans- 
porter  with the  racks of  a defect ive KTM's. This transporter hauls these units over t o  the facility where the  KTM':. 
are individually removed from the  racks for processing. 
As reconditioned h'.TM1s ernerge from t h e  processiris linc, they ~ t r e  loaded into the racks tia; were l i5erated when 
defect ive cornporlerrts were re-rloved. When a complete load of ~,econditiont?d KTM's a r e  ready. the trarrsporter move? 
back t o  the  Pa!iet/Loading Offloading L, td Storage Area. The racks a rc  placed into storage. 
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Satellite Maintenance Support 
Provisions at the GEO Base 
PROPELLANT * ,2CM CHERFIVPlCKERS STORAG AND WM CHERRYPICKERS 
TRANSFER " 
'G 8 DOCKING PORTS O W  DOCKING AREA 
TO EON CARGO 
HANDLING AREA 29M CHERRYPICKEER I2 CI%QP) 
RECONDITIfflED 
C ~ P 0 N E N T  STORAGE R l L l N  TRACK8 
PALLM l.ORD)IYO/UIYLOAQIuO 
U1DnoIMOB AaEA 
4 CREW rnMBEM (2 W I m )  
40 x 80M AREA 
CREW HABITAT AREA- 
MISC COMPONENT 
REFURB FACILITY 
26 CREWMEMBERS (2 mtm) 
/ 
R M~INTENANCE CREW 
/ HABITATS (3 REO'D) 
b J 
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SPS SYSTEM DEFINIT 10% STUDY FOR BOEINGJJSC 
Different methods for constructing the 5000 MW reference satellite in OEO were invmigatrd during Pham 1 by a joint 
Boeing/Grutnman team. EJternate end builder construction concepts were I);welopcKt by Cirumman fur direct co~,rpsi#m 
with a strglndeck construction platforn: wnmpt. These construction options us shown on the Cam paw. 
Ground rules for preliminary analysia of the platfarm type and end builder comtruct~on canwptr w m  to we r common 
antenna co~truction facility, and to constrain SPS find assembly and checkout tc, ont- atelUte may rix rnonthr. All option6 
were evaluated Ll terms of cost, performmce, complexity, risk, etc. Tho 8 bay wide and builder rxnfbitd the hlghest unit 
cost and was not able to fully utilize its production capability. The cdmparieon of the multi-parr qnd builder rvd tho slngb- 
deck platform concepts wat ns&ly even, The 4 bay e:id builder ww selected, however, for additional definition work in 
Phase 2 because of its gredter production ram powth capability. 
SPS SYSTEM DEFINITION STUDY FOR BOEINGIJSC 
PHASE 1: ALTERNATE GEO I PHASE 2: CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION I BASE OPERATIONS CONCEPTS & DEFtNlTlON 
I 
I 
BUlLDtRS 
4 4 BAY 
I END BUILDER 
I 
# ,.a - .*" 7 '  
I 
SINGLE DECK 
6ASELlNE 4 ' r .  ' , /  r' ,/' 
I 
I 
GRUMMAN SPS SYSTEM DEFINITION STUDY SCHEDULE 
Grrrmman's Phaw 2 effort for Boding ia focumd on further defining the operations and ryltrrm elements of 
the 4 Pay End Builder. The major operadons traka include the andysb and definition of GEO Base Opratiom, 
SPS Construction Operations and inaa-bane cargo handling and dlrtribution operatiom. Andy& of them func- 
tjonal areas will help to  establish system feasibility and provido r bub for aubwquent design updating. It dm 
selvos as a tool for identifying technology issuer whfch require further study and/or newterm twhnicrl dovelop* 
men:. Work is currently underway on thb Tadc 3 activity, u shown by the whedulo on the fa- page. In 
addition, the Phase I crew module definition L k i n g  updated and the 4 Bay End Builder O W  ban conflgurrdon 
is being ,. pdated to include all work myport and crew support facilitier. 
After the mid-term briefing, concepta will be examined for implementing b u s  buildup and the OEO b u r  
opergtions plan will be prepared. Recommendations on space construction technology developmont requiromentr 
will also be provided by Task 4. Task 5 will provide the supporting cost data as needd. 
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GRUMMAN SPS SYSTEM DEFINITION STUDY - SCHEDULE 
MlNUM SOLAR ARRAY STRUCTURE 
3. CONSTRUCTIO# BASE OPS 6 CEFN. 
UPDATE CREW MODULE DEFN 
UPDATE QEO BASE SYS CONFIG 
OEFINE GEO BASE BUILDUP 
OEFINE SPS CONSTI .  OPERATIONS 
DEFINE BASF OPERATIONS 
UEFINE CARGO HAWOLllJG & DJSTRl8 OPS 
9 OEVEL INTEG GEO BASE OPS PLAN 
b TLCHADVDEVEL&FACREOGPCONST 
6/ 1 fi /79 
4 BAY END BUILDER BASE FEATURES (PHASE 1) 
The m&i features of thk base are shown on the facing page. The construction syatem characteristics, m Jor 
equipments and their impacts on the satellite are listed. 
4 BAY END BUILDER BASE FEATURES PHASE I 
MIJLTI-PASS CONSTR OF 8 X 16 BAY SPS 
a CONSTR SYS 
- UNIT COST (19775) a $9.07B 
- SIZE L x W x H P 3.68 x 2.96 x .70 k m  
- MASS 
o STRUCTURE = 2.93 x lo6 kg 
o TOTAL BASE = 6.37 x lo6 kg 
- CREW TOTAL 1 385 
a ARRAY MODULE CONSTR. EQUIP. 
- BEAM MACHINES n 13 
- CRANE1C.P. = 11 
- INDEXERS o 7 
- BUS DEPLOYERS = 1 
SATELLITE DESIGN 
- SOLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION = LONGITUDINAL 
- LONGITUDINAL BEAMS = CONTINUOUS 
4 BAY END BUILDER CONSTRUCTION BASE 
The general arrangement of the SPS GEO construction base is illustrated on the facing page. The 3438 x 913 x 700 
meter 4 bay end builder solar collector assembly facility is located at the foward end of the antenna facility. 
4 BAY END BUILDER CONSTRUCTION BASE 
SOLAR COL: ECTOR 
ASSEMBlY FACILITY 
0nuM- 
7 
358 
4 BAY END BUILDER CONSTRUCTION OPERATION 
Construction of the 5000 MW reference satellite takes place in GEO. Consequently, the personnel needed to  activate 
the 4 day End Builder Construction Base must travel first by means of the Shuttle to LEO and finally by means of an orbital 
transfer vehicle (0'111) which operates from the LEO base 
The 4 bay end builder assembls the SPS satellite in two successive passes as shown by the construction sequence illus- 
trated on the facing paoe. During the first pass, the GEO construction base builds a 4 bay wide strip by 16 bays long. Car,- 
struction of the satellite antdnna i performed in parallel. When o n e - h a  of the saLellite energy conversio*; system has been 
assembled, the b a s  is indexed to the side and then Sack along the edge of t h ~  satellite. Th:! base is realigned with the end 
franre of the satellite to start the mcond ~szstruction pas .  The remaining 4 bay wide strip is attached directly to the assern- 
bled satellite systems as the base moves toward the other end. Large electric orbital transfer vehicles (EOTV) will deliver 
SPS materials and components throughout the assembly process. GEO base crews will also be rotated as needed. The satellite 
antenna is compler2d in parallel with the construction of the 8 .rc 16 bay enerSry conversion systein. At the end of the second 
pass, the base is indexed sideward to mate the antenna with the centerline of tic energy convsrsicn system. Following the 
satellite final test n d  checkout, the base will be separated from the satellite and transferred to the next SPS CEO construc- 
tion location. 
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SPS GEO SASE OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS & ISSUES 
The SPS GEO construtcion baw ia umd to huild and commIuJon two 5 OW referbnce mwllker per y w  for 
30 years. The C.EO barn is also requited to support the mahtbnance rctivitbs on operational Solu Power Saullit91; 
and to service supporting elenlenis of the SPS space transportation aysterir ( i . ~ . ,  m a  and ECYTV8). The crew job8 
and organizations for constructing and maintaining the SPS in GEO are dofined fn the Phur I Final Roport 
Reference System Description (Volume 111, D180-25037.3) an3 the Phrur I1 Second hionthly Report (April 1979), 
respectively, The GEO construction facility includas many functlona n l a d  to the oporutbn of construction 
equipment, operation of base syste-m, and the support of m w  oprrdonr.  As the iSPS r e f m n r ~  system m t u r ~ ,  
all aspects of CEO base operations must be examined to verify systom feodbillty and identify u e u  mdhg further 
development. Several technology issues related to  GEO base operations i re  iirtled on dm iadnq page. Whh modt 
of these issues are wyond the scope of the study, they include further andyru of roquirud bm functiw, w e  
of automation, related crew functioru, and type of organization needed. Contrnl of th & e m  bsw functions L 
addressed below but it requires furtner atudy to size and cost, preliminary command urd control ejsterns. Qthm 
aroas which require further study Inclrrde: the impact of frsquent crew roution and related training requirements 
to main'ain high productivity; crew habitability tequiretncnu for zero gravity venur aruiclal gravity p l u  related 
health, safety and rescue operational requirementa for SPS construction; mi opmitional limiutiona for IVA and 
EVA wirh required protection from ionizing radiaticrn and other GEO envlronmcbntal effects. In rddltfon, baw 
~ t t i t c d e  control and required ops:rrional interfam need further nudy. 
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SPS GEO BASE OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS & ISSUES 
CONSTRUCT TWO 5CW SATELLITES PER YEAR FOR 30 YEARS 
a SUPPORT OPERATIONAL SATELLITE MAINTENANCE 
a SERVICE FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES; 
GEO PAS€ PH4SE '1 CREW 306s & ORGANlZAllON (R186-25037-3) 
SPS MAINTENANCE ORGANlZAf #ON (APR '79 MPR NO. 2) 
GEO BASE OPERATIONS ISSUES 
a- CREW FUNCTIONS 81 ORGANIZATION 
- COMMANU & CONTROL CONCEPT 
- CREW RQTATtON & TRAINING POLlCY 
- CREW HABITABILITY & HEALTH 
- CREW SAFETY & RESCUE 
- RAOl ATION PROTECTfON & OTHER ENVIROMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 
- BABE ATTITUDE CON'f ROL 
- OPERATIONAL INTERFACES 
GECl BASE OPEW'riONAL, FUNCTIONS 
The CEO Base parforms three main functions: 
Construct solar power satellites (SPS) 
a Scllrvice and maintain operational SPS 
Serrice flight logistic vohicleo. 
In order to acccrntplish there function3 a numbor af others are in~poaed. ';he barn murt be cupabb of docking 
transpo~tation rvhiclsa, unloading them and then trunnportiq aupplbr and wm~(i! v a il railroad sysmm to work 
areas. Spate workers requke habitats that function in r, manner dtnflar to hotdg, pr well pressurized enclwues 
that consist of ~ r l t r o l  centers, chen-y pickers anll trmqcrrtation vahtclar. Tho construction Ylrl bar, eqctpmm? mwt 
be maintained and pr.mnncrl health services must be provided. 8ecruse SPS conrtruction WE continue for mrsw years, 
wquirernents exist for a continuing apply  of qew space worken Therbfore, training faditins mwt be prwihd. AI1 
of tireso functio:rs a:e !a be integrated Into t !e Command and Cofirrol Orqonizatlon. 
GEO BASE OPERATIONAL FUNCTlONS 
CONSTRUCT SOLAR POWER SATELLITES 
SI JPPORT GPERA'TIONAC SPS MA1 NTENANCE 
SERVICE FLIGHT TRArilSPORTATlON VEHICLES 
CONTROL EXTERNAL LOGISTIC VEHICLES 
DIRECT P*ASE TRCL,NSPORTATICPN 
MANEIJVER SASE 
CONTROL BASE SUBSYSTEMS 
ASSURE CONSTRUCTIOFI & MAINTENANCE QUALITY 
OPERATE HABITATS 
ASSURE C 3 E W  IIEALTH & SAFETY 
MAlNTAlN RASE EQUIPMENT 
PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS & DATA 
'THAIN CREW 
SPS GEO BASE OPERATIONAL INTERFACES 
The illustration shows the GEO Base external operational interfaces. Earth m a o n  control coordinatm 111 arprcta 
of SPS construction and operation. This includes all the ground and orbital elements. Construction progresu, material 
and personcsl needs are reported da'lly to earth mission control. 
The G!B Base xceives construction material via Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicles (EOW). Then vehlclos are 
loaded at the LEO base, rendezvous with the GEO Base, and stationkeep while Cargo Tugs trmsfer material pdletr, 
EOTV terminal rendezvous is coordinated by the GISO base Cargo Tugs n q u t e  docking stations, cargo handllng 
equipment and distribution/warehousecr Service & maintenance crew6 transfer t o  the EOTV to perfcrm mlar urry 
annealing operations. 
Personnel and life support supplies are a h  shipped from the LEO Basr, utilizing Peraonr,el Orbit Transfer 
Vehicles (POTV). These vehicles dock to the GEO Baw, then crew transportation modulea are a t t rchd for pnonnel 
unloading. Unloading equipment removes life support supplies and the POW is mrvicd for return to LEO Baw. 
The GEO Base also prepare8 Orbit Transfer Vehicles (CTV) for tho trip to swim operationdl SPS. The OEO &rr, 
control center directs OTV departures and when the OTV's return, terminal control & docking are also coordinated by 
the GEO base. Base loading t l d  unloading equipment, plus the newrwy tnmrportatlon/wuehowing frcUitLa, 
are required. 
SPS GEO BASE OPERATIONAL INTERFACES 
4 '. 
\ '. 
, \ 
-. 
47'- y .  f' 
EOTV CARGO TUG - 
DELIVERS CONST a SERVICE EOTV O W  
MATERIALS TO GEO MATERIAL TRANSFER a SPS MAINTENANCE 
SPS GEO CONST 
Be= QPERATIONAL 
\ SEa POTV 
COMM & DATA 
\ 
SPS LEO BASE 
MISSION CONTROL 
GEO B.ASE OPERATIONS CONTROL 
The Base Central Control is where the Base Director, Construction Manager, Base Operation Manager and bae 
Support Manager are located. They direct and control all related GEO baoe operations and are supported by staff per. 
sonnel who assist in planning, scheduling and monitoring base functions. Certain functions such as orbital control of 
the base, control of external and internal traffic, communications, data and bam subsystems are handled directly 
from the Ctntral Control Center. Other operational functions receive directions from the Central Control Center, but 
the interface for these functions (construction, habitat, base maintenance, SPS maintenance and flight tramportation 
maintenance) could be performed at other locations. 
The medical :enter is requked for personnel well-being and is available should accidents or sickness occur. It is 
shown reporting directly to the Base Central Control and illustrated in broken lines as it is not primary for daily 
operations. 
Training functions are also not required for day-today operations but are necesauy for the base long term con- 
tinuous operation. 
GEO BASE OPERATIONS CONTROL 
BASE CENTRAL CONTROL -\ 
DIRECT, CONTROL & MONITOR OPERATIONS 
(e FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION BASE MANEUVERS . BASE TRANSPORTATION 
& WAREHOUSING a BASE SUBSYSTEMS a COMMUNICATIONS & DATA 
a QUALITY CONTROL PERSONNEL HEALTH & SAFETY 
CONSTRUCTION CTR HABITAT CONTROL 
e ENERGY CONVERSION CONSTRUCTION EEOUIPT 
MICROWAVE POWER 
/- 
.--4 
/ \ 
\ {MEDICAL \ 
I 
SPS MAlNTENAlUCE FLT TRANSPORTATION 
MOBILE SYSTEM DEPOT 
a REFURBISH FACILITY 
TOTAL PERSONNEL/SHIFT 59 
3 70 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE CREW WOiiK SCHEDULE 
Manning of the GEO Construction Base can be compared in some respects to manning an aircraft carrier at 
sea. Each system must accommodate several groups of people who are normally assigned to different activity 
schedules. The major operational activities include the single shift (on cail) base management functions, the 20 
hour/day - 6 day/week satellite construction operation, 7 daylweek base support operations, and the 24 hourlday 
mission safety operations. Satellite and flight transportation vehicle maintenance support operations can also be 
included on the GEO Constructicn Base and follow similar activity schedule requirements. 
'I'ypical crew work-rest cycles that would satisfy the required activity schedule requirements are illustrated. 
Several shifts and different work-rest cycles are needed to satisfy the requirements for daily base support and 
around-the-clock mission safety coverage. For example, a 10 hour shift - 6 daydweek with 2 days off allowed 
the base suppo.: operation to be carried out with six 15-man teams every day. The mission safe& function was 
considered to be a less demanding task and hence was planned as a 12 hour shif: with four days off. This required 
four Sman teams to be used every day. The optimum crew loading and related work-rest cycles remain as an area 
for future study. However based on the faregoing approach, 32 additional crew members were estfnvted to be 
needed far this multi-shift coverage requirement. This Increases the BBay End Builder cmw estimate to  417 
people. 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE CREW WORK SCHEDULE 
DAYS 
3 1 4 1 5 ,  TOTAL 
'4 CREW 
0 BASE MANAGEMENT 
(10 HR/DAY - 6 DAYS ON - 1 OFF) St"FT 
a SPS CONSTRUCT ION 
(10 HRIDAY - 6 DAYS ON - 1 OFF) 
2 
BASE SCPPORT 
(10 HR/DAY - 6 DAYS ON - 2 9FF) SHIFT 1 
2 
a OPERATIONS SAFETY 
(12HR/DAY-4DAYSON-2OFF) SHIFT1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 W E E K N  
r- 
WEEK N + I 
L-.4 L--l 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF BASE PERSONNEL 
Personnel requirements established by Boeing for operational SPS maintenance and flight transportation 
vehicles maintenance are added to the SPS construction crew established on ttic previous chart, giving a total 
personnel compliment of 827. The maximum number of personnel on one shift has been totaled at 558. There are 
times when the personnel on duty no~;d be considerat?r less, i.e., during the construction crew's time off. 
NUMBf R OF BASE PERSONNEL 
PHASE l PhASE ll D:SCIPLIN" TOTP!. (38S) i TOTAL 
-- 
SPS CONSTFSUCTION {417)* 
BASE MAMAGEW;tiYT 
CONSTRUCT ION 
B\SE SUPPORT & OPERATIONS 
OPERAT IONS SAFCTY 
REPAIR EQUIPMENT 
MOBILE MAINTENANCE 
CREW SUPPcrRT 
EOTV SUPPORT 
O T t  ZERVICING 
L+-.- 
"TOTALS 827 
MIDTERM 
GNE SHIFT 
*4DDITlONAL PERSONNEL TO SUPPORT SHIFT ARRANGEMENT 
BASEISATELLITE CC ASTRIJCTION ATTITUDE REQUiREMENTS 
Only two of the ;line requirements opposite appear to be signlficant when mlecting the rnoa dttl~feile orbital attitude 
for the GEO BM. These are sun angle and EOTV unloading location. Both are diocutwd on subrequent charts. 
'Ihs propulsion syste,n penalty for attitude control in GEO is small and ~tructural ioading due to maan offmt during 
construction appears lower than baseline design limits, Since maneuver capability Is required for the b m ,  SPS operational 
atritude and orbitkeepiny do no: affect construction atiitude. Base stability for docking premnu no problem sin- the GEO 
orbital rate is low. Lccation of cl.>mrnunication antennas does not constrah attitude,.- h e y  cun easily b located on the bowr 
open structure once other attitude requkements are imposed. 
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BASE SATELLITE CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDE REQUlREMENTS 
a BASE ATTiTUDE CONTROL (QRAVrTY & SQCAR PRESS TORQUE] 
SUN AFIGLE -- CONSTRUC*TION LIGHTING 
- SPS SOLAR ARRAY DEPL~OYMENT 
- BASE SOLAR ARRAY 
e SPS OPERP,TIONAL ATTITUDE 
a BASE MANkGVERS 1'0 NEXT CONSTRUCTION SITE 
a BASE STABILITY FOR DOCKING 
v a  E O N  UNLOADING LOCATION 
a COMMUNICAT00N ANTENNA LOCATION 
STRIJCTURAL LOADING 
a ORBITKEEPING 
CANDIDATE GEO BASE SPS CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDES 
If the SPS solar arrays are deployed in sunlight, high voita9a is generated as the solar arrays are exposed to sunlight. 
Shorting cables could be used to  terminate the solar array output,  however, the method of handling tlum and the nafety 
h u e s  involved lequire study. Another approach to qolving the prab1c.m is to orient the active side of the solar arrzv from the 
sun. Thi; kcre also affects maintenance, on an operational SPS. 
Two basis attitude selections evaluatbd. the SPS solar arrays positioned perpvndicular to the sun and t)..' solar 
arrays parallel t o  the sun's rays. Both attitudes minimize light impingement on the solar arrcys durin;: deployment, the first 
by inertially holding the active side of the arravs away From the sun an2 the second by maintaining the SPS edge on to the 
sun while the longitudinal axis points to earth. Other variatiol~s of the two attitudes shown opposite did not appear t o  offer 
any advantage. 
CANDIDATE GEO BASE SPS SONSTRUCTION ATTITUDES 
ARRAYS PERP TO SUN, LONG, AXlS POP 
(SPS OPS FIEF) 
PLANE 
10~94250  
PLANE 
37% 
ARRAYS PARALLEL TO ECLIPTIC, 
LAT, AXlS VEL VECTOR 
SUN 
RAYS 
EBLJATCIR IAL 
PLANE 
SUN ILLUMINATIQI*! ON BASE/SPS 
The direceion of sun illuminatior affe~Ls crow visibility during #daily operation? and placerr%lt of mla atrayr on t b  
Base. 
The crew should ~ o t  face me sun during eqnstruction or docking operations. Over-tho-shoulder illurn~:ution is brrt. 
Constructi.7 operations require 3.6 MW of elncb la1 pw( .c .  F fed .solar arrays are less complicated than gimbal type. 
'The lefl-hand illustration ~pposite chows the Bac+/SYS ineriially referen* to sun, simplifying tho wlccted location of 
f w d  solar arrays, docking approach it 1 ,  ccrnstr*lctlon ill~lrnination ccsr.stridnts. The rightdhand illustration shows a mote 
complex 3lumi1ati~.rr situatron as the sunligh: dvection varb: on thy gra~ity-refercnco Bds*/SPS. Thew filctors ara pertinent 
to the selection of the GEO Base coustruction attitude. 
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EOTV CARGO UNLOADING CDNSIDERATIONS 
The EQTV location as it stationkeeps with the Base affects the flight path of Cargo Tugs ((3') as they unload the EOTV, 
the distance the CTs must travel to dozking ports, and EOTV stationkeeping propulsion requiremtnto. If the EOm is not in 
the sanie orbital path as the GCB then propulsion requirements are increased. Ideally, the EOTV should be located alongside 
of the dock ports at minimum distance consistent with safety requirements. Attitude requirements of the Base and EOTV 
and olbital mechanics may dictate a changing relationship between these two vehicles in GEO orbit and separation distances 
greater t+an 1 km (baseline). 
The baseline operational attitude for the SF'S is a candidate for construction operations. Tho illustration opposite shows 
this attitude with the EOTV stationkeeping during a 24 hour period. Both spacecraft are in the same orbital path with their 
solar arrays perpendicular to the sun. Note that the change in relative attitudes of the two vehicles during an orbit maker it 
appear that the EOTV is circling the Base/SPS. If this b tine operating condition, then the two vehides are mparated by 
apprcximately 3 km at times and the CT flight. paths are continually changing - an obvious impact on CT propulsion and 
control requirements. One solution i~ to maneuver between the two vehicles only when they are in the most favorable geo. 
metric locatian, 
If t5c Basu is oarth gravity stabilized as shown, then tha relative location of the Rase and the 150TV remains fixed. The 
€ O W ,  howevzr, rotar.?s 360° evew 24 liours with respect to the Base. 
EOTV CARGO UNLOADING CONSlDERATlONS 
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QUALITATIVE CGMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDES 
Both of the selected construction attitudes minimize iiIun~ination an the solar arrays, so other requt.smcmta &own in 
the table opposite were evaluated for attitude recommendation. The attitude that maintains the solar m a y s  perpendicular 
to the sun was selected. This permits the Base power arrays to be fixed on the structure, thus eliminating the need for 
rotary joints. This also allcws construction operations to be planned, since the sun direction will always k the same. Thir 
attitude m&e; cvgo tug operations more complicated, however, as the EOTV cucles the Barn and separation distance at 
times could bc 3 km. One solution would be t o  limit cargo tug fliights to thorn times when the EOTV is in a favorable 
position. 
The second attitude evaluated, SPS arrays parallel to ecliptic, is worse for sun angle, but appears k t t s r  for cargo tug 
flight. It remains in a fixed location with respect to  the Base although it pivots around its own axis at orbital rate. 
QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDES 
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SPS VIE0 RADIATION SOURCES 
This illustration shows the magnetosphere and the radiation rrources to which SPS systems and the assambly 
and maintenance crew will be subjected. 
The major sources of raziation at GEO orbit are the geomagnetically trapped electrons and protons, galactic 
cosmic rays and solar flare event particles, 
The trapped radiation particles undargo large temporal fluctuations (diurnal and during magnetic storm 
activity). 
Types of ionizing rddiation important to SPS operations: 
- Electrons and secondary radiation: bremsstrahlung (with variation of factor of two due to parking 
longitude loca5on) 
- Protons (flux from solar flare protons dominates) and secondary radiation protons, neutrons 
- Heavy ions (HZE), secondary radiation: protons, neutrons and lighter nuclei. 
Other sources 
- Onboard nuclear powered payloads and equipment 
- X-Ray equipment 
- Possible nuclear weapon detonations. 
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SPS GEO RADIATION SOURCES 
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FU'-DLATIOY EXPDSURE LIMITS & CONSTP @-iZ?TS (R.EPnS) 
This chart lists the currant ar nonarlt radiation exposure limits as defined by the National Academy of 
Sckncej-9adiobitlogical Advisory Panel/Committce on Space Medicine in 1970. 'l'heae astronaut radiation 
exposure limits are based upon a 5-year career and are presently included in the STS Payload Safety Guidelines 
Handbook. These limits are, of course, intended to caver all forms of iocizing radiation (natural and induced). 
C>mparable radiation exposure limits aie also shown for industrial workers, as defined by the Department of Labor 
OSHA regulations. The low OSHA limits are also contrast( d with the maximum radiation limit allowed for each 
Apollo mission. 
It h interesting to note that the aqerage skin dose experienced by the A p d o  astronauts uas very !ow (about 1 
rern), since no solar event occurred. 3everthelcss Ae maximum limit for Apollo was establisliei for a program of 
national irnpirrtance t). 3t included le ;s than m e  hundred volunteer astronauts. The OSHA standards, of course, 
apply to millions of industrial workers The SPS sonstrurtion !base is presently estimated to have approximately 
800 workels on board, which equates to a 10,000 min work force aver a 3C-year per id .  Henc,, allowab!e SPS 
radiation limits may have tc, be established with respect to socie:al consideratioas. 
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SHIELDlNG THICKNESS FOR GBO TRAPPED ELECTRONS PLUS BREMSSTRAHLUNG 
The average REMs that a crew member will experience each day in geosynchronous orbit L plotted as a 
function of equivalent aluminum cabin wall thickness, as shown on the facing page. In order t o  reduce the sldn 
dose to 1.1 1 REMs per day for the maximum quvterly exposure limit (i.e., 105 REMs less 5 REMs for OTV 
LEOIGEO trariiit) at least 10 mm of aluminum should be provided. Aluminum is not a very effective shield for 
this level of radiation due to BI-emsstrahlung secondary radiation effects. IIowever, by adding a *bin inner layer 
of tantalum, the cabin radiation level can be lowered to provide a margin for other unscheduled radiation 
conditions (e.g., x-ray inspection, etc.). The use of conlpound wall design techniques is an effective way of coping 
with Bremsstrahlung which provides increased radiation protection for minimum shield thikness and weight. 
Practical shielding designs that can reduce the daily dose rate to OSHA levsls require further study and remain u 
a technology issue. 
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SOLAR FLARE RADIATION PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 
The GEO base solar flare radiation protection system must be able to provide timely warning of a high enenn 
solar event, so that the crew can safely reach a radiation shelter to ride out the storm. The characteristics of a 
typical solar event are shown on the facing page, together with related data on ths severity and duration of prior 
solar events. Minimum aluminum shielding thickness requirementa aro provided. 
Once a solar flare is observed, a 20 to 30 minute delay occurs ir1 particle propagation before an haram in the 
background energy level is detected. From the onset of increased radiation, the maximum flux level may be 
attained within 15 minutes to a few hours. The peak intensity, in turn, may last only intermittently or for a few 
hours and the subsequent decay period may be over in a matter of hoiirs or days. Data from the 20th solar cycle 
shows that the highest 3nergy event recorded lasted for five days and that a few lower energy events laated 10 days. 
Hence, the radiation storm shelter must be able to support the crew life support functions for several days. 
In the upper right part of the chart, the frequency of solar events in plotted as a function of the severity of 
the event (protons/cm2j. Smoothed historical data are shown for the two most recent mlar cycles. Cycle 21 is 
now underway and resembles cycle 19 rather than cycle 20. The lower righthand part of the f i m m  shows the cabin 
wall thickness necessary to protect against this range of event sizes. A typical cabin wall thickness needed for 
shielding trapped electrons in GEO is also shown at about 4 gm/cm2 (i.e. 1.2 crn of aluminum). A 4 grn/cm2 shield 
gives protection for any event up to 1 x lo9 p/crn2 f l u ,  however, a minlrnum thickness of 10 0m/cm2 is needed for 
a mqior solar event (Aug 1972) provided the crew is also equipped with personal rihiblding for the ayes and tostes 
during peak exposure. Development of a real time solar flare alert system with flux forecast is needed. If the alert 
system can b? triggered at predeteimined energy levels below the r~ominal wall radiation protection level, then a 
built-in margin for error in forecasting accuracy could be achieved. 
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SPS GEO BASE RADIATION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The allowable crew dose for the SPS GEO construction base remair.8 to be established. Total accumulated 
dose limits are required for the entire mission profile, that is, time in LEO, LEO/GEO transit and the CEO base. 
How much margin should be provided for unscheduled exposure and whether the astronaut allowed radiation levels 
are applicable to  SPS are areas for further study. 
Protection against trapped electron flux ir, geosynchronous orbit must be factored in all aspects of GEO base 
operations and design, which include IVA assignments in :smote w c ~ k  stationa, free fliers, crew bases and crew 
habitation modules. We propose a multilayered cabin wall of 4 gm/cm2'alummum equivalent for the crew module 
as shown in the figure. The other IVA crew stations could be designed with lighter shielding provided that the total 
allowable dose is not exceeded. In addition, if EVA operations are needed they should be conducted near local 
midnight to minimize nwmal belt radiation exposure. However, EVA should be avoided during large scale fluctua- 
tions due to  geomagnetic disturbances. The present SPS suit must be upgraded to provide added protection for 
GEO EVA (i.e., between 1.5 and 4 mm equivalent aluminum.) 
Protection against solar flares requires an adequate f l a e  alert warning system that will allow all GEO bam 
workers on remote IVA or EVA assignments to  revsat t o  the nearest storm shelut. Means for protecting stranded 
workem at  these remote locations need to be considered together with the sys t~mr equired to implament thek 
rescue. The storm shelter is provided with 20 prn/cm2 of multilayered aluminum equivalent thickness. Additional 
shielding benefits can be attained by placing internal equipment arrangemenu against the outer wall. 
Protection against high energy heavv ions (HZE) requires further study. Although the dose from these HZE 
particles is small it is-important because of possible biological effects. 
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SPS PHASE 2 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS AND ISSUES 
The 5000 MW reference solar power satellite is to be constructed entirely in GEO and is to be fully p m b l e d  - 
in 6 months. The reference satellite has a single antenna located at one end of a large photovoltaic energy conver- 
sion system as shown on the facing page. The 8 x 16 bay energy conversion system features a hexahedral braced 
structure, longitudinal solar array blanket installation and multiple power buses. The satellite construction 
approach includes the 2 pas., longitudinal buildup of the energy conversion system and the 16 row lateral buildup 
of the power transmission antenna as defined in Boeing's Phase I final report (Volume 111, D180-25037-3! Tho 
GEO construction operation is to rely upon normal IVA assembly methods. A broad range of technology issues 
(many of which are beyond the scope of this study) must be addressed to cover all aspects of the SPS construction 
process. As the reference system matures, the satellite construction approach must be reexamined for the energy 
conversion, power transmission and interface systems. In addition the structural assembly methods should be well 
understood to the level of beam fabrication, handling and joining. Techniques for installing the major subsystems 
(i.e., solar arrays, buses and subarrays) must be further developed and the requirements for construction equip. 
ments need further refinement. In addition, the structural dynamic, thermodynamic and control interactions be- 
tween the base and the satellite should bz investigated and defined. Other areas to be examined include methods 
for berthing or maiing of large system elements, techniques for m-process inspection and repair, and concepts for 
implementing satellite final test and checkout. 
SPS PHASE 2 CONSTRUCTl ON REQUIREMENTS & ISSUES 
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SATELLITE CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS AdALYSIS 
SPS construction operations are analyzed from the top down, by defining the required steps at each level of 
the construction sequence. As shown in the f~cing page, construction of the reference satellite systems includm 
parallel assembly of energy conversion, power transmission and interface elements. When these system elements 
are fully assembled, they wri: be mated and integrated to form the complete solar power satellite. The construe- 
uon process ends with final test and checkout of SPS systems. 
A fwther breakdown of the assembly operations for the energy conversion systems is shown by the abbrevi- 
ated flow in the lower half of the chart. ?'his assembly activity includes the fabrication and assembly of the atrue 
ture for the first construction pass (3.1.1) and the parallel installation and inspection of required subsystems (8.g. 
solar array blankets, power distribution, etc.). When the first half of the satellite energy conversion system has 
been consuucted, the base will be indexed back along the site of the satellite structure to a position adjacent to 
the first frame (3.1.7). The second construction pass begins from that point and includes the fabrication and 
assembly of the remaininq structure together with the parallel installation of other subsystems. 
SATELLITE CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
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END BUILDER STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE: 
The end builder construction sysmm is tailored to the structural c r o ~ s  mction of she ~ t e l l i t e  and usss ten (10) 
dedicated semi-fixed beam machines to automatically favricate continuous longitlldind members. Lateral and 
diagonal members of the structural assembly are fabricated by three (3) mobile beam machines. The assemb!y 
sequence as illustrated begins with Step 1, the asembly of the first frame and ita attachmant to the longitudinal 
members. The structural members of tho frame are fabricated by three mobile beam machines that travo\ from 
one position to the next. The upper lateral beam is fabricated and then positioned for assembly. As this m:mber 
is being joined, the mobile beam machines fabricate the other members of tho frame needed to complete the 
assembly. Step 2 indexes the frame for one bay length by fabricating the continuous ldnqitudinal barns from 
the dedicated beam machines. In Step 3, the next frame is built as in Step 1. During them three s u p ,  power a 
busses and solar array blanketa are installed ki puaUol. Tho mlar array bldnketu are deployed in the dtrectfon of 
build, are attached to the upper lateral beams and am fed out of cannisterr tho struct*xe indries. Longitudlrul 
busses are installed "an the fly" as the structure is indexed; lateral b u m s  are instab! before a bay Ir indexed. 
In Stap 4 the bay structure diagonal beam are fabricated and assembled to completa the bay. This bay ir then 
indexed, as in Step 2, and the entire sequence repeated until the energy c~nverrrion rtructure k built. 
END BUILDER STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE 
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ENERGY CONVERStON STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY EQUIPMFN 8 SEQUfZNCE - 1ST BAY 
'..his illustration identifies the assembly equipment and construction saquenclt required to lsscmble the ruuc- 
turd bays of the energy conversion module. The f h t  bay of the four-bay pare b &own reqdrinq the urs of lonqi- 
tudinal beam machines (semi-fixed), three (3) mobile beam machines and four (4) cherrypicken. The operating 
paths of the mobile beam machine and cherrypickers are dm dblmed along with the fabr icow nqwnm d each 
of the mobile beam machines. This aequence i a  then repeated for bayr 2,3 &4. ,  
ENERGY CONVERSION STRUCTURE - ASSEMBLY 
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COUPLED FRAME ASSEMBLY/SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT 
The installation of solar arrays occurs a t  the same work station in the base as the asaembly of in-plane struc- 
tural frame elements, to obtain maximum time-line benefits from parallel aciiviths. 
Subsequent to the installation of a 12.7 m solar array support beam, the cherry icker remover an SA box 
from the supply crib shown arrd fastens it to the proximal anchor. The d t u l a n d  o 9 the blnket  is thon connectad 
to the beam. When the frame has been indexed one bay away, thr blankets are fully deployed and the box is re- 
moved from its anchor support fittings and fastened to the next 12.7 m support beam to  complete the cycle. 
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SPS ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS 
The facing page rendering dqicts the construction activities a t  levels F, G, and H of the energy converllton 
construction facility. These levols are utilized in the construction of tho upper surface of the energy conversion 
module. Shown nestled in the facility structure is the 7.5 m longitudinal beam nuchine (rsmi-ffxbd), and operating 
from a horizontally olounted track system are two mobile beam rnachinelr. One beam mschine ia shown fabricating 
the 7.5 rn bracing beam and the other the 12.7 m lateral (solar array support) beams. Located warhead on the 
facility overhang and operating from d track astern, cherrypickerr are umd to maneuver and attach the completed 
beams. The complex operations of them two cherrypickers in the manewering, handingoff and inrtahtron gf 
beam lengths of approximately 600 to 1000 meters requires further study. 
Solar array blanket deployment and installation ia coupled with the md buU&r 8tructut.l ammmbly m q w m  
Shown are the blanket installers operating from a track WsUm mounted on the frc!!ty overhang, The wlar m a y  
blankets are deployed from oanisters mounted on the overhang. Replacement c a n h m  am down being rnaved 
into place and installed at their deployment station by a mobile flatbed cherrypicker 

ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS TIMELINE 
The 4 Bay End Builder construction oprations timeline has been up&tdd to h o w  t t b q  initial fabrication of 
longitudinal beams required to allow the assembly of the first end frame. The beam fabrimtion gperatbns shown 
on the facing page have also been updated to include the' installation of beam end fitting8 and related sprrcr f r a m  
on the continuous longitudinal beams. The impact of this update has only added two days to the original 180.5 
day timeline. 
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ENERGY CONVERSION STRUCTURE FABRICATION & ASSEMBLY FLOW 
A further breakdown of the SPS structure fabrication and assembly operations is shown on the facing page. 
This functional flow defines the beam fabrication requirements leading to the assembly of the first 4 bay wide end 
frame for the energy conversion structure. It also defines the beam fabrication requirements which permit the 
assembly of structural bays (16 rows) for the first construction pass. The major functional blocks, such as 3.1.1.3 
fabricate lateral end beams, are defined to the level of detail illustrated by the flow in the lower half of &e chart. 
Times are estimated for each of the functions which comprise the fabrication of segmented lateral beam for subse- 
quent attachment to  the continuous long~tudinal beams. The attachment of beam end fittings is defined for both 
ends of the beam as it emerges from an automatic beam machine. The need for an indexing h a m  hdder is elso 
identified as a prerequisite to the attachment of the second end fitting. 
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STRUCTURAL JOINT CONFIGURATION 
The end builder system uses beam machines to automatically fabricate continuous longitudinal beams. 
Several types of structural joints (i.e., nodal fitting, butt fitting and space framc) can be adapted to the end 
builder construction system. To help in the selection of the joint fitting best suited for fabrication, tho energy 
conversion structural arrangement wm reviewed to identify the requirements and complexity of its structural 
joints. 
The results of the review are shown on the opposite page. The  st^ ucture arrangement consists of 305 major 
structural joints. The number of structural members intersecting at three joints varies from 3 to 10 members with 
the predominant repeatabie joints being the 8 member intersection on the upper d a c e  and a 10 member inter- 
section on the lower surface. 
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STRUCTURAL JOINT CCNFIGURATION 
7.5m LONGITUDINAL 12.7m LATERAL REAMS 
/BEAMS (UPPER SURFACE) 
ALL DIAGONALS & VERTICAL 7.5m LATERAL BEAMS 
BEAMS 7.5m (LOWER SURFACE) 
NO. OF 
MEMBERS 
AT JOINT 
3 
4 
- 
NO. OF TIMES 
JOINT REPEATED 
ON SATECL lTE 
2 
1 
5 I 11 
6 I 37 l- 7 37 
8 
10 
112 
105 
-- 
SATELLITE MAINTENANCE TRACK REQUIREMENT 
To satisfy the satellite generd mainienance requirements, a solar array top surfrco mdntenrncr syntem has 
been proposed. This access system consists of r combination of built-in-tracks, a flying cherry picker, r rotary 
boom, and soma rlantries. The built-in-track system, AS iUustratd on the facing page, adds further requirements 
to the energy conversion structural arrangement and beam machines. The upper surface trmgular lon3nuour 
longitudinal beams are requked to be oriented with a flat aide up (en &own) to F: Ide for the mounting of the 
track system Tne tracka are supported by the barn  with fittinge attached at each barn brtun. 
Thh longitudind beam orientation complicatsr tho WM of nodal fittings at the upper sutfaco structural joints, 
as the vertical and diagonal bracing beams Lntrrobct tho apex down chord of the berm. Special offwt fittings would 
be required to  byfrirsrr the chord member, 

STRUCTURAL JOINT DESIGN COMPATIBLE WITH END BUILDING CONSTRUCTlON 
A space frame is used in 1k.e assembly of the multi-member structural j o i . ~ ~  of the onergy conversion 
structure, As shown the frame nplacen one mt of battens of the longitudinal bt q r n  and does not interrupt tho 
mntinuous chords (caps) of the beam. Pickup point3 are provided on the perjpher,. of the frame, enhancing (rcmm 
required for the attachment of the lateral, vertical and diagonal bracing berm. Thew pickup point8 u e  locrud 
so that the end load in each attaching beam is aligned with tho centroid of the continww longitudinal beam. 
Them frames are also compatible with buam machine fabrication and could be spaca fabn rud or ground fabri- 
cated in segments and space assernlrled. The frame mgmenu are loaded into beam machine .~pply  canfiten and 
the frame assembly becomes an integral operation of the beam machine. 
Although the span  frame seems attractive at this time, futthsr dudy is requirsd to deurrr,inr the effects of 
introducing torsion in the continuous beam which will result from tltr ewntricitisr or miu)Ignnrsnt of the attach- 
ing beams. Additionally, designs of hybrid nodal spider-type fitting8 for the joinu should k punud.  
STRUCTURAL JOINT DESIGN COMPATIBLE WlTH CONTINUOUS 
LONGITUDINAL BEAM CONSTRUCTION 
8 -- MEMBER lNTERSECTlON 
I 
SPACE FRAME 
FRAME REPLACES ONE - CONTINUOUS bEAM UNINTERRUPTED 
SET OF BATTERIES - BEAMS ATTACH TO PERIPHERY 
- FAB (COMPATIBLE WlTH BEAMBUILDER) 
OR ASSEMBLED IN SPACE 
AUTOMATIC BEAM FABRICA'rION EQUIPMENT UPDATE 
The 7.5 m beam machitre is shown equipped with frame-making teatuea. Frame segment supply canisters 
are mounted at cach beam face at cross member attaching stations. Sincs current track concepts call for supports - 
at eacn cross member, track attachment will occur after the completed cross members emerge from the beam 
machine. This requirement dictates the location of the track forming module as shown. 
The 7.5 m mobile beam machine is shown with end fitting attachment features. A column mounted end 
fitting support fixture with movable gripping fingers can rotate to place fittings on either end of a beam. The 
column swings down as required to clear the emerging beam or pick up an end fitting from &e supply canister. 
The grip is capable of extending to secure and withdraw a fitting from the supply canister. An automatic arm 
attaches the end fittings to the beam on either end as required. An accessory platform is equipped with holding 
devices which index the completed beam and position it  for installation of the end fitting after it has emerged from 
the beam machine. The entire platform with beam machine and accessories is capable of 360' swiv !ling and can 
be rotated perpendicular to the carriage to provide any r e q h d  orientation. 
AUTOMATIC BEAM FABR CATION EQUIPMENT UPDATE 
TRACK FORMING fl FRAME SEGMENT 
. . SUPPLY CANISTERS 
(3 PLACES) 
END FTG. 3 POSITION EN0 FTG. 
/ / SUPPORT FIXTURE 
BEAM lNOEX!NG 
HOLD DOWNS 
END FTG INSTALLER 
TG SUPPLY / 
CANISTER 
7.5 m MOBILE BEAM MACHINE 
ENERGY CONVERSION BEAM BUILDER REQUIREMENTS 
Four basic types of beam machines are required for fabricatiun use. Two types are synchronized for con- 
tinuous longitudinal beam fabrication, while the rbmaining two autonomous type3 are employed to fabricate 
lateral, vertical and bracing members. The 7.5 m synchronized and 12.7 m autonomous types operating a t  the 
solar array level are equipped to provide track. The rsmahing two types which do  not operate at the solar array 
level do not have track capability. 
TYPE 
MACHINE 
USE 
FUNCTIONS 
NO 
MACHINES 
FA8 RATE 
BEAM MATL 
CAPAC I TY 
GIMBAL 
CAPACITY 
TRAVEL 
ENERGY CONVERSION BEAY BUILDER 
REQUIREMENTS 
7.5 m SYNCHRONIZED 
W TRACK I W/O TRACK 
UPPER (SOLAR ARRAY) 
LONGlTUDlNALS 
FAB7.5 m 
CONTINUOUS BEAM 
W FRAMES 81 TRK 
NOMINAL FIXED 
REMOTE CTL 
LOWER LONG BEAMS 
FA6 7.5 m 
CONTINUOUS BEAM 
W/FRAMES 
NOMINAL i IXED 
REMOTE CTL 
12.7 m AUTONOMOUS 
W TRACK 
TBD 
3.5 mlmin 
- 
UPPER (SOLAR ARRAY) 
LATERAL S 
8 FA6 12.7 m BEAM 
WENO FITTINGS 
& TRACKS 
MOBILE & GIMBALED 
ON BD OPER 
TBD 
3.5 m/min 
1 
5 mlmin 
10,700 m 
YAW t90° 
20 m!min 
7.6 m AUTONOMOUS 
W/O TRACK 
ALL OTHER BEAMS I 
FAB 7.5 m BEAM 
(VARIOUS LENGTHS) 
W/END FITTINGS 
MOBILE & GIMBALED 
ON BD OPER 
YAW 290" PITCH 90" 
20 m/min 1 
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GEO BASE LOGISTiC SUPPORT REQUIREMZNTS 
The GEO Base, in addition to building the SPS, must fulfill strenuous logistic support requirements. 
Every thirteen days an EOTV will arrive with large Cargo Pallets. A dedicated area must be available a t  the 
GEO Base to  transfer this material on board in a quick a~:u efficient manner. At the same time, empty pallets 
have to be removed from the base. As soon as the Cargo Pallets are landed, they have to be moved to  an unloading 
area and processed through the subassembly factory. To accomplish this, an efficient transport system must be 
available. 
The base has to  rotate thz 827-man crew at planned intervals. All these people have to be housed comfortably 
and transported to their assigned work stations each day. Each time a new crew is brought up, resupplies must 
also be provided. 
The other function of the base is to serve as a home base for service of all outlying SPS stations. Defective 
material on the SPSs m a t  be replaced, brought back to the base and reconditioned. The refurbished material is 
stored until needed as replacement parts on the next visit to the SPS stations. 
GEO BASE LOGISTIC SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
o EOTV CARGO DELIVERY 
- 4001, MT UP & 200 MT DOWNfFLlGHT - EVERY 13 DAYS 
- OPERATE & SERVICE 2 CARGO TRANSFER TUGS 
- DOCK & UNLOAD 10 TO 20 CARGO PALLETS 
- PROVIDE PALLET TRANSPORTERS 
a POTV GEO CREW ROTATION 
- ROTATE UP TO 160 PEOPLE/FLIGHT @ 10-DAY INTERVALS 
- MAINTAIN TRANSIENT CREW QUARTERS 
- DOCK 2 POTVS & PROVIDE INTRA-BASE CREW BUSES 
a SPS OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT 
- LOADIUNLOAD SPS COMPONENT RACKS @ 4%-DAY INTERVALS 
- MAINTAIN RECONDITIONED & DEFECTIVE COMPONENT STORAGE 
- DOCK & SERVICE SPS MAlNT  FLEET'(^ OTVS & 4 PAYLOADS) 
- MAINTAIN COMPONENT REFURB FACl LIT1 ES & PROVIDE CREW HABITATS 
CARGO DOCKINGNNLOADXNG CENTER 
This arec has docking facilities for KTM and Cargo Pallets. Adj~cent o this site is the unloading area, 
bounded by mainline track No. 1 on one side and mainline track No 2 on the other. Seven (7) sets of 12.7 m 
tracks ii terconnect the mainline tracks. 
Starting at the left, the first connecting track contains two (2) docking (landing) pads, which are rail mounted, 
for the docking and launch of KTM Pallets. When these vehicles land, the 3,800 Klystrons in each Pallet are un- 
loaded onto waiting flat cars. As each flat car is filled, it moves to the mainline uack and then onto one of the 
vertical stanchion elevators. The elevator lowers the loaded car down t o  the appropriate level, then over t o  the 
Anr~nna Facility. 
The 12.7 m beam installed to  the right of the first connecting track contains two (2) docking pads and a small 
control center. An O W  Cargo Tug is docked to each pad, one of them being a spare unit. The cperational Tug 
flies over to the parked EOTW wbere it will pick up, one at a time, the Cargo Pallets for delivery to the factory. A 
long S ~ a c e k b  module is located between the two parked Tugs. A crew of four (4) has all the controls and displays 
necessary to land the KTM and Cargo Pallets on the four docking pads. 
The second connectinw track contains two (2) docking pads, also rail mounted, for the Cargo Pallets. The top 
pad is used for landing full Cargo Pallets and the bottom one for lifting off empty Cargo Pallets. In this scenario, 
the crew in the control center lifts off the parked O W  Tug and flies it toward the E O W ,  where it docks to one 
of the ten (10) Cargo Pallets. This unit is lifted off the FOTV and flown back t o  the Factory and landed on the 
upper landing pad. The O W  Tug is then lifted off the docked Pallet and flown down a short distance to  the 
empty Cargo Pallet rnounte;! on the lower landing pad. When attached, it will lift off this assembly and fly it back 
to the ETOV. The Tug lifts off the returned Pallet and docks to  another full Cargo Pallet for delivery to the 
Facto-rw. 
The full Cargo Pallet which was landed on the Factory is moved on its docking pad/flat car to mainline track 
No. 1. From here it moves laterally to either the 4th or 6th connecting track, where it is placed in the Cargo 
Storage area. As the Pallet moves forward t o  the front of the line, it is unloaded by the three (3) MRWS Cranes 
located on the 3rd, 5th and 7th connecting tracks. The cargo material is loaded onto waiting flat cars located on 
mainline track No. 2. When the cars are fsll, they are moved onto the vertical stanchion elevators. The cars are 
lowered to the appropriate level and either unloaded or stored till empty. As each Cargo Pallet is unloaded, it is 
moved back to the launch pad area for liftoff back to EOTV. 
CARGO DOCKING/UNLOADING CENTER 
4 - MAN CONTROL CENTER (NOT VISIBLE) CARiZij BALLET (ON DOCKING PAD/FLAT CAR RAILROAD) 
TUG DOCKING RING 
DOCKING PADIFLAT CA 
NG PAD MRWS CRANE (3) 
DOCKING PADIFLAT CAR RAILROAD 
CARGO DOCKING/UNLOADING CENTER (PLANE VIEW) 
KTM PALLET PATH TO ELEVATOR CARGO PALLET PATH 
SYSTEM TO AIVTENNA CONSTR. LEVEL TO UNLOADING AREA 
\ CARGO PALLET / MAINLINE TRACK NO. 1 (ON DOCKING PAD) \ 
CARGO PALLETS IN 
UNLOADING AREA 
(ON DUCKING PAD) 
KTM PALLET 
(ON DOCKING PAD) 
CARGO PALLETS (2) 
BEING UNLOADED 
EMPTY CARGO PALLET 
(ON PAD READY FOR MRWS CRANE 
LAUNCH TO EOTV) (3 SHOWN) 
OVERHEAD CRANE 
(ON DOCKING PAD) (PROBABLY NOT REQ'DJ 
EMPI y CARGO p i L L ~ ~  PATH 12.7m (7 CONNECTING TRACKS TO MAINLINE) 
TO LAUNCH'PAD AREA 
GEO FACTORY LEVEL IDENTIFICATION 
The facing page illustration identifies eleven lerds of the energy conversion md antenna canotrvctlon 
facilities. The levels are identified with le t ten A through L and their elavationr us given in meters. The elevationr 
are takan from the base level A the factory reference line (FHL]. 
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GEO FACTORY LEVEL IDENTI FlCATlON - BASELINE 
LEVEL J(900m) 
COLLECTOR 
J 
ANTENNA 
- -  ----- --  
FACILITY 
, 
- )  - - ANTENNA 
,/' 
LEVEL A '0' METERS 
(FRLj FACTOR REF LINE 
GEO BASE INTERLEVEL MATEKIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS 
The accompanying chart lists the total weight of material that has to In &livered to the CEO Baw for con- 
struction of an SPS. it can k wen that over half of the material landed on the base has to bv doliverud to h v e l  
"H" for use in assemb1ir.g the energy conversion assembly and solar blankets. Two levels w e n  conridwed as 
docking areas for delivery of personnel and material. B a e d  on this chart, it is apparent the logisticn Eyrum L 
greatly drnplified by udng lrvel "J" for the docking m a .  
GEO BASE INTERLEVEL MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREF.IEN 
H(800m1\y LEVEL J1900rn) 
G(762m) 
*, 
INTER LEVEL 
MASS ISfANCE 
' *# ##. 
1 k m  
13 m K  
S 
*CJ".DWK 
138.1 23.18 
9.72 238 
866 4.06 
2.39 9.72 
1v.91 68.67 
11.89 24.08 
191.87 133 ' 9  
FACTORY 
LEVEL 
H 
G 
F 
D 
K 
L 
L 
TOTAL I 41OOOMT 
- 
TOTAL MATL 
MT 
23 185 
1731 
1845 
1731 
9953 
2668 
CONSTRUCTlON 
OPERATION 
ENERGY CONVERSION ASSEMBLY 
- SOLAR BLANKET INSTALLATION 
- STRUCTURE FA0 & ASSV 
- STRUCTURE FAB & 
POWER BUS INSTL 
- STRUCTIJRE FA8 & ASSY 
POWER TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY 
- STRUCT FAB & ASSY 81 
SUBARRAY INSTL 
- STRUCT FA0 & ASSY 81 
PWR BUS INSTL 
RATE MAT'L 
USED 
726MT/40AYS 
398MT PLUS 42MT14 DAYS 
58MT/4 DAYS 
398MT PLUS 42M114 DAYS 
83MT/OAY 
21MTIDAY 
INTERLEVEL MATERIAL TRANSFER OPTIONS 
Movement of material can be accomplished either on a railed track system or by a Free Flyer. During tho m- 
stmction of the SPS, large quantities of material have to be moved to predesignated u e u  at regular time intervals. 
This type of operation fairly well dictates a semi-automated transportation symm. It a p p u s  that the railed system 
can meet these requirements more readily than the Free Flyer system. 
This illustration shows the mainline railroad system on bvd "J." All the murid and pmonnd from earth au 
delivered to the Level "J" area. The rail system depicted can mwe the people and rnatohl on thir h l  q i W y  urd 
efficiently. Once the material is proceswd through the unloading depot and rubuwmbly factory, it then has to be 
moved down to the various construction bveh. Three methoda have beon conddrrod for interIsvel truupotution. 
The first requirea a vertical rail system at each vertical stanchion. The materiaI in the hodzontal flatcu has to br 
transferred into a waiting flatcar on the vertical track. This method is timu-wnauming and costly by virtue of addi- 
tional track and flb:car requirements. 
The mcond n?ethod is a horizontal rail system on bvel  "J" m p p b m t s d  with vertical e h a m  at each stan- 
chion. In this scheme, the loaded flatcar is moved out to the waiting elevator platform. The okvrtor b lowerd to the 
appropriate sublevel where the flatcar is either unloaded or side.railed. The third method is to pruvide r vertical uui 
liorizontal rail system as hown in Scheme 1. The two rail syrtems are c o n n e d  by a curved track. In thh manner OM 
loaded flatcar can travel from point. A to 8. 
The second and third methods show promire for further strdy. 
INTERLEVEL MATERIAL TRANSFER OPTIONS 
a RAlLEO TRANSPORT ATION 
HORlZ & VERT TRACKS HORIZ TRACKS & VERT ELEVATOR CURVED TRACK 
- 2 CARS - 1 CAR - 1 CAR 
a D#FFICULT TRANSFER SINGLE RAILROAD & CAR a EASY T 0 OPERATE 
TIME - CONSUMING SIMPLIFIED ELEVATORS • OiFFICULT TO BUII.0 
MAN - IN - LOOP REQ'D TOEACHLEVEL • AUTOMATED 
AUTOM.4TED 
FREE FLYERS 
a AVOIDS RAIL NEWORK 
LIMITED PAYLOAD 
LANDING SITES REQ'D 
GEO BASE TRAijSPORTATION SYSTEM 
This illustration depicts a railrozd system that encompasses all areas on Zsvel "J ". It is apparer t that the ksy t o  
a successful operation is an efficient transportation systfim for material and personnel movement. For conotruction of 
the Solar Collector and Antenna, huge quantities cf material and personnel have to be delivered throughout the Fac- 
tory. After the material and personnel have been landed on the Factory, they must bs transported quickly to their 
next facility. This constant flow of material dictates that the area wlcctsd for this operation be clear of the construe. 
tion area. It must also provide a transportation system that can move material in both the horizontal and venical 
planes. 
Level "J" h a  been chozn as the surface to which materials and personnel will be delivered. A railroad system 
surrounding all elements on this level will quickly move material and personnel to their next location in the Factory. 
An elevator network is shown at each stanchion for vertical movement of material to  the lower levels. In this manner, 
the railroad can move on the level "J" 12.7 m railroad tracks to the designated vertical stanchiora of the Factory. The 
car will then move onto the elevator lift and proceed down to its designated level. At this point the car can either be 
unloaded or moved off the elevator to a storage area; this requires further study. 
GEO BASE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
GEO BASE PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION DURING ONE SHIFT 
The accompanying sketch illustrates the distribution of personnel during a typical work shift. Approximately 
five (5) people are located in c h e r j  pi&ers at Level "D" working on the Solar Collector. Another eleven ( 1  1) people 
are located in various assembly devices at  Level "G," working on the collector assembly and energy conversion assern- 
blies. Eighteen (18) people are working on the antenna and are far away from the central home base. The remainder 
of the people are located throughout Level "J". Five hundred (500) people are located in the eight (8) Habitats. I'hey 
are either off duty or working within these Habitats. Eighty-five (85) people are working in the Control Center; all 
facets of the GEO Base and SPS are controlled from this area. The Refurbishment Modules house one hundred forty. 
three (143) people. 
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GEO BASE PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION DURING ONE SHl FT 
LEVEL 'J' ACTIVITY 
X HABITATS 
WORK AREAS 
M CONTROL CENTER 
O REFURPISHMENT 
MODULES 
LEVEL 'K' & 'L' ACTlVlTY 
r ANTENNA FACILITY 
LEVEL 'D' ACTIVITY 
a COLLECTOR ASSY 
PEOPL E/SHI FT 
500 
85 
65 
143 
18 
LEVEL B D' LEVEL 'G' ACTIVITY 
ENERGY CONVER ASSY 11 
I3 1 IJCb25402-1 
GEO BASE PERSONNEL TRANSFER C0NC;EPTS 
Personnel can move about the GEO Base usir*g three different modes of transportation. Quick and 
direct movement can be accomplished usirrg a MRWS type of free flyer. This vehicle can cany two 
people and limited hardware to  almost any location on thc Base or Satellite. The crew can work at the 
site while in shirt sleeve attire inside the MRWS. Some work tasks will require that the crew get into 
close areas that are inaccessible by other means. In this mode the crew member will don a GEO EMU 
and MMU and traverse short distances to the work site. 
For movement of large numbers of people, the railed bus is used. The flatcar Bus Transporter 
operates on the 12.7 meter track system, providing movement of people and supplies. The Transporter 
shown is sized to  accommodate the fop' -wing: 
o A 5 m dia x 16 m long module - '. h 1 i 3  module serves as a bus for movement of 102 people 
from the OTV landing site to the habitat centers 
o A short Spacelab attached to  the end of the bus. This module is used to transfer approxi- 
mately ten (10) people at a time from the landed ?OTV to the bus and from the bus t o  the 
interim quarters module. 
o Two iong and one short Spacelab modules. One long module contains all personal belongings 
of the fresh crew (102), it ws-  3ackcrd on earth prior to launch into space. The other two (2) 
are replacement modules for t h w  attached to the four (4) habitats 
o A 40 m crane. This device is used to mwe the transported modules from the bus to  the 
modules. 
The Bus Transporter can *ach the berthing ports on ail five (5) modules while maving on mainline 
tracks No. 1 and No. 2. If another vehicle hirs to pass by, the Bus Transporter can move off onto the 
connecting track. Other scaleddswn Bus Transporters can be provided to move small crew sizes to  the 
various work sites 
GEO BASE PERSONNEL TRANSFER CONCEPTS 
KER 
-
ORUMMAN 
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CEO BASE SYSTFM REQUIKEMENTS 
Top level requirements that established the design and operations of the SPS are shown opposite. T h e x  are 
extracted from Phase 1 of the study and guide the definition of all other requirements. 
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GEO BASE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
m CONSTRUCT ONE 5 GW SPS WITHIN 6 MONTHS 55% 
a ENERGY' CONSERVATION & MICROWAVE POWER 
CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES CONTIGUOUS 
CONSTRUCTION APPROACH: 
ENERGY CONVERSION -- TWO PASS LONGITUDINAL BIP1LDUP 
MICROWAVE POWER - ELEVEN HOW LATERAL LUILDUP 
DESIGN LIFE: 30 + YEARS 
DOCKING & OFFLOADING SYSTEM FOR POTV, CARGO TUG & OTV 
CIPERATIONAL AREAS FOR: COMMAND & CONTROL MODULES, CARGO 
WAREHOUSING, SUBASSEMBLY FACTORIES, CREW & WORK MODULES, 
BASE MAINTENANCE, OTV MAINTENANCE, EOTV MAINTENANCE, 
OPERATIONAL SPS MAINTENANCE & TRAINING 
BASE LOGISTIC VEHICLES & TRACK NETWORK 
a CONSTRUCTION ACCURACY & QUALITY 
8 BASE ATTITUDE CQNTROL, STATIONKEEPING, LONGIT UDlNAL TRANSFER 
CAPABILITY 
CREW MODULE GEKERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Some of the more important requirements used to  design the crew module are listed here. The first four requirements 
establish the size and interfaces of the crew mcdules.'lnterior accommodations obviously must be designed for zero g opera 
ation. However, to prevent crew duorientation, they should aU be designed t o  a common reference. One-g was selected, as 
ths faciiitates ground operations and is satisfactory for space activities. Crew nlix was based on the Navy projection for 
wnoort  ships. 
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CREW MODULE GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
SIZE (17m DIA X 23m LONG) COMPATIB1.E WlTH HLLV 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 100 PEOPLE 
a DESIGN LIFE: 30 + YEARS 
BERTHING/DOCKING/AIR LOCK COMPATIBLE 
WlTH CREW BUS & LOGISTICS & MODULE 
STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT TO BASE 
DESIGN FOR ZERO G OPERATIONS 
INTERIOR LAYOUT ONE G 
CREW 75% MALE, 25% FEMALE 
a METEOROID & SOLAR STORM RADIATION PROTEC'TION 
CREW MODULE 
CREW MODU1,E SUBSYSTEM REQIJIREMENTS 
Each crew module operates almost. independently except for primary electrical power and orbital attitude, which is 
provided by t!!e base. Emerger~cy power,  environmental (:ontrol, life support and inforrration subsystems are self-contained 
wlthin each module. Accommodation requirements are based on qovernment artd industry studies. Hatches are sized t o  
permit transfer of equipment and are generous for IVA. The environmental control subsystem operating prezure  is stated as 
norninal earth vdlue. l!owever, it could be operated a t  a lower value (i .e.  10 PSIA, mair,taining O2 partial pressure) thereby 
possibly reducing structured requirements, and eliminating prebreattling requirements, should emergency EVA be required. 
CREW MODULE SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
FREE VOLUME. 
FT~IPERSON 
POWER 
.- PRIMARY, BASE - SUPPLIED 
- EMERGENCY, SELF -CONTAINED 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
- SKYLAB TYPE SLEEP 
COMPARTMENT 
- VOLUME 
RECREATION 50 FT~IPERSON 
LAUNORV 13 F T~IPERSON 
STORAGE 13 F T~IPERSON 
MULTl PURPOSE 190 FT~IPERSON 
ROOM 
CREW FREE 260 FT~/PERSON I 
VOLUME 
ORBITER (4MEN) /- a p t ,  +fib 250 FT3 
APOLLOCM I 
(3 MEN) I 
GEMINI I 
(2 MEN) I 
I 
ENVlROMENTAL CONTROL 
- 2 GAS, 14.7 PSI, SELF* 
CONTAINED 
STRUCTURE 
- PRIMARY HATCH 1.6 m DIA, 
SECONDARY HATCH 1.0 m DIA 
- REDUNDANT PRESSURE 
SEAL OQORS 
- REDUNDANT EXITS FROM 
CLOSED VOLUMES 
a LIFE SUPPORT 
- WATER,RECOVERY 
- WASTE MANAGEMENT 
- PERSONNEL HYGIENE 
- DRIED & FROZEN FOOD 
IN FORMATION 
- INTERCOMMUNICATIONS 
- EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS 
- DATA PROCESSING 
- CONTROLS & DlSYLAYS 
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GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE .-. 100 MAN HABITAT 
This illustration depicts a domed and cylinder housing 100 crew members with dedicated work :st.ations. 
The pressure shall diameter is 16.5 m and the external diameter is 17.0 m. A nominal 0.25 m has becti tentatively 
allotted for thermal insulation, radiation protection and r ad ia t~ r  wraparound functions. (No work has been done 
in these areas to date.) The pressure ve:;sel is 23.0 m long. Seven decks have been provided, each having a 2.2 m 
floor to ceiling height. The structure between each deck is 0.3 m thick, providing volume for installation of wiring, 
ducting, lighting, insulation, etc. Decks 2 and 6 have two (2) berthing ports located 90° to  each other, while Deck 
4 has only one (1) port. These bet ~hing rings are configured to mato with berthing ports on Spacelab-type 
modules. The attached Spacelab modules provide the services and re-supplies to keep the modules operational. 
Larger diarneter berthing or docking rings are located at each dome end for mating with the base structure, another 
mod:lle or the transportation delivery vehicles (HLLV or EDTV). Each deck contains 16 to 18 viewing windows 
around its periphery. 
One p~ssible arrangement for accommodating the SPS GEO Base 400-man construction crew is shown by the 
crew habiiat complex on the following pages. Adjacent modules are interconnected with flexible tunnels mated 
t o  the b e r t h s l  hatches on Decks 2 , 4  & 6. In this manner, there are at loast six ways in and out  of each module 
(total of 12 tunriels). Deck 2 has a short Spacelab-type module affixed to  it for use as a 4-6 man i i i r l ~ ~ k .  Another 
short Spacelab is provided for u s  as a transfer vessel from the large volume habitat to the smaller volume closed 
cherry picker, bus, free flyer or crane. Deck 4 has une berthing ring for attachment of a long Spacelab module. 
This module can provide a 90 day food supply for 100 persons. Deck 6 has two berthing rings for attachment of 
two short Spacelabs. One module contains tankage to re-supply the expendables, while the second module is con- 
figured to accept waste material which is compacted into 26-inch cubes. The four large berthing rings on the 
bottom mate with facilities on the space base. The four largr ber?hing rings a t  the top of the dome end can be used 
for emergency docking of HLLV, PLV or OTVs, if needed 
Decks 1 , s  and 7 have been allotted for the living quarters for 100 crew members, both mide and female. 
Deck 1 is configured to house the management-type personnel in 16 various sized one and two men staterooms for 
a total of 24 people. A large waste management compartment and personal hygiene compartment are provided t o  
handle the occupants on this deck. Deck 3 has four staterooms and 18 crew quarters t o  house 36 persons. It  also 
contains a W/M and personal hygiene compartment. Deck 7 has 24 crew qwtzers, a W/M and personal hygiene 
compartment to accommodate 40 people. The density factor of e wh deck is varied according to job title on board 
the sp-ce base. Providing for more than 100 people in this size module is not recommended. 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE - 100 MAN HABITAT 
DECK 3 
CREW QUARTERS 
HABIT AREAS: 
A. ONE-PERSON STATER W M  
B. TWO-PERSON STATEROOM 
C. ONE-PERSON CREW QUARTER 
-17m ----Cj 3. TWO-PERSON CREW QUARTER 
CREW MODULE E. WASTE MANAGEMENT 
F. PERSONAL HYGIENE 
G, CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 
H. TORUS AISLEWAY 
L L. I. THRU-DECK ACCESS 
J., INTERDECK ACCESS 
K. CABIN WINDOWS 
1. VIEW WINDOWS 
DECK 7 
CREWQUARTERS 
DECK 1 
CREW QUARTERS 
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GE6 CONSTRUCTION BASE - 100 MAN HABITAT (CONT'D) 
Deck 2 contains a control center. A total of 25.44 square meters of displays and controls has been provided 
to monitor space bass and module parameters. The controls neea not be duplicated in each of the four modules, 
but should be overlapped. In the event of a module shutdown, control of the base should still be possible by virtue 
of the instrumentation remaining in the other three modules. A large room is provided for all facets of EVA 
hardware. 
Deck 4 has been arranged to accommodate dining facilities for 60 people at one sitting. The food serving 
center contains micro-ovens for heating the food, and is the area where the food is dispensed to the diners, 
cafeteria style. The return rack is the area where used dishes and food are placed. Compactors and dishwashers 
are located here. Up to  100 people can also be accommodated in Declc 4, when used as a radiation shelter, 
Decic 5 is the recreationpl/physical fitnedservices area. The central area is 6 m in diameter and serves as a 
lounge area. From this lounge, access can be obtained to  the snack bar barber shop, post office, chapel, theatre, 
library, gym and recreation area, and sick bayidentist areas. 
Deck 6 contains tanks for storage of expendables and three large roorns for subsystem equipment and hard- 
ware. The focrth quadrant contains storage for waste bales and (an area for agricultural study. 
Each deck is accessible to the adjacent deck via three (3) 1.5 m diameter openings. In ge~eral, the decks have 
a 1.5 m wide central aisle passageway and a torus aisleway 1.0 rn wide. 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE - 100 MAN HABITAT (CONT'D) 
m 
HABIT AREAS: 
M. EMUIEVA PREP ROOM 
N. COMPUTER RACKS 
0. CONTROL CENTER 
P. CONFERENCE ROOM 
Q DINING AREA (60 PERSONS) 
R. FOOD STORAGE 
DECK 2 DECK 4 S. LOUNGE 
CONTROL CENTER/SUBSYSTEMS GALLEY/DINING AREAISTORM SHELTER T. LAUNDRYJSUPPLIES 
U. RECR t,lTION/GYMN 
V. BARBER SHOPIPOST OFF ICE 
W. LIBRARYISTUDY 
X. THEATERICHAPEL 
Y. SICK BAYIDENTI~T 
2. EXPENDABLES 
21. SUBSYSTEMS 
Z2. AGRICULTURAL STUDY 
Z3. COMPACTED WASTE 
DECK 5 DECK 6 
RECREATSONIPHYSICAL EXPENDABLESISUBSYSTEMS 
FITNESStSERVICES 
CREW MODULE WEIGHT SUMMARY 
This table presents a summary ,,f the current Grumman weight estimate for the crew module. It shows waights for 
crew modules in both earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit. 
The structural weight has been estimated based on an aluminum structure of cylindrical shape 16.5 m in diameter and 
17.8 m long, capable of supporting 14.7 psl internal pressure. Numerous ~ c c k s  divide the cylinder. Two large accedegress 
ports are located on either end. and 12 berthing ports are located around the circumference. Partitions and equipment 
mounting weights have also been estimated. 
No shielding is required for LEO. A "storm shelter" approach has been used for GEO. A 7.2 n? cylindrical 5and amund 
2 the module protects one deck from solar storms. T)re storm shelter provides 20 gramdcm shield thickness protection. 
Environmental control subsystem weights are based on 100% redundant systems capable of sustaining 100 men. 
Consumables for 100 men for 90 days have been estimated. In addition, a weight growth/contingency factor of 33% 
has been mantained. All other subsystem weights remain the same as those listed in Boeings Phase 1 SPS study Final Report, 
Volume 111 Reference System Description 17180-25037-3. 
CREW MODULE WEIGHT SUMMARY 
SUBSYTEM 
STRUCTURE 
ENVIRON PROTECTION (20 g/ern2) 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY 
ENVIRON CONTROL/LI FE SUPPORT 
CREW ACCOMI\lODATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONSIDAVA HANDLING 
GUIDANCE & CONTROL 
PROP/R EACTlON CONTROL 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
SUBTOTAL 
GROWTHICQNTINGENCY (33%) 
TOTAL DRY 
CONSUMABLES (90 DAYS) 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT, kg x 10-3 
LEO 
-
GEO 
-
69.7 69.7 
BASE HABITAT AREA - 403 PEOPLE 
Four (4) hirbitat modules, 17.0 meters In diameter, are grouped together in a veomertric pattern. Initially ~ a c h  
module is transported to this site by the large crane on the railroad system. The bottom of each   nodule has a large 
berthing ring which mates with one on the previously insta2ed mounting platform, Guy wires (not shown) running to 
the Factory structure will p- ?vide stability to the installed module. The fifth mod d e  nestled between twr. of the 
hzbitat modules serves as an interim quarters module for 100 crew members, Hl~en all five rnodules are firmly installed, 
12 interconnectors are installed. These connectors provide traffic flow between all tiie modules. Each habitat has 
five (5) radially located berthing ports to which the following Spacelab-type rnoddes can be af,Cxed: 
Short Spacelab (1) to serve as a 4-6 man EVA airlock 
Short Space!ab (1) to serve as an interface module for shkt sleeve eznder  to another 
pressurized module such as MRWS closed cabin c h e w  picker & MRWS frea flyer 
Long Spacelab (1) to provide for a 90 day re-suo~ly of food for 100 people 
Short Spacelab (1) tu provide re-supply of expendables 
Short Spacelab (1) , o provide storage for ad waste which %ill be returned to earth. 
The interim module has three (3) radially located berthkg ports to which Spacelab type modules can be affixed. 
BASE HABITAT AREA - 400 PEOPLE 
100 MAN BUS 
HABITAT TRANSPORTER 
EMERGENCY 
BUS DELIVERED 
BERTHING RING 
ATTACHMENT 
l-1 ooh-cl 
\ 
MAINLINE 
TRACK NO. 2 
I 
CONNECTING 
TRACK 
SECTION A-A 
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GBD BASE LEVEL "J" ARRANGEMENT 
T).a nnzcr of activity is at the Level "J" surface, The material and men are brought to thir level from the LEO 
base and the SPS service crew, with thair materials, depart from here. In addition, numerous vertically moving 
transportation devices ir,terface with supplies and personnel here for delivery to the lower levds. 
Starting from the left, the following areas of activity are defined: 
0 Bash Zlabitat Center & Tr~nden t  Quarters - Four (4) Habitat Modubs and one (1) Transient 
Q ~ a n e r s  Module are grouped together here. Four hundred (40) people are quartered here 
m d  onrr hundred (100) transients can be accommodated 
r Cargo Dockhg/Unloading Area - The KTM modulea and Cargo Pallets are landed here and 
unloaded onto raiIroad flatcars for delivery to thek next station 
r Subassembly Factory - The hadware in tho Cargo Pallets &delivered to this area for sub- 
iuembly work prior to its movement t o  tbs iower levels for installation 
r C;EO Base Control Center - Thb module is the same rize as a Habitat. A crew of sixty-five (65) 
conuol the operations of the G W  base from this area 
Reconditioned Componont Storage - Those components which have been recor~ditioned and 
repaired in h e  KTM & Miscellaneous Component Refurbishment Factories are stored here 
until needed 
r Defective Component Storage - Those components which have to be reconditioned and reprled are 
stored here. When room and scheduling permits, they are transported from here to the 
J3efurbishment Fariwkr . 
r Miscellaneous Component Refurbishment Factory - This module has facilities within it for 
refurbishment of clectrical, electronic and mechanical devices. Components are disassembled 
and asembled, as well as tasted, in thk are? 
r KTM Refurbishment Facloty - AU defective klystrons from tho outlying SPS stations arc, 
brought into this module for refurbishr~~ent 
r Maintenance Crew Quarters Rc Transient Quarters -. Four (4) Habitat Modules and one (1) Transient 
Quarters Module are grouped together here. Four tlundrsd (400) maintenance people and one hundred 
(100) transients are quartered here 
r OTVROTV Docking Area - Sufficient docking pads are located here for the landing of . m V s  andOTVs 
Propellant Resupply Area - Quantities of propellant for refueling the OTVs are sored here. 
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GEO BASE LEVEL "J" ARRANGEMENT 
A 
i BASE HABITAT CEKTER & 
I TRANSIENT QUARTERS 
CARGO OOCKINCilUNLOADING AREA 
SUB-ASSEMBLY FACTORY 
GEO BASE CONTROL CENTER 
RE-CONDITIONED COMPONENT STORAGE 
DEFECTIVE CQMPONANT STORAGE 
12.7m RAiLROAD SYSTEM 
MAINTENANCE CREW CENTER 
81 TRANSIENT QUARTERS 
MI.SCELLANEOCS COMPONENT 
REFURB!SHMENT FACTORY 
KTM REFURBISHMENT FACTORY 
O N I P O T V  DOCKING AREA 
PROPELLANT RESUPPLY AREA 
SP8 GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE-MIDTERM FINDINGS 
GEO CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS STILL LOOK FEASIBLE 
BASE CREW MODULES REMAIN AS MAJOR COST/WEIGHT DRIVER 
SPS MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ALMOST DOUBLES GEO BASE 
CREW SIZE 
GEO CONSTRUCTION CREWS MIGHT BE REDUCED FURTHER BY CONSIDER!NG 
A HIGHLY AUTOMATED BASE 
LARGE GEO BASE WORK FORCE MAY NECESSIATE DESIGNING TO LOWER 
RADIATION LIMITS 
8 GEO BASE CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDE !MPOSES EOTV UNLOADING 
CONSTRAINTS 
SPS GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE-MIDTERM 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
NARROW SCOPE OF REMAINING CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS 
- EMPHASIZE ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM & ITS MAJOR SUBSYSTEM 
IIJSTALLATIONS (SOLAR ARRAYS & POWER BUS) 
- REEXAMINE ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION CONCEPT WHEN DESIGN 
MATURES FURTHER 
REFINE GEO BASE SYSTEM MASS & COST DATA 
- INVESTIC;ATE HIGHLY AUTOMATED BASE 
- ESTABLISH CREW ROTATION/TRAINING REQMTS 
- COMPLETE HABITAT ECLS CONSUMMABLE ANALYSIS 
- DEFINE MAJOR ELEMENTS OF BASE LOGISTICS 
- UPDATE MAJOR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONS 
- DEFINE BASE SYSTEM ELEMENTS & INTERFACES 
e DEFINE GEO BASE BUILDUP CONCEPT 
RECOMMEND AREAS FOR FURTHER EFFORT/NEAR-TERM DEVELOPMENT 
PREPARE GEO BASE OPERATIQIVS PLAN OmUwuAN 
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PLANNING TOPICS 
T h e  prograrn planning ana lys i s  wi l l  be discussed under t h e  t o p i c s  ind ica ted .  
Planning Topics 
PROGRAM APPROACH 
RESEARCH PLAN STATUS 
, RESEARCH COsTS AN0 SCHEDULING 
a DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
SPS PHASED PROGRAM APPROACH - ACnVlTIES & DECISION CRITE!RIA 
An overall program approach has been developed for SPS t o  serde as a guide t o  program planning. The philos- 
ophy cal ls  for i n c r e a s i ~ g  program commit t r r~ents  in measured steps, in response to successful fulfillment of deci- 
sion criteria. Major resource commlt tments  a r e  deferred until high confidence of success is established. Success 
is measured in terms of environmental acceptability, social, political and economic acceptability, cost confidence, 
and tecilnical practicality. This overall program approach is illustrated in Figure 27. This figure shows the  major 
act ivi t ies  t o  be conducted in each  phase, t he  c r i te r ia  t o  be met, and the  key issues t o  be resolved in each  area 
of concern. Following the  research, development, and evaluation phase, t he  program would move into a n  errgineer- 
ing development and cos t  verification phase, followed by a phase of prototype construction, and finally a period 
of commercialization. 
Our planning act ivi ty is directed to  t he  cost achicvability and technical practicality elements  of the  program. 
The duratior! of the  program phases is thought t o  be rougtly fivl-. years each  for the  first two. The f irs t  of these 
would include res t~srch ,  technology and evaluation, and the second covfers engineering development and cost verifica- 
tion. A demonstration phase lasting roughly t en  years would follow. In a prac'ical sense, divisions between the  
phases will be somewhat less distinct than indicated by the  accompanying figure. It  is likely that ,  to some degree, 
decisions will be made incrementally and tha t  cer ta in  act ivi t ies  will not  f i t  clcanlv into one  phase o r  another. 
further, some degree of overlap between the  pt,dses is possible. The amount of overlap must be selected based 
on a trade-off of risk versus need. Overlap of the  phases would allow accomplishment of end  results earl ier ,  
but would subject the  program to greater  expenditure before all c r i te r ia  from a previous phase a r e  met ,  
SPS PHASED PEOGRAM APPROACH 
ACTIVITIES AND DECISION CRITERIA 
-- . - 
- 
PROGRAM PHASE 
----- -.- .,--- 
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FIGURE I 
RESEARCH PLANNING 
The system definition studies have reached the point where a reasonably comprehensive plan for SPS research 
can be defined. 
In order to accomplish this it has been necessary to postulate an overall S S program structure including incre- 
mental decision criteria, decision objectives and research or developnient accornplis'nments. For purposes of 
plannirlg it has been assumed that the first phase of such a program will be research followed by a development 
phase. Rather than attempting to develop all SPS, this development phase wil l develop prototype subsystems 
and processes in order to maximize cost confidence and understand the needs of risk management at minimum 
expense. Finally, verification of the errtire system wil l  require sonlc sort of prototyping or pilot plant ~ct iv i ty .  
Each of these phases culminates in an evaluation and decision phase. The program would not proceed unless the 
evaluation is favorable in terms of environmental effects, economics, technical practicality and social considera- 
tions. 
Our present status is that the research plan has been detailed. This plan wil l be published as a seaparate interim 
planning document as a part of the system definition sfudies. Analyses of the development and prototyping phases 
wil l be conducted in the next 4 months. 
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Research Planning Stat us 
SPS-2811 
OVERALL SPS PROGRAM STRUCTURE, POSTULATED WITH 
INCREMENTAL CRITERIA, DECISIONS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
- RESEARCH, TO RESOLVE ISSUES AND SELECT TECHNICAL APPROACHES 
- DEVELOPMENT, TO DEVELOP COST CONFIDENCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACH 
- PROTOTYPING/PILOT PLANT 
RESEARCH PLAN DETAILED 
- 173 TASKS; 130 GROUND-BASED RESEARCH; 31 SYSTEMS STUDY; 10 FLIGHT RESEARCH; 
2 RELATED TO IONOSPHERE HEATING 
RESEARCH PLAN ADDRESSES ONLY TECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH & SYSTEMS DEFINITION 
RESEARCH PLANNING PROCESS 
The principal steps in developing the research plan are tabulated on the facing page. 
Research Planning Process 
Irna"U1P - 
e IDENTIFY RESEARCH ISSUES & OBJECTIVES 
DEFllNE RESEARCH TASKS 
REVIEW WITH JSC 
UPDATE 
DEFINE TASK INTERRELATIONSHIP% 
e PERF:ORM NETWORK ANALYSIS 
GENtiRATE SCHEDULE (NO FUNDING CONSTRAINTS) 
ASSIGN RESOURCES (MANPOWER) BY SKILL 
CCRDUCT COST ANALYSIS 
PERF:ORM COST-CONTROLLED SCHEDULING 
TECHNICAL AREAS 
The research plan is divided into the ren technical areas tabulated on the facing page. !n addition, the research 
plan includes certain systems study and flight research activities. 
Technical. Areas 
SOLAH ARRAYS 
POWER TRANSFnlSSlON 
STRUCTURES 
MATERIALS 
FLIGHT 8 SYSTEM CONTROL 
P A C E  CONSTRUCTION 
a SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
POWER DISTRIBUTION & PROCESSING 
a SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS 
SPS R ESEAHCIi PLANNING DETAILED WORKSHEET 
ie research plan was developed thror.cgh worksheets employing the fcrmat indicated. The ob.-c-t i es of each 
c .  t'le key questions was to resolve a key issue or to select the best technology in a given area. 'The "implications:' 
treading indicates :he reason for the question. "Applicability" shows wher? this research itern applies on the SPS 
system. The remainder of the headings summarize the task data inputs dejcribing the research task ;>eccssary 
to an: ler the question. Entries o i  this 1,eture were prepared for each of the 173 research tasks. 
SPS Research Planning Detciled Worksheet 
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NETWORK EXAMPLE 
The data from the research planning worksheets were input t o  an automated network analysis. One of the useful 
outp18:s of this analysis was a plot of the event logic network for each research area, A segment of a network 
is ill?;strated here. 
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S Example Task Network (Solar Arrays) 
I 
SEGMENT OF SCHEDULE 
Schedules ;AS illustrated were developed for eactt ~f the technical areas. 
Segment of Schedule 
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SEGMENT OF RESOURCeS DATA 
Costs for the research program were developed by estimating headcount and durations by skill for each of the 
tasks. Shown on the facing page is a segment of resources data. Integer resources such as 1.00 and 3.00 arc summaries 
of the specific skills underneath each of these integers i.e., 1.00 sums the skills 1.1 through 1.9. Thew summary 
resources were used in presenting resource reqbirements data and in  conducting rescurce constrained scheduling. 
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Segment of Resources Data 
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EXAMPLE RESOIJRCES RESULTS FACILITIES 
The facing page shows requirements ior one of the major facilities considered, a large combined-environr ntnt 
chamber. The peak requirement for 70 test days per month would indicate a need for approximately 3 such fac~ l i t i e s  
for the graund-based program. 
Example Resources Results Facilities 
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EXAMPLE RESOURCES RESULTS MANPOW El2 
Shown on the facing page is the total nlanpower requirement for the research program including the ground and 
flight research phases. The e f f e c t  of resour ce-constrained scheduling in the first 3 years is clearly discernable. 
Example Resources Results ( ~ a n ~ o w e r )  
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GROUND-BASED RBI. ARC9 NOMINAL COSTS 
The ground-based portion of the research progiar. was estimated to cost a total of 240 millior, 1979 dcllars, The 
scales t o  the left  and righr are in dollars per month and should be multiplied by 12 to give dollars per year. 
Ground-Based Research: Nominal Costs 
l P I A w "  - 
Cost spr pads were developed for each of the technical areas. Solar array technology developmcrit was one of 
the more costly areas with a total of 65  nill lion dollars. 

FLIGHT RESEARCH NOMlNAL COST 
Certain of the ekments  of the research program required flight tests to a c ~ u i r e  the necessary data. The total 
costs  for flight program were roughly 190 million 1979 dollars. 
Flight Research: Nominal Costs 
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RESEARCH FLIGHT TESTS 
These three subjects were judged to require flight tests in order to accomplish the research objectives, as tabulated 
on the facing page. 
Research Flight Tests 
MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION 
LARGE APERTURE PHASED ARRAY TECHNOLOGY SATELLIT6 
SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
BEAM BUILDER 
SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT 
SPACE PLASMA EFFECTS 
PLASMA COLLECTION 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION THRUSTER PLASMAS 
HIGH VOLTAGE BREAKDClWbd 
LARGE APERTURE PHASED ARRAY TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 
The objective of this satellite experiment is to confirm the adequacy of phase control system technology for 
SPS application. Preliminary estimates have indicated that the satellite illustrated can be configured for shuttle/IUS 
launch and can be launched to geosynchronous orbit in time to support the research program. 
Large Aperture Phased Array 
RECEIVER1 
TRANSMITTER 
'C*' (ZW, 2rn) 
SOLAR ARRAYSl 
PHASE DlSTRlBUTlON 
PlLOT TRANSMITTER 
FOR "INVERTED" IONOSPHERE 
MAPPING lOW 
RECEIVER1 
TRANSMITTER 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
EVALUATE RETROOlRECTIVE 
PHASE CONTROL ERROR 
INTRODUCED BY IONOSPHERE 
& RESULTING BEAM STABILITY 
TIMING -
ON CRITICAL PATH 
LAUNCH IN 4TH QTR I986 
ACT AS PILOT FOR IONOSPHERE MAPPING 
B U M  BUILDER AND SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT SORTiE 
The research objectives for this shuttle sortie are indicated. In addition to confirming the successful operation 
of beam builder technology i t  is important to ensure 'that z e r o 4  deployment mechanics for solar arrays in the 
SPS class are adequately understood, to confirm the adelquacy of .solar array design and packaging and deployment 
technology. 
Beam Builder & Solar Array 
Deployment Sortie 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
EXPLORE ZERO4 DYNAMICS ON 
FABRICATION DEPLOYMENT 
INVESTIGATE OUTGASSING FROM 
BEAM FA8 IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
ENSURE UNDERSTANDING OF ZERO4 
DEPLCIYMENT MECHANICS FOR SPS 
LlGHlWElGHT ARRAYS 
PLASMA EFFECTS SORRE 
A preliminary experimental investigation of plasma ef fects  can &e conducted in low earth orbit even though the 
environment there is significantly different than that a t  CEO. Further, the e f f ec t s  being investigated are important 
to  the operation of electric orbit transfer vehicles in low earth orbit. 
Plasma Effects Sorte 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
BREAKDOWN, ARC-THRU, & 
PLASMA CURRENTS FOR HV 
SQLAR ARRAYS IN LEO 
e HV ARRAY-THRUSTER INTERACTIONS TIMING 1984-1985 
e THRUSTER PLASMA EFFECTS ON 
IONOSPHERE 81 MAGNETOSPHERE 
TOTAL RESEARCH PROGRAM NOMINAL COSTS 
The nominal (resource-constrained schedule) total program costs are exhibited here, showing completion in 1987 
and a total cost over the period slightly less than 400 million dollars. 
Total Research Program: Nominal Costs 
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EAR LY-START SCHEDULE (..:OSTS 
Tne early-start schedule begins each task as early as possible uodcr the ccl~lstralnt ot the network interrelationships; 
all tasks are finished ,s early as possible. This schedule shows the tnaximt~rn fund in^ that could be utilized early 
in the program. The cost scales are in dollars per month. The! research program could employ as much as 60 
million dollars in the first year. 

LATE START SCHEDULE CWTS 
This schedule finishes a t  the  same  t ime as the  early s t a r t  schedule but defers  initiation of e a c h  task  t o  as l a t e  
as possible. This schedule shows the  lowest early-year funding t h a t  can  be accommodated with completion of 
al l  tasks at the  t i m e  t h e  cr i t ical  path sequence of tasks is completed. 
Both the  early s t a r t  and l a t e  s t a r t  schedules complete the  research program at the  eariliest possible date,  about  
April 1986. 
"Late StaW Schedule Costs 
ALTERNATE CONSTRAINED XHEDULE COSTS 
An additional constraired schedule was constructed to  examine sensitivity of scheduling to  early year funding. 
This schedule allowed slightly more funding than the previous constrained schedule and finishes in late 1986 rather 
than mid-1987. 
Alternate Constrained Schedule Costs 
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THREE FUNDING OPTIONS FOR ReSEARCM PHASE 
The two constrained schedules a r e  compared here  to the  late-star t  schedule. Annual costs a r e  also tabulated for  
the  f i rs t  t h ree  years in the upper h f t  portion of t he  chart.  The constrained No. 2 schedule, at slightly higher funding 
in  t h e  f i rs t  two  years, allows finishing about  six months earl ier  than constrained No. 1. The l a t e  s t a r t  schedule 
finishes about nine months earl ier  than constrained No. 2 because of the substantially higher funding allowed in 
t h e  third year. Increased funding in t h e  third year a l k w s  initiation of re,search f l ight  projects. In t he  constrained 
schedules these a r e  not initiated until 1983. 
Three Funding Options 
For Research Phase 
--- -..-- 0
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TECHNOLXY DECISKIN XHEDULE COMPARISON 
The research program in each technology area culminates with a selection of the preferred technologies to carry 
into the development phase. This tabulation compares the date a t  which these technology decisions are reached 
for the late start schedule and for the No. 1 and No. 2 resource-constrained schedules. 
Technology Decision Schedule Comparison 
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DEVELOPMENT QUEST?ONS 
If the research program reaches a successful conclusion, and a continuation of the SPS program beyond the research 
phase is elected,  the developmental phase will be aimed a t  selecting design approaches and production processes, 
developing speciiications for SPS systems and subsystems, and demonstrating attainability of costs. The next ten 
charts provide a preliminary tabulation of questiorir appropriate to  these objectives. 
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Development Questions 
SOLAR ARRAYS 
- 
WHAT AFIRAY COST CAN BE ACHIEVED BY THE PROCESSES SELECTED FOR CELL/ARRAY 
PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY? WHAT OUALITY AN9 PERFORMANCE? 
* WHAT APE THE BEST WAYS TO PACKAGE AND DEPLOY? WHAT PRODUCTIVITY f r n * / ~ ~ $  3 )
IS ACHIEVED AND HOW MUCH PROBLEM IS THERE WITH DAMAGE? 
@ WILL THE HIGH-VOLTAGE ARRAYS PERFORM RELIABLY AT GEO? WHAT VOLTAGE CAM 
WE GET AWAY WITE; WHAT LOSSES? 
WHAT DEGRADATION AND ANNEALlNG (1) EFFECTS ARE ACTUALLY EXSFRBENCED? 
WHAT ARE THE RESULTING SOLAR ARRAY DESIGN CR!TERIA AND PERFORMANCE 
DATA? 
D 1 8&25402- 1 
Developmcn t Qt~estions - Con't 
THERMAL SYSTEMS 
WHAT DESIGN CRITERIA AND PERFORMANCE DATA SHOULD BE USED FOR SPS 
THERMAL SYSTEMS? 
- HEAT REJECTION 
- REFLECTIVIN 
- FLUID CONTAINMENT 
- SUlTABl LlTY FOR IN-SPACE FABRICATIONS AND REPAIR 
- DEGRADATION 
NOTE THIS LIST ASSUMES THE NOMINAL PROGRAM, I.E., THAT THERMAL ENQINE 
-
ENERGY CONVERSION I S M  CARRIED INTO THIS PHASE, 
D 1 80-2Sm- 1 
Development Questions - Con't 
0 WHAT DESIGN CRITERIA, PERFORMANCE, AND LIFE ARE APPLICABLE TO MlCROWAVE 
POWER AMPLIFIERS AND LASERS WERATINO AT GEO? 
a IS LABORATORY PHASE cwrRaL EWRPMENT PERFORMANCE REPROOUCIBLE wtm 
PROTOWPE HARDWARE I N  SPACE? WHAT DESIGN AN0 PERFORMANCE CRl f  €RIA 
FOLLOW? 
WHAT WILL THC: MICAWAVE AND LASER EQUIFMENT COST ICJ PROOUCTIM? WHAT 
IS THE ECONOMICAL TRAOLQPF AMONG aC, QA, FMLURE RAT&$, AND 
PERFORMANCE? 
WHAT SPECIFICATIONS, PROCEWS, AND PROCEDURES SHOULD 0 E  LMEO? 
D1W25402-1 
Development Questions - Con't 
HOW WELL 00 1'HE ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS, E.Q., OF FINlT€*ELEMENT MODELS, PAEDICT 
THE ACTUAL DYNAMICS OF LARGE SPACE 87AUCT URESI WHAT DYNAMIC8 UNCERTAINTIIE8 
SHOULD BE USED IN CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA? 
WHAT WILL THE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS COSf IN PRQOUCTl(rM? WHAl I8 THE MOST 
ECONOMICAI, TRAOEOFF AMONG m, OA, ALLOWABLE$, AND STRCO-3'URAL R E D W D A W ?  
WHAT DOES EXPOIIURE TO THE ACRJAL ENVIRONMENTS HYDICA7(E A8 TO Ltlf%TIMUI AND 
DEGRADATION OF CRITICAL MATERIAUS) WHAT PROTECTlVE MEANIC, MATECIIAI.8 
SELECTION, DESIGN CRITERIA AND ALLOWABLE8 WOULD BE AP)LIED? 
WHAT ARE THE MOST ECONOMICAL MATERIALS PRWUCTION PWEsBIES7 
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Development Questions - Con't 
FLIGHT CONTROL AND DATA MANAGEMENT 
O 00 LARGE STRUCTURES AND THEIR CONTROL SYSTEMS BEHAVE ACCORDING TO MODEL 
PREDICTIONS? WHAT DESIGN CRITERIA, E.O., GAIN AND PIIASE MARGINS, WOULD BE 
USED? 
ARE THERE ANY UNIEI(QECTE0 THRU8TERIPLASMA/MAQN€TlC INTERACTIONS THAT 
INFLUENCE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION? 
WHAT ARE THE SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DESlON CRITERIA FOR DATA MANAGEMEN?? 
WHAT WILL THIS SYSTEM COST IN PRODUCTION? WHAT 18 THE MOST (ECONOMIC TRAOLOFF 
AMONT QC, QA, REDUNDANCY, SOFTWAREMARDWARE SELFCORRECTION, AND 
MAINTENANCE? , 
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Developnwnt Questions - Gon't 
SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
WHAT CREW PRODUCTIVITY IS EXPERIENCED UNDER ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION 
OPEflATIONs? 
WHAT EQUIPMENT PRODUCTlVlTV IS EXPERIENCEO? 
WHAT CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS COULD BE AVOIDED BV BETTER 8PS OR 
EQUIPMENT OESIQN? 
WHAT CONSTRlICTlON SYSTEM AND SPS DESIGN CRITERIA SHOULD BE EMPLOYED? 
WHAT CONSTRUCTION COSTS ARE SUPPORTED BY ACTUAL EXPFFIIENCE? 
D 1 80.25402.1 
s Development Questions - Continued 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
WHAT WE8 SHUTTLEIOTV EXPERIENCE INDICATE AS 
TO PAQJECTED 898 W,UE TRANSPORTATlON COSTS? 
ARE THERE ANY OPERATING PROBLEMS WITH CLUSTERS 
OF LARGE ELECTRIC THRUSTEW CAN ? M A  DRIFT 
CURRENTS BE PREDICTED? 
WHAT BOOSTER ENGINE COSTS ARE :SJF)ICATEO BY 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITI€B? 
WHAT CREW PROV1810NS AlYO CA6IN DESIGN8 ARE 
APPROQRIATL TO CREW TRUJbPORTATK)CIC) 
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s Development Questions - Continued 
POWER UlSTRl8UTlON AND PROCESSING 
WHAT EFFICIENCY AND MASS CHARACTERISTICS ARE 
ACHIEVED BY POWER PROCESSORS? WHAT WILL THEY 
COSt' IN PRODUCTION? WHAT DESIGN CRITERIA ARE 
APQROPRIATE tDTHESE FIGURES AND TO AOEOUATE 
LIFE? 
WHAT PERFORMANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED BY CIRCUIT 
BREAKERSIINTERRUPTERW HOW DOES PERFORMANCE 
TRADE WITH MASS AND C 0 8 n  
HOW DO SELECTED CABLE INSULATION MATERIALS 
STAND UP IN  THE WACE ENVIRONMENT'? 
WHAT PLASMA AND BREAKDOWN DESIGN CRITERIA 
APPLY, IN  THE LEO AND GEO ENVIRONMENTS, TO 
CONDUCTOR, INSULATOR, AND STANDOFF DESIGN? 
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Development Questions - Continued 
P A C E  ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS 
HOW DO ELECTRIC THRUSTER PLASMAS INTERACT 
WITH THE MAGNETOSPHERE? ARE RESEARCH 
RESULTS AND MODELS CONFIRMED? 
@ HOW DO SOLAR ARRAYS DEGRADE WRING ORBIT TRANSFER? 
WHAT FLUENCES ARE EXPERIENCED? ARE R-RCM RESULTS 
AND MODELS CONFIRMED? 
HOW DO WUrTLE/ON BURNS AFFECT THE UPPER 
ATMOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE? ARB RESEARCM 
RESULTS AND MODELS CONFIRMED? 
WHAT SYSTEMS CHOICES AND DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOLLOW FROM THESE RESULTS? 
D 1 80-25402- 1 
s Development Questions, Continued 
SPS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
WHAT IS THE MOSY ECONOMIC SET OF SPS SYSTEMS, 
INCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND FINANCIAL RISK. 
HOW WILL RISK BE MANAGED? 
WHAT SPS COSTS ARE ESTABLISHED, AND WHAT 
IS THE RANGE OF UNCERTAINTY? 
WHAT IS NECESSARY IN THE WAY OF A DEMONSTRATION 
OR PILOT PLANT IN ORDER TO COMMERCIALIZE 8451 
INDICATIONS FROM DEVELOPMENT QYP5TK)NS 
Review of the development questials enumerated to this point provides the indications tabulated on the facing 
Page* 
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Indications from Development Questions 
@ PROTOTYPE SUBSYSTEMS AND PRODUCTION PROCESS PILOT 
PLANTS NEEDED TO ESTABLISH CONFIDENCE I N  HARDWARE 
COST AND PERFORMANCE 
A BROAD SPECTRUM OF SPACE OPERATIOKS EXPERIENCE 
IS NEEDED. NOT NECESSARY TO "BUILD AN SPS" BUT MUST 
OBTAIN EXPERIENCE IN ALL  CRITICAL QPERATIONAL 
SITUATIONS, SUCH AS: 
SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS 
e CREW TASK DESIGN AND PRQDUCTlVlN 
ENVIRONMENTS 
O PRODUCT IS TECHNICAL AND COST CONFIDENCE; 
PRELIMINP.RY DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
SPS DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM 
DEMONSTKATSON ISSUES 
The present SPS program concept presumes that  the  development p h a x  of SPS would be followed by a demonstration 
phase with the objective of demonstrating operational suitability of SPS for commercial use. Demonstration concc?ts 
for SPS have been studied over the past several years. A number of flight vehicle configurations have been developed. 
The facing tabulation ynopsizes some of t h e  principal issues tha t  have surfaced and pro-,ides a present judgment 
as t o  the objectives of a demonstration system. 
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Demonstration Issues 
PREVIOUS STUDIES HAVE POSTULATED DEMONSTRATION SPS'S 
FROM 15 TQ 10,000 hlEGAWAVTIS 
@ THE REQUIREMENTS ON THE DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM HAVE 
NEVER BEEN CLEAR 
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETlON OF THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
PHASES OF SPS SHOULD PROVIDE UNPRECEDENTED TECHNICAL 
AND COST CONFIDENCE 
II.ALCnUTVWMmRF)SANU6EhslM-THATFALLS 
AN)UMDTBE ~ L Y ~ T O S E R V I C E , W E  F I W A L  
COFCSHUOUCES ARE SEVERE 
THE DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM SHOULD THERE= DEMONSTRATE 
' OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY OF SPS: GRID COMPAT18ILIW, 
AVAILABILITY, AND REPAIRABILITY. ENMANCEMENT OF 
COST AND TECHNICAL CONFIDENCE WILL ALSO RESULT. 
PHOTOVALTAIC SPS PILOT PLANT AND CONSTRUCllON COKEPT 
The accompanying illustration shows an early concept for a solar power satellite pilot plant developed by the Johnson 
Space Center in about !975. This pilot plant was t o  be constructed and operated in low ear th  orbit. Subsequent 
studies considered the posshoility of i ts  delivery t o  geosynchronous orbit. In low ear th  orbit, the t ime over a given 
ground receiving station was no more than a few minutes per day. In geosynchronous orbit, the  transmitter aperture 
was too small t o  provide beam intensities on the  ground that  could be utilized by a receiving antenna for electric 
power generation. This pilct plant concept, however, would have demonstrated construction and operation of large 
solar arrays and transmitters in pace. 
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Photovoltaic SPS Pilot Plant 
And Construction Concept 
Yr3MXSISlM 
100 M ANT. 
COMMZRCIAL DEMONSTRATOR 
The accorr~panying illclstratlon shows another SPS demonstration concept, this one developed by b e i n g  in 1978, 
I t  was, at that time, conceived as roughly the minimum-size system that coulcl fully qualify all SPS components, 
and sb~bsysterns for operation and serviceability in ttre SPS environment. Its transmitter apertrrre and power ievel, 
hawever, were also too small to pl avide meaningful power levels at  the grouml. It could provide all objectives of 
a commercial demonstration program excepting the demonstration of operability of an SPS with a power grid. 
D 180.25402- 1 
Commercial Demonstrator 
, . 
r- SOLAR AflSAYS: 
ALUMINUM 
BUS BAR SYSTEM 
5 28 (SUBSCAL E, BAME 
TEMPERATURE) 
USES FULL SIZE 
SUOARRAYS, HAS 
FULL CENTRAL 
HEAT OlSSlPATlON 
SP5 ENCINEERlffi PROTOTYPE PHOTOVOLTAIC CONFSCURATION 
lllustratcd here is a stilJ larger prototype SPS. This one was characterized by Boeing in 1976. It was capble of 
delivering about 900 megawatts to  a receiving station on the ground. 

PAST AND rU'IUKE ELECTRIC POWER ALTERNATIVES USE PLOT PLANTS 
The history of development of new electrical generation technology shows a consistent pattern of graduating from 
test facilities to pilot plants to commercial demonstrators. Several examples are  tabulated on the facing page. 
Past and Future Electric Power Alternatives 
Use '"Pilot " Plants 
(1878 DATA) 
PALIT: PROGRESSION TO THE COMMERCIAL LIOHT WATIR REACTOR 
WPERlMENTAL REACTOM, 
DEMO REACTOR, 
P R O T ~ ~ P E  LANT, 
FUNRE: GROUND SOLAR POWER (TOWER TOP TYPE) 
TEST FACILITY 
PICOT P U N T  
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATOR 
BREEDER REACTOR ( t l  WID METAL FAST BREEDIER) 
FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY 
CLINCH RIVER SREEOER 
PROTONPE COMMERCIAL BRf EOER 
FUSION (MAGNETIC) 
a EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR 1 (2040 MW,) 
EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR 2 P 100 MW,) 
• DEMONSTRATION REACTOR PSOO We) 
DEMONSTRATOR PROVISIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Based on t h e  preceding considerations a set of provisional requirements for an SPS demonstrator have been developed. 
First, i t  must operate a t  geosynchronous orbit. This is important because the  ionizing radiation and phsma environment 
in geosynchronous orbit is significantly different from that  a t  low earth orbit. Also, a geosynchronous location is 
essential in order t o  provide continuous operation with a ground receiving statior.. 
Secondly, meaningful power must be provided t o  a utility grid in order t o  demonstrate operational suitability for 
baseload x r v i c e .  
A conclusi-re demonstration of reliable control of the power beam and i ts  sidelobes is important to a final dtmonstra- 
tion of environmental acceptability as well as showing suitability for continuous service. 
The SPS demonstrator should show the capability of an SPS t o  deliver a high plant factor in the range of 9.8 t o  0.9 
or better .  Achievement of a high plant factor is critical t o  the  economic acceptability of a high capital cost, low 
fuel cost, renewable energy system. 
It is c lear  t h a t  reliable and repeatable startup and shutdown is Important. In the  process of demonstrating this 
and t h e  other  objectives, SPS hardware and operations can b e  qualified for commercial service. 
Finally, in order to  demonstrate the ability of an SPS to  provide a high plant factor over a long period of time, main- 
\ 
tainabilir). and repairability of the SPS should be included in the demonstration program. 
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s Demonstrator Provisional Reqyirements 
9 WERATEATGEO 
PROVIDE MEANINGFUL POWER TO A UTILITY GRID 
(TENS TO HUNDREDS OF MEGAWAHS) 
DEMONSTRATE RELIABLE CONTROL OF POWER BEAM AND 
ITS SIDELOBES 
DEMONSTRATE PLANT FACTOR CAPABILITY 
DEMONSTRATE RELIABLE, REPEATABLE STARTUP AND SHUTDOWN 
QUALIFY SPS HARDWARE AND OPERATIONS 
DEMONSTRATE MAINTAINABILITY AND REPAIRABILITY 
DEMONSTRATQR CONSIDERATIONS 
The increasing definition of SPS hardware elements  by the  ongoing system definition studies has led t o  the considera- 
tions listed on the  facing page. Of particular .i.mportance is t he  minimum power density achievable with t h e  reference 
system design. I t  szems appropriate for  a demonstrator  system to consider a uniform antenna illumination since 
t h e  relatively higher sidelobes of t h e  uniform illumination will still  be  considerably less in intensity than t h e  side 
lobes of t h e  operating SPS. It  is also c lear  t ha t  a large transmit aper ture  is needed in order  t o  provide a beam diameter  
at t h e  ground commensurate with a reasonable of rec tenna  size. 
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Demonstrator Considerations 
LARGE ANTENNA APERTURES ARE REQUIRED TO 
ACHIEVE REASONABLE BEAM FOOTPRINT 
WITH RESERENCE SPS KLYSTRONS AND SUBARRAY SIZE 
650 WJM IS MINIMUM POWER DENSITY. (1 KLYSTRON 
PER SUBARRAY) 
O S O L I W A T E  OPTIONS LESS CLEAR, BUT COMPARABLE . I 
W 
a DESIRE a I MWIC;M~ TO DRIVE REC ~ENNA a 
LEADS TO 309600 MEGAWATTS RF POWER AS 
MINIMUM: RQUGHLY SIZE OF REFERENCE E O N  
I I 1 
1 2 
TRANSMIT DlAM (KMI 
RECEIVED POWER 650 W A n S  PER SSUARE METER - 800 METER APERTURE 
Pa t t e rns  were  computed for t h e  minimum power cons tan t  illumination transrrritter with a n  800-meter aperture.  
The  cent ra l  beam s t rength  is approximately 1 milliwatt per  square cent imeter ,  sufficient t o  di ive a rectcnrra, a lbei t  
no t  at high efficiency. The f i r s t  side I( ' ? slightly exceeds 10 microwatts  per  square cen t ime te r  with t h e  o lher  
s ide lobes at lower levels. 
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Received Power: 650 W/M2, 800-M Aperture 
SPS-2973 
RECEIVED POWER 650 WATTS PER METER SQUARED - 8m METER A P E R N R E  
Shown here  is t h e  bearn efficiency as a functicn of rec tenna  radius. The  right hand scale shows incident power on  
the  rec tenna  as a function of radius. With an expected rec tenna  efficiency of roughly 75% to 80% at these power 
levels, 50 t o  100 megawatts  can  be  provided with a relatively small rectenna. This system, therefore,  would mee t  
t h e  objectives of t h e  demonstration t ~ f  SPS in groviding sufficjent power t o  a utility grid to demonstrate  operational 
suitability. 
The  solar a r ray  output power required to drive this system is in t h e  range of expected power levels for  t h e  e lec t r ic  
orbi t  t ransfer  vehicles. Thus, i t  is conceivable t h a t  initial experimental EOTV's could be  constructed at low ea r th  
orbit,  used to  transport SPS hardware to geosynchronous orbit,  and then used ts  drive the deinonstrator system. 
At t he  conclusion of t h e  demonstration program, these EOTV's could then  b e  refurbished and placed back into e l ec t r i c  
orbi t  t ransfer  service. 
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Received Power: 650 W N 2 ,  800-M Aperture 
RECTENNA RADIUS 
SPS DEVELOPMENT ANSLYSIS - WHERE WE STANO 
Principal accomp!:tshments oi t h e  development analysis a r e  summarized  on t h e  facing page. The development program 
concen t r a t e s  initially on issue resolution through research  wit;-i a minimgm expenditure commitm :nt corlsistent 
with accompl ishment  of t he  objectives. The  prograrn then  moves in to  an engineering development phase aimed 
at  conf idence  building and risk ~den t i i i ca t ion .  The  final developmental  phase of SPS demonstrat ion concen t r a t e s  
on minimizing risks t o  ut i l i t ies  and  managing t h e  program financial risk t o  maximize  t h e  like!ihood of success. 
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SPS Development Analysis -Where We Stand 
PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY CLARIFIED 
RESEARCH PLANNING DATA BASE DEVELOPED 
QUESTIONS (OBJECTIVES ) OF DEVELOPMENT 
BEING DEVELOPED 
APPROACH TO PROTOTYPING ODENTlFlED 
ISSUE RESOLUTION - CONFIDENCE BUILDING AND RISK IDENTIFICATION - RISK MANAGEMENT 1 
